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STATEMENT OF INTEREST OF AMICUS CURIAE

United Policyholders was founded in 1991 and is a single-issue, non-profit

organization dedicated to educating the public on insurance issues and consumer

rights. The organization is a recognized charity with tax exempt status under

Internal Revenue Code § 501(c) (.3), funded by donations and grants from

individuals, businesses and foundations.

United Policyholders is an information resource on sales, coverage, claims

and litigation related issues pertaining to personal and commercial lines insurance

products. The organization sponsors public forums in communities hit by natural

disasters, and an average of 20,000 monthly visitors read articles and tips at

www.unitedpolicyholders.org. United Policyholders participates in proceedings

of the National Association ofInsurance Commissioners and receives frequent

invitations to speak to trade and civic associations and to testify at public hearings

on insurance rate and policy issues. It also protects the interests and presents the

positions of policyholders through participation as amicus curiae in insurance

coverage cases throughout the country.

Commercial and individual policyholders communicate on a regular basis

with United Policyholders, and leading policyholder advocates across the United

States are volunteers with and advisors to the organization. By monitoring the

insurance and claims landscape, United Policyholders is able to submit pertinent



and accurate information to courts throughout the country via amicus briefs.

United Policyholders has participated as amicus curiae in more than 240 cases

across the country involving significant insurance issues. The organization's

reputation as a reliable friend of the court was enhanced when its amicus curiae

brief was cited in the United States Supreme Court's opinion in Humana Inc. v.

Forsyth, 525 U.S. 299 (1999), and its arguments were adopted by the California

Supreme Court in Vandenberg v. Superior Court, 88 CaL Rptr. 2d 366 (CaL 1999)

and in TRB Investments, Inc. v. Fireman's Fund Insurance Co., 50 Cal. Rptr, 3d

597, 145 P.3d 472 (2006). Points raised in United Policyholders amicus briefs

have made their way into many published opinions, including, most recently,

Travelers Casualty and Surety Co., et. al. v. United States Filter Corp., 870 N.E.2d

529 (Ind. Ct. App. 2007), transfer granted and vacated by No. 49S02-0712-cv-596,

2007 Ind. LEXIS 1121 (Ind. Dec. 20, 2007), and in Landry v. Louisiana Citizens

Property Insurance Co., 964 So.2d 463 (La. Ct. App. 2007).

United Policyholders has participated as amicus curiae in prior proceedings

in this jurisdiction. See General Refi:actories Co. v. First State Insurance Co., 500

F.3d 306 (3d CiT. 2007); Barber v. Unum Life Insurance Co. of America, 383 F.3d

134 (3d CiT. 2004); Willow Inn, Inc. v. Public Service Mutual Insurance Co., 399

F.3d 224 (3d Cir, 2005).
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ARGUMENT

I. Policyholders Have the Right to Select the Policies Under Which They
Seek Coverage, Without Fear of Prejudice to Any Laches or Course of
Performance Argument.

The district court decision on appeal violates a fundamental right of

policyholders - the right to select the policies under which they seek coverage.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court explicitly recognized that right in the landmark

case on. H. France Refractories Co. v. Allstate Insurance Co., 534 Pa, 29, 626

A.2d 502 (1993). In 1. H. France, the supreme court declared that the policyholder

"should be free to select the policy or policies under which it is to be indemnified."

534 Pa. at 41,626 A.2d at 508. As a practical matter, the supreme court

recognized that the insured is not limited to making this selection at a single

moment in time. Rather, the selection process can occur over time:

When the policy limits of a given insurer are exhausted, J. H.
France is entitled to seek indemnification from any of the
remaining insurers which was on the risk during the
development of the disease.

534 Pa. at 42,626 A.2d at 509.

As AstenJohnson points out, the decision in 1. H. France "would be

undermined if an insured, after exhausting one policy, sought indemnification

under another and found itself barred by laches." (Appellant's BI. 44.) The court

reached the same conclusion when confronted with a similar time-bar argument in

3



Koppers Company, Inc. v. Certain Underwriters at Lloyd's, et a!., 146 P.LJ. 159

(Alleg, Cty, 1998) (Wettick, J.). A copy of this opinion is attached as Appendix,

Tab A for the Court's convenience. The insurer in Koppers argued that the

policyholder's claims were barred by the statute oflimitations. Id. at 165-66. The

court rejected that argument, based on the ruling in J. H. France that protects an

insured's right to decide what policies to pursue. Id. As the court in Koppers

explained:

If I were to adopt the position of [the insurance companies], the
insured would not have options. It would be required within
four years of an expenditure to proceed against every insurance
company that may be obligated to provide coverage under J. H.
France Refractories Co.

* * *
The purpose of the Supreme Court's ruling in J. H. France
Refractories was to permit Koppers to decide how it could
maximize coverage. Under J. H. France Refractories, it is
Koppers, rather than INA, that may decide the order in which
the various policies will pay Kopper's claims. A ruling that
imposes upon Koppers the duty to sue any insurance company
that might have any legal obligation to provide coverage within
four years of any expenditure that may trigger coverage would
undermine the J. H. France Refractories ruling by taking away
Koppers' ability to decide which policies will pay Koppers'
claims.

Id. at 166. The court further emphasized that, under the insurance companies'

position, "as a practical matter, Koppers cannot make decisions as to how it would

like to allocate its insurance claims among the various carriers. If claims are not

fully resolved within four years of an expenditure, Koppers must sue on every

4
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policy." Id. The court rejected that approach as being in conflict with l H.

France.

The district court's decision in the present case conflicts with l H. France

for the same reasons. The district court found that AstenJolmson's suit against

Columbia was barred by laches based on the mistaken belief that AstenJohnson

should have tendered and sued for coverage of other claims (not at issue here)

years earlier, at the time it sued other carriers. I It was not for the district court to

second-guess the order in which AstenJolmson selected certain policies for

coverage. Under J. H. France, that decision must be left to the policyholder.

The district court also improperly cited the timing of AstenJohnson's

decision to pursue coverage under the Columbia and American policies as "the

most compelling evidence" that AstenJohnson did not believe there was coverage

for any asbestos-related claims under those policies. JA I 130. In addition to all of

the reasons AstenJohnson presents to show why that inference is incorrect (see

The district court mistakenly believed that AstenJohnson's decision not to
select Columbia's policy until later in the claims cycle prejudiced Columbia.
The grounds on which the district court found prejudice are incompatible
with the ruling in J. H. France. (see Appellant's Br. 45-47.) In addition,
those grounds are incompatible with the very nature of the policies that are
at issue here. The policies in this case are occurrence-based, Unlike c1aims
made policies, occurrence-based policies are designed to provide coverage
for claims that might not arise until years after the policy expires. Thus, an
insurer who issues an occurrence-based policy necessarily faces uncertainty
in setting reserves and addressing pricing issues for subsequent policies.

5
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Appellant's Br. 36-39), the inference also is improper because it conflicts with the

right to pick and choose recognized in J. H. France. If a COUlt were permitted to

make such an inference, a policyholder would not be free to decide when to select

certain policies for coverage. Instead, the policyholder would need to consider

whether the policies must be selected in a certain order to avoid creating a "course

of conduct" that could prejudice the ability to obtain coverage. That concern

should not be part of the policyholder's analysis under J. H. France. Thus, it was

improper for the district court to infer anything negative about AstenJohnson's

intent based on the order in which AstenJolmson selected policies for coverage.

In short, the district court's decision penalizes the policyholder in two ways

for exercising the right to select the policies for coverage - in applying the doctrine

of laches and in applying the course of performance canon of interpretation. The

right of a policyholder to pick and choose among its policies is well-established in

Pennsylvania. Accordingly, the district court's decision should be reversed.

n. Policyholders Should Be Permitted to Take Broad Discovery on Custom
and Usage in the Insurance Industry.

Insurance companies have an enormous advantage over policyholders in

establishing custom and usage in the insurance industry. The insurance industry

obviously is the arena in which insurance companies operate. As a consequence,

information about that industry is readily available to insurers. Policyholders, by

6



contrast, only have contact with the world of insurance episodically. They do not

have access to the same wealth of information that the insurers have.

Because of this disparity, it is essential that policyholders have the

opportunity to take broad discovery on matters relating to custom and usage in the

insurance industry. Discovery is the policyholder's vehicle to access at least some

of the information that insurers have at their disposal. The need for discovery on

trade custom and usage takes on heightened significance where the court relies on

that type of evidence to interpret the language in a policy.

Courts have recognized the importance of permitting policyholders to take

discovery on facts related to custom and usage in the insurance industry.

Numerous decisions have ordered insurers to produce information regarding (a) the

drafting history of policy provisions/ (b) handling of similar claims by other

2 See Indiana Gas Co., Inc. v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., No. 1:95CY0101 (N. D.
Ind., Dec. 15, 1995), reported in Mealey's Litigation Reports: Insurance,
Vol, 10, No. 12, slip op. at 4 (N.D. Ind. Jan. 30, 1996) (attached as
Appendix, Tab B) (court compelled the production of drafting history
documents and other interpretative documents, reasoning that production of
drafting history documents was appropriate given the overwhelming federal
and state court authority that has supported such production in resolving
similar insurance coverage disputes); Wisconsin Gas Co. v. Aetna Casualty
& Surety Company, et aI., No. 94-C-87-S (W.D. Wis. Sept. 2, 1994)
(attached as Appendix, Tab C) (district court ordered the insurers to produce
drafting history and other interpretive documents); Pfizer, Inc. v. Employers
Ins. Co. of Wausau, No. C-108-92 (N.J. Super. Ct. Ch. Civ. Mar. 31, 1995),
reported in Mealey's Litigation Reports: Insurance, Yol. 9, No. 28, slip op.
(May 23, 1995) (attached as Appendix, Tab D) (discovery master issued a

7



insureds;' promotional and training materials, including manuals and guidelines for

underwriting and claims handling;" and standard practices and procedures in claims

handling and underwriting,"

recommendation that the insurers produce all drafting history documents
relating to the standard form policy provisions relied upon by insurers to
deny coverage); Leksi, Inc. v. Federal Ins. Co., 129 F.R.D. 99,104 (D.N.J.
1989) ("[t]he drafting history of the policies, the insurer's participation in
organizations involved in their drafting and their adoption of standard form
language promulgated by these organizations is relevant to the insurers'
intent concerning the policies in question."). See also Nestle Foods Corp. v.
Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 135 F.R.D. 101, 103-06, 104 n.4 (D.NJ. 1990);
Champion Int'l Corp. v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 129 F.R.D. 63, 66-67
(S.D.N.Y. 1989) (holding that drafting history ofpolicy provisions in
question are "clearly germane to the interpretation of such policies").

)

4

See Nestle Foods Corp., 135 F.R.D. at 106-107 (information about handling
of claims by other insureds "is relevant for purposes of discovery since it
may show that identical language has been afforded various interpretations
by the insurers"); Wisconsin Gas Co., No. 94-C-87-S (W'D. Wis.,
September 2, 1994) (court ordered the insurers to produce documents
relating to the handling of other similar enviromnental claims filed with
defendants) (Appendix, Tab C); Tirnrod Rentex Corp. v. Guarantee Ins. Co.,
No. 524615 (Cal. Super. Ct. Nov. 5, 1992), reported in Mealey's Litigation
Reports: Insurance, Vol. 7, No.3, slip op. at 12-13 (Nov. 17, 1992) (attached
as Appendix, Tab E) (court ordered production of documents related to the
insurer's providing a defense, paying any claims or settling any claims with
any other policyholder that filed a claim with that insurer for damage from
similar contamination); National Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh v.
Stauffer Chem. Co., 558 A.2d 1091, 1095 (Del. Super. Ct. 1989).

See Pfizer Inc., No. C-108-92, slip op. at 6 (discovery master ordered the
production of all promotional, marketing and advertising materials,
distributed to the plaintiff or its brokers, together with manuals and
published internal operating procedures; noting that there is "ample" federal
and state court support for ordering the production of such materials as an
aid in interpreting policy language and for ascertaining the intent of the
insurers); Nestle Foods Corp., 135 F.R.D. at 104 n.4, 106 (ordering

8



The district court in the present case denied the policyholder's attempts to

take discovery in all of those areas. JA II 1-2,4. That was error. The district court

then compounded that error by relying on the insurer's evidence oftrade usage to

determine the meaning ofthe policy at issue. Full discovery on custom and usage

is especially warranted when the dispute involves language used in a form

exclusion that the district court found had a "dual meaning ... in the insurance

industry." JAI 138. Insurers having ready access to the evidence ofboth usages

are free, absent the rigors of full discovery, to present a selective, one-sided view

of that evidence to the fact finder.

5

defendant insurance companies to produce underwriting and instructional
materials or manuals, as well as "how-to-sell" and promotional materials
relating to the policies); Champion Int'l Corp., 129 F.R.D. at 67-68
(affirming magistrate's order compelling production of how-to-sell
instructions and claims manuals); Lincoln Properties Ltd. V. CIGNA Ins.
Co., No. 238274 (CaL Super. Ct. Dec. 3, 1992) reported in Mealey's
Litigation Reports: Insurance, VoL 7, No.8, slip op. at 2-3 (Dec. 22, 1992)
(attached as Appendix, Tab F) (ordering production of, inter alia, claims
handling documents and advertising and promotional materials); Missouri
Pac. R.R. Co. v. Certain Underwriters at Lloyd's, London, No. 93 L 712 (Ill.
Cir. Ct., Feb. 23, 1995), reported in Mealey's Litigation Reports: Insurance,
Vol. 9, No. 20, slip op. at 8 (Mar. 28, 1995) (attached as Appendix, Tab G)
(requiring production of all marketing, promotional or advertising materials
relating to the types of policies issued to plaintiff which discuss question of
coverage for liability relating to pollution or environmental damage).

See Pfizer Inc., No. C-108-92, slip op. at 7 (discovery master recommended
production of "those manuals and internal operating procedures issued from
the date ofthe plaintiffs' first policy to the present on the subjects of
'underwriting,' 'coverage procedure,' 'existing claims procedures,' to the
extent these are available."); Champion Int'l Corp., 129 F.R.D. at 67-68 (and
cases cited therein); Missouri Pac. R.R. Co., No. 93 L 712, slip op. at 6.

9



Courts should not hamstring a policyholder's efforts to obtain evidence of

custom and usage in the insurance industry, particularly where evidence regarding

trade usage provides the basis for interpreting the language in the policy.

ID. The Borel Decision Is Literally the Textbook Case That Used the Very
Phrase the District Court Found to be Nonsensical.

The district court apparently believed that the phrase "exposure ... to

asbestosis" should be read to mean "exposure ... to asbestos" based on the narrow

thinking that otherwise this phrase did not make sense, since asbestosis was not a

contagious disease. But as pointed out in appellant's brief, this very phrase -

"exposure to asbestosis" - was used by the United States Court of Appeals for the

Fifth Circuit to describe claims alleging a failure to warn of the risks of contracting

asbestosis in the seminal case of Borel v. Fiberboard Paper Products Corporation,

49.3 F.2d 1076, 1105 (5th Cir. 1973). To this day, the Borel case is used to teach

this principle of tort law:

Borel is a leading decision on articulating the basis of
liability for asbestos producers on a failure to warn
theory. The informational defects in this case relate
largely to informed choice, and only secondarily to risk
reduction. As the court states elsewhere in its opinion,
"The rationale for this rule [requiring disclosure of the
risks] is that the user or consumer is entitled to make his
own choice as to whether the product's utility or benefits
justify exposing him to the risk ofharm."

10



M. Stuart Madden and Gerald W. Boston, Law ofEnvironmental and Toxic Torts

Cases Materials and Problems (3d Ed. 2005 Thomson West) at 409. The "risk of

harm" referred to is the risk of contracting asbestosis, mesothelioma, or other

asbestos-related cancers. 493 F.2d at 1105. Here, the insurer sought only to

exclude coverage for claims based on exposure to the risk of contracting

asbestosis, and not the other well known asbestos-related diseases, but the district

court expanded the scope of the exclusion after the fact.

IV. Policyholders Are Entitled to a Jury Trial Where Their Claims Seek
Relief in Law as well as Equity.

In ruling that AstenJohnson was not entitled to ajury trial, the district court

not only deprived AstenJohnson of a fundamental constitutional right; it also

employed the wrong approach to determining whether AstenJohnson's claims were

equitable or legal, The law favors claims in law over those in equity. Only where

there is no adequate remedy at law will a court permit a case to proceed in equity.

Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce v. Torquato, 386 Pa. 306, 327-30, 125

A.2d 755, 765-67 (1956).

The lengths to which courts have gone to avoid fmding that claims are

equitable in nature is demonstrated in Sunbeam Corp. v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 144

P.LJ. 491 (Alleg. Cty., July 17, 1996) (Wettick, J.). A copy of this opinion is
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attached as Appendix, Tab H for the Court's convenience. All ofthe claims before

the court in Sunbeam (including claims for estoppel and fraudulent claims

handling) were equitable on their face. There were no claims for breach of

contract, nor were there any other typically legal causes of action. Moreover, the

relief requested in each of the claims was purely equitable. None of the claims

sought money damages. The court nonetheless found that the action was legal

rather than equitable because the policyholder's claims could be asserted in a

breach of contract count. For that reason, the court found that the policyholder had

an adequate remedy at law and refused to permit the case to proceed in equity.

Thus, even where the policyholder's complaint did not seek damages and instead

requested only equitable relief, the court investigated further to see if the action

should proceed at law rather than in equity.

The district court in the present case took the opposite approach. Confronted

with a straightforward breach of contract claim which sought monetary damages,

the district court devoted its efforts to predicting whether there would be adequate

evidence to prove those damages at trial. That effort was misdirected.

The denial of the policyholder's right to a jury trial in the present case is

undeniably significant because of disputed issues of fact surrounding the

interpretation of the policy. For example, the parties presented conflicting

evidence regarding custom or usage of the relevant language in the insurance
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industry. That evidence created a factual dispute that should have been resolved

by a jury, not the judge. See, e.g., Elecnic Reduction Co. v. Colonial Steel Co.,

276 Pa. 181, 191, 120 A. 116, 120 (1923) ("The existence of a usage or custom is

generally regarded as a question of fact for the determination ofthe jury when the

evidence is conflicting."); Mid-State Sur. Corp. v. East Bethlehem Township MUll.

Auth., No. 01-240,2005 US. Dist. LEXIS 15447, *51-57 (W.D. Pa. July 29,2005)

(both parties retained experts with respect to trade usage, but neither expert

expressed a clear opinion as to whether there was established trade usage ofthe

key term; determining which interpretation was correct was a matter for the jury,

not the judge) (attached as Appendix, Tab 1).

Because the district court improperly denied the policyholder its

constitutional light to a jury mal, this Court should not permit the district court's

ruling to stand.

V. Insurance Companies Must Bear the Consequences for Using Imprecise
Language When More Precise Language Is Available.

On numerous occasions, Pennsylvania courts have observed that insurers

possess more than sufficient expertise to draft policy wording with meticulous care

to accomplish the insurers' intended result. E.g., O'Donnell v. Independence Life

& Ace. Ins. Co., 229 Pa. Super. 259, 261, 323 A.2d 387, 388 (1974); Beley v.

13



Pennsylvania Mut. Life Ins. Co., 373 Pa. 231,236,95 A.2d 202, 205 (1953).

Where a question of interpretation could have been avoided through the use of

more precise wording, the resulting ambiguity must be construed against the

drafter. Borgia v. Prudential Ins. Co., 561 Pa. 434, 750 A2d 843 (2000); Metzger

v. Clifford Realty Corp., 327 Pa. Super. 377, 388, 476 A.2d 1, 6 (1984) (in

determining whether there is an ambiguity, court may consider whether alternative

or more precise language, ifused, would have put the matter beyond reasonable

question); Celley v. Mut. Benefit Health & Accident Ass'n, 229 Pa. Super. 475,

482,324 A.2d 430, 434 (1974 (same).

Applying the same principle, this Court has found ambiguity in an insurance

policy where the policy omits language that is included in other contemporaneous

policies. In C.H. Heist Caribe Corp. v. American Home Assurance Co., 640 F.2d

479 (3d Cir. 1981), the Court addressed a situation where an insurer failed to use a

form that clearly imposed a reporting requirement as a precedent to coverage.

According to this Court, the failure to use the form:

is ofprobative value in interpreting the policy because it
demonstrates that "different and more explicit language
could have easily been used to express clearly and
unequivocally (the insurer's) intent."

640 F.2d at 482, quoting Buntin v. Cont'! Ins. Co., 583 F.2d 1201, 1206 (3d Cir,

1978). The Court therefore held that the policy was ambiguous. To support this

holding, the Court cited the decision in Consolidation Coal Co., Inc. v. Liberty
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Mutual Insurance Co., 406 F. Supp. 1292 (W.D. Pa, 1976), for the proposition that

a policy provision is ambiguous if intelligent persons could differ as to its precise

meaning and if alternative language would have put that meaning beyond

reasonable question. Cf. Celley, 229 Pa. Super. at 482, 324 A.2d at 434 (in

determining whether language in an insurance policy is ambiguous, court may

consider "whether alternative or more precise language, ifused, would have put

the matter beyond reasonable question." (citations omitted)).

The policyholder in the instant case presented evidence of more precise

wording that was available to the insurers at the time they issued the policies in

question. See Appellant's Br. 16-18,30. Instead of construing the policy wording

against the insurers, as required by numerous state and federal decisions, the

district court adopted an interpretation that favored the insurers. That ruling

violates a well-established principle ofpolicy interpretation, and therefore should

be reversed.

VI. Insurance Companies Cannot Adopt an Interpretation that Renders a
Policy Provision Meaningless.

When interpreting a contract, "[t]he whole instrument must be taken together

in arriving at contractual intent." Murphy v. Duquesne Dillv. ofthe Holy Ghost,

565 Pa. 571, 591, 777 A.2d 418,429 (2001) (citation omitted). The provisions in a

contract must be interpreted so that they are consistent with each other. Atlantic
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Richfield Co. v. Razumic, 480 Pa. 366, 372-73, 390 A.2d 736, 739 (1978)

(contract "must be interpreted as a whole, giving effect to all its provisions"); In re

Trust ofBinenstock, 410 Pa. 425, 434,190 A.2d 288,293 (1963). Insurance

policies are no exceptions. The court must read an insurance policy in its entirety.

Riccio v. Amer. Republic Ins., 550 Pa. 254, 264, 705 A.2d 42,426 (1997); Mellon

Bank, N.A. v. Nat'l Union Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, PA, 768 A.2d 865,869 (Pa.

Super. Ct. 2001).

The interpretation advocated by the insurance companies in the present case,

and adopted by the district court, renders the second provision in the asbestosis

exclusion mere surplusage. The second provision excludes coverage for claims

"arising out ofthe Insured's membership in the Asbestos Textile Institute." If, as

the district court found, the exclusion in the first provision regarding "exposure to .

. . asbestosis" applied to all asbestos-related claims, there would be no need for the

second provision. The district court's decision therefore violates a basic rule of

contract interpretation.
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CONCLUSION

For all of the reasons set forth above, this Court should reverse the decision

below to avoid trampling important rights of policyholders.

Respectfully submitted,

COHEN & GRlGSBY, r.c.
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(Joseph H Bucci)

Statute ofLimitations-Insurance Contract-Exposure Theory, Manifestation Theory, Con
tinuous Trigger Theory-Accrual ofClaim

'The briefs ofLloydslINA state that there was detectable contamination of soil and ground
water by 1971. For purposes of these summary judgment motions, I will use the later date
that is more favorable to Koppers
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Koppers Company, Inc. v,
Certain Underwriters at Lloyd's, et al.
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J. W Montgomery, III for Koppers Company, Inc
Patricia B.. Santelle for Century Indemnity Company.
Alan 1: Silko and Larry Eaton for Certain Underwriters at Lloyd's London and Certain
London Market Insurance Companies.
No, G..D. 95~11243, In the Court of Common Pleas ofAllegheny County, Civil Division

1. In cases involving environmental claims involving multiple insurance companies,
multiple insurance policy periods and multiple insurance layers (primary layers and one or
more excess layers), the statute of limitations does not perform the same function that it
ordinarily perfonns

2. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court in J H" France Refractories Company u.. Allstate
Insurance Company, 626 A2d 502 (Pa. 1993), an asbestos case, adopted the "continuous
trigger" theory for determining when coverage under a policy begins, so that every insurer
on the risk at any time during the development of a claim (from exposure through manifes
tation) had an obligation to indemnify the insured. Thus, in the case of multiple policies,
the insured is free to select the policy or policies under which it is to be indemnified

3.. The "continuous trigger" theory should be applied to environmental property dam
age claims

4, In a situation involving multiple primary and multiple excess carriers, application
of the Supreme Court's ruling in J H, France Refractories Company as well as practical
considerations regarding the application of the statute of Iimitationa, require a ruling that
an insured need not bring any action against an excess carrier within four years of first
incurring an expenditure which triggers excess coverage, where there are other policies to
which the insured may look for recovery,

OPINION

Wettick, J ..-October 28, 1997-Motions for summary judgment filed by defendants
Certain Underwriters at Lloyd's, London and Certain London Market Insurance Compa
nies C'Lloyds"),and Century Indemnity Company ("INA") raising the defense of the statute
of limitations are the subject of this Opinion and Order of Court

This is an environmental insurance coverage action in which Koppers alleges that
defendants breached their contractual obligations to indemnify Koppers for liabilities aria
ing out of property damage at 106 hazardous waste sites, including Koppers' wood treating
facility adjacent to the Feather River in California

Lloyds'lINA's motions for summary judgment raise statute of limitations defenses only
with respect to Koppers' liabilities at the Feather River site. However, my rulings will gov
ern Koppers' claims at numerous other sites

Koppers owned and operated the Feather River facility at which it released hazardous
waste into the environment for a period that began in the 1950s and extended into the



19805, By the early 19808, Koppers was aware that discharges and dumping at the Feather
River facility had contaminated soil and ground water,! In 1982, Koppers completed a "Soil
Contamination Study" indicating that its plant had contaminated more than 43,000 cubic
yards of soil and the ground water; a "Cleanup and Abatement Order" was issued that
required Koppers to remove the contaminated soil and to implement a plan to clean up the
ground water, In 1986, another "Cleanup and Abatement Order" was issued and Koppers
entered into a consent order with the United States Environmental Protection Agency pur
auant to which it agreed, inter alia, to assume liability for site cleanup

By December 31, 1982, Koppers had expended more than $145,000 for site cleanup; by
the end of 1985, it had expended more than si.i million; in 1986, Koppers spent an addi
tional $1,714,271 in connection with remedial activities at Feather River; in 1987, it spent
more than $2 million; by 1988 its expenditures had totaled more than $6.2 million; and by
July 10, 1991 (this being more than four years prior to July 12,1995, the date on which this
lawsuit was filed), its expenditures for remedial activities at this site had exceeded $9 ..8
million.

The chart on the ned page of this Opinion, Exhibit I, shows Koppers' property dam
age coverage for the period from 10/2153 through 5/1181
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: I agree with the Third Circuit's conclusion in Koppers Company, Inc. u Aetna Casualty
and Surety Co" 98 F3d 1440, 1450-52 (Sd Cir. 1996), that the Pennsylvania Supreme Court's
holding in J"H France Refractories Co, lJ Allstate Insurance Co, 626 A.2d 502 (Pa. 1993),
will be extended to environmental property damage claims so the insured will not be re
quired to establish that environmental property damage from repeated and continuous
exposure to discharges and dumping is a progressive harm that is indivisible. However,

LloydsllNA correctly state that Koppers is raising breach of contract claims and that
under Pennsylvania law contract claims based on the breach of an insurance agreement are
governed by a four-year limitation period.A1though their briefs do Dot specifically raise this
argument, Lloyds and INA apparently contend that I should treat Koppers' claims in the
same fashion BS I would treat the following hypothetical claim.:

For 1987, a construction company's insurance coverage included a comprehensive gen
eralliability insurance policy (occurrence) with insurance company one-policy limits of $1
million; a first layer excess policy with insurance company two-policy limits of $3 million
in excess of the primary coverage (i.e.., coverage from $1 million to $4 million); and a second
layer excess policy with insurance company three-policy limits of$25 million, In 1987, a
fire caused by the negligence of an employee of the construction company destroyed the
building that this company was constructing The construction company sought coverage,
The insurance companies denied coverage-it was their position that the owner of the build
ing was an additional named insured and that their policies excluded coverage for any
claims of a named insured against another named insured, The position of the insured was
that the owner was only an additional insured so the exclusion did not apply,

In 1987, the construction company and the owner entered into an agreement under
which the construction company agreed to construct a new building at its expense and the
owner agreed to waive any other claims, In 1987, the construction company spent $1 mil
lien; in 1988, the construction company spent an additional $3,1 million; in 1989, the con
struction company completed the building at a total cost of $9 million The work was fin
ished in December 1989

In January 1993, the construction company sued insurance company three, The excess
policy written by insurance company three contained a provision that liability of the com
pany attaches when the insured or the insured's underlying insurer has paid the amount of
the retained limits

Insurance company three raises the following statute of limitations defense: This lew
suit arises out of a single occurrence. Any damage claims arising out of the occurrence must
be brought within four years after any expenditure by the construction company that trig
gers coverage under insurance company three's excess policy, Coverage was triggered in
1988 when the construction company's total expenditures exceeded $4 million, Consequently,
the construction company had to sue within four years after the construction company's
expenditures first exceeded $4 million,

LloydsIINA cite no cases which support the position that in this hypothetical situation
an insured that failed to sue within four years to recover its initial losses is barred by the
four-year statute of limitations from suing only for additional losses arising out of the same
occurrence that were sustained within four years of the filing of the lawsuit, Koppers, on
the other hand, cites DO cases supporting the position that in this hypothetical situation the
statute of limitations does not apply to a lawsuit seeking to recover only losses sustained
Within four years of the filing of the lawsuit, I am not deciding this issue because of the
differences between this hypothetical situat-ion and the present lawsuit.

The present case differs from the above example because the present case involves
property damage that was continuous, progressive, and indivisible throughout the relevant
policy period." The coverage issues raised by indivisible property damage are best under-
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"even if the insured is required to present evidence supporting this finding, for purposes of
these summary judgment motions, I must assume that Koppers will introduce evidence
which supports its position that property damage in this case was continuous, progressive,
and indivisible throughout the relevant policy periods

stood through the following example used by the New Jersey Supreme Court in Owens
Illinois Inc, u. United Insurance Co. 650A2d 974, 979·80 (N ..J. 1994).

A group of workers occupied an office building for nine years. For the first three years,
the building owner had no liability insurance; it assumed any risk of'loas. During the middle
three years, the owner was insured under a general liability policy providing $5 million
coverage per occurrence, For the remaining three years, the owner was again uninsured,
During the first three years, the building's occupants were exposed to asbestos fibers in the
ceiling and insulation, All asbestos products were removed by the end of the third year
During the first three years, no occupant of the building manifested any symptoms of any
asbestos-related disease During the fourth, fifth, and sixth years, there was "exposure in
residence," meaning that some occupants began to develop breathing problems but no dis
ease was diagnosable. In the final three years, many of the building's occupants were diag
nosed with asbestos-related diseases, In the tenth year, thirty people who had worked in
the building during the entire rune years raised claims against the owner; they asserted
that they were suffering from asbestos-related diseases as a result of their work environ"
ment The owner seeks coverage for all claims from the insurance company which insured
the owner for three of the nine years..

The insurance policy contains the standard language under which the insurance com
pany will indemnify the insured for liabilities because of bodily injury or property damage
which occurs during the policy period as a result of an accident including continuous or
repeated exposure to conditions which result in bodily injury or property damage

If the trigger of coverage is based on an exposure theory, the date of the injuries which
triggers liability for insurance purposes is the date on which the injury producing agent
first contacts the person or the property.. In this fact situation, there would be no insurance
coverage because the contact occurred during the initial three years. If the trigger of cover
age is based on a manifestation theory, the injury or property damage does Dot occur until
the disease or property damage can be detected. In this fact situation, there would be no
insurance coverage because the disease had not manifested itself during the three years in
which there was insurance coverage,

lithe trigger of coverage is based on a continuous trigger theory, there is coverage over
the entire period from exposure to manifestation. The rationale for this position is that the
injury occurs during each phase of the disease or environmental contamination-exposure,
progression, and manifestation Under this theory, there would be coverage for the three
years in which the owner was insured

The continuous trigger theory raises additional issues as to the scope of the coverage
Assume that an office worker obtains a $900,000 judgment against the owner The insur
ance company will take the position that it should pay only $300,000 because the injury
should be apportioned over the nine-year period from exposure to manifestation The
insured, on the other hand, will take the position that this indivisible injury arose during
the policy period; the insurance policy provides that the insurer win fully indemnify the
insured for the full amount of liability arising out of bodily injury occurring during the
policy period (subject to the policy limits); thus, the insurer must indemnify the insured for
the full amount of the office worker's judgment against the insured..

There are variations to the argument that an insurance company writing insurance
for one year of the nine-year period is only one-ninth liable, For example, apportionment
may be based on policy limits. This means that if there was insurance coverage of $1 mil
lion per year for the first three years, $2 million per year for the second three years, and $3
million per year for the third three years, insurance companies for the first three years
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When the policy limits ora given insurer are exhausted, J,H, France
is entitled to seek indemnification from any of the remaining insurers
which was on the risk during the development of'the disease.Any policy
in effect during the period from exposure through manifestation must
indemnify the insured until its coverage is exhausted We believe this
resolution of the allocation of liability issue to be most consistent with
the multiple-trigger theory ofliability.

This conclusion does not alter the rules of contribution or the pro-

Koppers Company. Inc.v; Certain Underwriters at Lloyd's, et a10

would be liable for three-eighteenths of the claim, insurance companies for the next three
years would be liable for six-eighteenths of the claim, and insurance companies for the final
three years would be liable for nine-eighteenths of the claim See Owens-Illinois, Inc, u.
United Insurance Co.; supra, 650 A.2d at 993~95.

Where there are underlying comprehensive general liability insurance and layers of
excess insurance, other apportionment issues arise. For example, assume that the law of
the jurisdiction provides that each insurance company is fully liable (within the policy lim
its) ifit wrote insurance for any year from the date of exposure to the date of manifestation"
Assume the following fnct situation: The period from exposure to manifestation rune from
1980 to 1984. The followinginsurance was in place: 1980-$1 million general liability policy;
1981-$1 million general liability policy; 1982-$1 million general liability policy; 1983
$1 million general liability policy, a first layer excess policy covering losses from $1 to $2
million, and a second layer excess policy covering losses from $2 million to $15 million;
1984-$1 million general liability coverage, a first layer excess policy covering losses from
$1 million to $15 million.

A $4 million judgment is entered against the insured. The insured seeks to utilize the
1983 policies under which the general liability carrier would pay $1 million; the first excess
currier would pay the next million dollars; and the second excess carrier would pay the
remaining $2 million.. The first layer excess carrier will take the position that it is an excess
carrier and the primary insurance coverage for each year from 1980 to 1984 is available.
Consequently, the insured cannot proceed against the excess carrier.

If the recovery is for $12 million instead of $4 million, the second layer excess carrier
will take the position that it is a second layer excess carrier. Consequently, the insured is
required to recover $5 million under the general liability policies, $1 million from the 1983
first layer excess carrier, and the remainder from the 1984 first layer excess carrier;

In JoB. France Refractories Company u, Allstate Insurance Co" supra, 626 A,,2d 502,
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court addressed the theory of coverage question, In that case,
the insured-a manufacturer and distributor of asbestos products over several decades-c
was sued by a person who allegedly suffered from nsbestos-relnted diseases contracted
through exposure to the insured's products from 1948 through 1978, Various insurance
companies had provided comprehensive general liability insurance coverage fat a portion of
the period. For many years, the insured did not have insurance coverage,

In this declaratory judgment action,' the Pennsylvania Supreme Court adopted the
continuous trigger (multiple trigger) theory of liability" The Court held that every insurer
which was on the risk at any time during the development of the claimant's asbestos
related diseases had an obligation to indemnify the insured,

The Court next considered the argument of the insurance companies (adopted by the
Pennsylvania Superior Court) that the insurance companies' obligation to indemnify was
on a pro rata basis apportioned according to the amount of time each policy was in effect
(including an obligation ofJ.H. France to act as a self-insurer during the period when it Was
uninsured), The Supreme Court rejected that argument. It said that each insurer which
was on the risk during the development of' asbestos-related diseases is an insurer of the
entire risk, so "J.H.Frnnce should be free to select the policy or policies under which it is to
be indemnified:' Id: at 508, The Court said:
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3 The parties have not cited any cases that have considered the applicability of the statute
of limitations in an environmental insurance coverage action in a jurisdiction using a con
tinuous trigger theory Since their briefs involving other issues in this litigation include,
along with opinions appearing in the federal and state reporters, numerous other memo
randa, rulings and court orders, I assume that this statute of limitations issue has not been
the subject of many court rulings.

4 The parties did not address the issue of the language of the INA policies. M~ preliminary
research indicates that the INA policies state that INA is liable only after the insured's
liability exceeds th.e limits of any underlying insurance, See Section ill<(b)(2) of the 1960
1963 Policy and Section IV,(a) of the 1963~1966 Policy. Furthermore, INA apparently de
nied coverage as late as March 1995 on the ground that Koppers was required to exhaust
horizontal primary insurance coverage. See Exhibit J. Koppers Memorandum in Opposi
tion to INA's and INA's Joinder to London Insurers'Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
on Statute of Limitations..

I now consider Lloyds'lINA's argument that this lawsuit was not timely filed? My
discussion will consider the INA policies INA issued first layer excess insurance policies
for the periods from 111160-1/1163 and 1J1J63~1J1I66, For these periods, Aetna provided pri
mary geuerel liability coverage; its policy limits were $50,000, INA provided insurance for
the next $1 million dollars

INA argues that Koppers'lawsuit against INA should be treated in the same fashion
as the hypothetical claim described at pages 4~6 (l62~163PLJ) of this Opinion, Under each
INA policy, rnA has a duty to indemnify Koppers for the Feather River damages as soon as
Koppers pays the full amount of the underlying limits" According to INA, the underlying
limits are $50,000 per policy, and Koppers did not bring this lawsuit until more than twelve
years after it made payments in excess of $100,000 for the cleanup activities at Feather
River.

There is a significant legal issue as to whether Koppers may raise claims for the Feather
River damages under the rnA policies as soon as Koppers has paid more than $100,000 for
cleanup activities, Under JH France Refractories Co", Koppers may seek recovery against
any primary general liability insurance company that provided insurance between the date
of exposure and the date of manifestation. Between 1953 and 1981, there was primary
coverage in excess of$23 million, The rnA policies appear to provide coverage only after the
insured exhausts the underlying policies; the underlying insurance may include any pri
mary general liability coverage that would cover this claim (i.e., horizontal exhaustion)..4
See Community Redevelopment Agency v. Aetna Casualty and Surety Co, 57 Cel.Rptr zd
755 (CaL Ct. App, 1996); Missouri Pacific Railroad Co" v. International Insurance Com
pany, 679 N"E,,2d801 (ID"App, Ct. 1997). Compare1Wppers Company, Inc u. Aetna Casu
alty and Surety Company, supra, 98 F,3d 1440 (Koppers/Lloyds took the opposite legal
positions in that case); Chemical Leaman Tank Lines, Inc .. v Aetna Casualty and Surety
Co,_ F.. Supp.~ 1997 WL 580583, pages 10-12 (D.RJ 1997),

Not surprisingly, the parties' briefs spent very little time on this issue, Over the long
haul, in all likelihood, the excess insurance carriers favor a ruling that the insured must
proceed against all primary liability carriers before seeking excess coverage while Koppers
favors the opposite position

Even if Pennsylvania law andlor the terms of the policies permit the insured to pro
ceed against an excess carrier after exhausting only the limits of the underlying policies
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visions of "other insurance" clauses in the applicable policies" There is
no bar against an insurer obtaining a share of an indemnification or
defense costs from other insurers under "other insurance" clauses or
under the equitable doctrine of contribution, Id. at 509 ..
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5 In J"H, France Refractories, each insurance carrier was providing primary coverage Con
sequently, J,H. France Refractories did not consider whether the insured may proceed against
any excess carrier before it has exh austed all primary coverage

covering the same policy period (i e, vertical exhaustion), defendants are not entitled to a
summary judgment on their statute of limitations defense because a construction of the
statute of limitations in a manner favored by Lloyds/INA would be inconsistent with the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court's ruling in J.H. France Refractories Co

Koppers had unreimbursed expenditures for the Feather River cleanup of approxi
mately $10 million as of July 10, 1991. Under J,H. Frame Refractories Co Koppers was
given numerous insurance options, In J"H. France Refractories Co, the Supreme Court
ruled that the insured should be free to select the policy or policies under which it is to be
indemnified" 626A.2d at 508 "When the policy limits ofa given insurer are exhausted I JR.,
France is entitled to seek indemnification from any of the remaining insurers which was on
the risk during the development of the disease ,"Id at 509

If I were to adopt the position of LloydslINA, the insured would not have options It
would be required within four years of an expenditure to proceed against every insurance
company that may be obligated to provide coverage under JH, France Refractories Cc.,
This case involves 106 sites and more than 40 insurance policies, For many, ifnot most of
the sites, Koppers has been making cleanup payments" For many, if not most of the sites,
Koppers will continue to spend money for cleanup activities. The purpose of the Supreme
Court's ruling in J,H.. France Refractories was to permit Koppers to decide how it could
maximize coverage." Under J ..H, Fran.ceRefractories, it is Koppers, rather than INA, that
may decide the order in which the various policies will pay Koppers' claims" A ruling that
imposes upon Koppers the duty to sue any insurance company that might have any legal
obligation to provide coverage within four years of any expenditure that may trigger cover
age would undermine the JR, France Refractories ruling by taking away Koppers' ability
to decide which policies wilJ pay Koppers' claims

Assuming that the period from exposure to manifestation may run from 111/60 to
511181, a $1,050,001 expenditure that Koppers made for cleaning up the Feather River site
would trigger coverage under twelve primary property damage policies and (assuming that
only underlying primary coverage must be exhausted) six excess policies, The total cover
age for these eighteen policies exceeds $50 million, This means that if I were to adopt the
position ofLloydslINA, Koppers must bring lawsuits on each of the eighteen policies within
four years of this expenditure in order to avoid the defense that Koppers is barred by the
four-year statute of limitations from bringing at any time any Feather River claims against
any of these companies, Koppers would be in a similar position with respect to the other
105 sites.. Thus, under the LloydsfD\1A position, as a practical matter, Koppers cannot make
decisions as to how it would like to allocate its insurance claims among the various carriers,
If claims are not fully resolved within four years of an expenditure, Koppers must sue on
every policy.

The resolution of the issue of when a claim accrues involves considerations of public
policy, See Darien Capital Management, Inc o. Commonwealth ofPennsylvania, _A.2d
_, 1997 W,L., 471979 (Pa. 1997), where the Supreme Court ruled that for public policy
reasons the six-month statute of limitations governing contract claims against the Com
monwealth does not begin to accrue as soon as a party is able to litigate the claim, The
Court said that "[c]ommon sense dictates no less," Id at page 4. The Commonwealth's pro
posed construction of the statute of limitations "would be tantamount to encouraging
unnecessary litigation, something that this court is loathe to do ,"Id

I agree with the statement of the New Jersey Supreme Court in Ouiens-Illinais, Inc. v,
United Insurance Co" supra, 650 A2d at 993, that courts must develop rules for complex
environmental litigation that are easy to apply with an eye to reducing litigation costs and
encouraging the prompt settlement of claims, A ruling which requires Koppers to bring a
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"Upon remand, the damage recovery will be reduced by the amount of money that Koppers
already received through settlement.

lawsuit raising claims under eighteen insurance policies whenever damages at a particular
site exceed $1,050,001 would achieve the opposite result

The LloydslINA argument assumes a static situation that does Dot involve other
lawsuits and the settlement of claims with other insurance companies, Assume that
Koppers made an initial expenditure of $1 million in 1989 for cleanup activity at a site
covered by the block of insurance described at page 3 (PW 161) of this Opinion and that
Koppers never sued INA fOT indemnification for these expenditures, However, Koppers
instituted a lawsuit in 1990 against another insurance company that in 1995 resulted in
the recovery of the $1 million claim from this other company. Upon receipt of the 1995
payment, Koppers would not be permitted to raise claims against INA for this expendi
ture because it cannot look to INA's policy to recover damages that were received from
another insurance company.. See Gould u Continental Casualty Co, 585 A.2d 16 (Pa
Super. 1991), Yet, under INA's interpretation of the statute of'Iimitatione that is based on
the example described at pages 4~6 (PU 162~163)ofthis Opinion, Koppers could not sue
INA to recover any additional future payments for cleanup activities at that site because
of its failure to sue INA within four years to recover this unpaid claim (which another
insurance company eventually paid).

In the present case, INA and Lloyds state that the statute of limitations has run
because Koppers had expended approximately $10 million for cleanup activities at the
Feather River site by July 10, 1991, this being more than four years prior to the institu
tion of this lawsuit. However, in a federal action, Koppers recovered more than $13 mil
lion for the Feather River site under other insurance policies." Consequently, the dam
ages which Koppers seeks to recover in this lawsuit do not involve the expenditures that
LloydsfINA are utilizing to support their argument that this lawsuit is barred by the
statute of limitations.

INA provided $1 million excess coverage for' 1960-1963 and $1 million excess coverage
for 1963-1966 The underlying coverage for each of these policy periods was $50,000., If
Koppers expended $100,001 in 1987, INA apparently asserts that Koppers was required to
bring lawsuits raising claims under both INA policies prior to 1992 (even though the cover
age provided under either policy is more than sufficient), If Koppers had sued INA under
one policy only, INA contends that the statute of limitations defense bars Koppers from
seeking any damages for the Feather River site under the second policy. This would result
in an application of the statute of limitations that produces results that are unreasonable
and unfair. See Sicola u First National Bank of Altoona, 170 A.2d 584, 585 (Pa. 1961)
(statute of limitations "must be read in the light of common sense and reason, and that the
Legislature is presumed not to intend unreasonable or absurd results"),

In this Opinion, I am not suggesting that the statute of limitations never applies to
environmental insurance coverage claims, If, for example, the period from exposure through
manifestation is 1984-1987, if the insured operates only a single site, and ifthere is a single
excess policy which provides coverage for claims in excess of $100,000, the insured must
proceed against the insurer within four years of a judgment in excess of $100,000 because
in this case the insured has no other chcicea.Jf Koppers had only eight sites and if it had
completed the cleanup activities at each of the eight sites, Koppers would have four years
following the final cleanup in which to sue any insurance carriers, Also, once Koppers has
completed its cleanup activities at the Feather River site, Koppers may be obligated to sue
within foul' yeats of the date of its final expenditure.

This case involves environmental claims against insurance companies, In an insur
ance setting, the statute oflimitations does not perform the same function that it ordinarily
performs, If an insurance company wants to know of any potential claims, the insurance
contracts will contain notice requirements In most excess policies-including the INA and
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BY THE COURT
IslWettick. J

ORDER OF COURT

On this 28th day of October, 1997, it is hereby ORDERED that the motions for sum
mary judgment filed by Certain Underwriters at Lloyd's, London, Certain London Market
Insurers, and Century Indemnity Company raising the defense ofthe statute oflimitations
are dismissed

Lloyds excess policies-the carriers are Dot asking to be sued promptly after the occur
rence, '1b the contrary, the insurance policies contain clauses that prevent the excess car
rier from being included in litigation until the entry of ajudgment or payment of the amount
ofthe limits of the underlying policies, Consequently, a reading of the statute of limitations
that is consistent with the purposes of the J,B, France Refractories Co. ruling does not
result in insurance companies being asked to provide coverage for claims about which they
have almost no familiarity

For these reasons, I enter the following order of court:
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L. Tl!E IJN!T!D STATES DISTRICT Cell..",T

FOR THE WEQTXRR DISTRICT or WISCONSIN

WI SCOHSDl GAS COMPANY,

l?J.nlntiU,

v.

AE'mA CASUALTY ~ GlJRET'{ COl!l'Alli' ,
)J(l!RICA.!/ B:lO?LO'lXlUl' II1SORANCE
COl!PANY, COIlTIN"!!/TAL CASUALTY
COMPANY, I"IRSI:' STATE IllBORAIl'QE
COJoll'AIlY. f1IG~B INSORAllC!
COMPAIlY, '!'HE BOHE !KSURANCB
COKPAIlY. Dl'.rRRNATIONAL IN8URJJICE
COKPAIlY, IllTl!llHATIONAL SORl?LUS
LINES INSURANCE COME'llN'l. CRRTAIN
UND&RWRITBRB AT LL011D' S, l.OlIDOH.
CERTA!lI' LOllDOll :l!ARlCET INSUlWlCE
CO/iPANIEs, MSOCIATED KLIlCTRlC
AND GAS IlfSIJRAIfCE SERVICES,
LIMITED and NATIONAL UNIOR
f!Dl.E IRBORAllCl!f COMPAnY OF
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA.

Def..ndantB.

ORDG.

;~-C-B7-S

Plaintlrf's Dotlons to conpel discovary and ~otion of London

z.t"rk"t Ineore"" oame on to be. heard by telephone in the above

entitl&d matter on AUgUst 31. 1994, the plaintiff baving app..are~

by Kiehael, Best i Friedricb, tty R'YJlDnd R. ltru"'ger, and H01f"re)' i

Si=n, by Ed",ard P. Kcnn.berry/ d"rel"ld ..,,!:. '-etna Cllg\l41ty i SllXety

cOllJ?aIJY Ily Burditt, Bowles i Rl!.dziu~, by Jatfrey Ras!!r, and !Hnab!!1f

a CUloort"on, tty N"rk ll'. Rattan; dehndant l\lIl"riC4Jl 'E:JJployer,,'

In~uranCQ company by 9cb.llinqar , Doyle, by Timothy J. strattner;

detendant Continen!:.,,1 casualty company by Hask.I1 , Perrin, by

Ct>p'( of thi. ~t hll b..o
nall..c ee N fDtllVl",~ Attya.
(r~r, ~rry, t ..~r,
httll"l, C:trllttntl". I'hl"'dlonoc:k,
II... , FltJ:t:-tr1ek, harnNll.
;f1"""n, kMlo«"tlrl::octr: •••:.lwe.d,
t~1 W....i;¥par, .tlblrt., .r\"iUl,
i1~l. zset teee, 1." ard'tilly
thh 2.N1 ~ 01 tli;)t...o.r. 19'>'.

'1" '¢ pg:!~!Llao.~
\;t"Cf"tt.. ,..,.. ee Joln C.. :n 1:

UCIITED~ 0 6 S9~

MEALEY PIlBl/CATlDNS. INC.

Doc K03- 91({);<'~-OII
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Sohneider t defandlU'lt continental Casualty COllPa.ny by llagklll "

perrin, by David W. Pierdionock, and Coyna, Niess, Schultz, Becker

& Sauer, by Richard G. Nie8s; defendant !"irst state InJJurance

cO'Illpany by BronnM, st.il, B4gting " KacDou9e.l.l, by I!iohael R.

ritzpa1:rick; defendant Highland; Inguraooo Company by Loe,

Kilkally, Paullooo " K!U>aker, by P.ul Sclllolaraenbut/ defen<l>!.nt H01lQ

Inouroooo company by stoptoo • Johnnon, by Rorry Lao; dofondant

International Insurance company and Intarnational SurpllJB Lin.ea

Insur"nce by Bollio9M:, Rubo.rry I< Garvey, hI' Mitchell D. Roga;

detendants Certain Underllritars at Lloyd'., London and Cartain

London Market InelJrance COlllpanies by Hendee. K01I1lt, by st"phen or.

Roberts; and defendant London Market Insurance Co. by llippanm"yer,

Roilly J< Kooeli.. r by p.!lU1 F. Reilly. Tha Han. John C. shabar ,

Digtrlct JUdge, presided.

ORDER

IT.IS ORDERED that plaintiff's motion to GOnpol production Of

drafting history am othor interpret1va doo1llll!lltl!\ by dafen<1ant flOllll3

I nsur"noe ceapany ig GR..lJfl'lID.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Geid decuaent.a ahall b~ produced

forthwith, loIhere Baid defendant claw priv1:!,B9'e saId doownents

.lu>ll be .ubnitted foz .1n cMerD e=ination and any Clontidon

ti.!llity concerns are to be addressed by an appropriate proteetive

ord2r, no~ by nondisclosure.

IT IS YUR'I'HER ORD:E:aW that plaintitt'" motion t.o c01llpGl

answers to interrD9atories and production or dccunent.s by defendant

London liarkot tnaurer.. reloting to the handling of otber KG!' clai""

2



·\

i" GRAHTED, the product:ion ot only the tint and last ten c1a1_ Le

not an undue burdan; ~id docucont~ ahalL bo produoed forthwith,

the parties to ansur'e ....here appropriate that tho, con~ld"lltial

materiala involving third partin be addressed by a protectivI>

order, not nondi~closur.,

IT IS FORTHER ORDERED that London's ~otion tor a protective

order involving pending depositions iii; DENl20 and ita concern" lllay

instead ~ addressed pursuant to an appropriate protaotiva order.

Entered this 2nd day of SeptQmbGr, 1994.

B'l;m-CoiiRT:
"---- tti'1!dWJtfL7

I
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& PFIZER, INC.

RECOllllElIOATIOlI

for it. p~rt, tho defendant cartiarG .ae~ an-wer. to
interrogatorlea and document; regarding the pl~lntlff" corporate
knowledg'o of the rbks of cnv1rowentlll pollution as woll al
varLcue site specifio infomation, the EPA sit!:! ldentlUcatiolJ
numbers and infonnation on plaintiU'. lI1tioatlon effort., ita
communication with 90ver~ntAl entitiea, the aettlernentu re~chod
and the judqlIlento. entored in tha unl1orlY!OIjJ anvlrorunental actlon",
any civil or criminal fines imposed and pfller'. use of ohemicala.
Pf1%er maintains that it has answered all of the sitt! specific
infoCTllatlon with its "wunllr!e::s of November U. 1994 and the
supplement to those alta Sutrrllarleil, dated February 2, 1995.
Defendant Commercial Unlon. in its reply brief states thllt it does
not expect All respcne tve documents 1runedlatcly IDrb 11. "ather it
ncpes to "bul1d a ccemcn senile lramevork. lor the officient
rr ecover r of i e f evant evidence .•. "

These crOSi motlonQ to compal dilcovery have boen referred to
me by Jml'i18 Harding. PidoUt!,. Ptiur, rnc. , II pharmaceutical
manuf.!lcturer 18 .eaking ccveraee tIm ltl primary and exce..
cornprehenaivQ general liability insurer. for environmental
a141mg against Pllter .rlaing out of it. W••ta dl'PQ8111 at eighty .
thEca 163) ulten. Defendant., the lnautarl dlaput. coverage.

In its motion. plaintiff seek. tho production ot doclll:tlClntlS
from 19«5 to tho present containing drifting history ana
interpretative statements as to eaoh "key polley proviaion",
statements m4de to governmental regulatory bodies regardlna the
nltey policy proviolons lf r ccmnunloat,lona by tbe In;ure.n wIth
instItutional In;urance company coverage aS8oo1atlons. advert!;lno
and promotIonal naterlAl~ manuals, vuldellno;, internal operatLn~

documenrs, responses to a1nlllar claw by other policy bolden,
reinsurance infonnat:lon, 1088 reserve infoI11l!tion. defandant. 1

position in other coverage litigation and defendant. i knowledge of
the potential llabilltle. it contracted to cover. I sball di.CUlI
eaoh request in turn.

t1.
~

-e

~
~
~

~
;;:

~
.
,~-

prIZER~ Inc.

Plalntllf

VB.

EHPLOi'E.RS IHSURltHC& OF W/tUShU
ct. a l ,

Defendants

5UPERIOR COURT or IIEW JERSEY

HIDDLESEX comrrr
CHANCERY DIVISION

~ NO. HID C-I08·92

RllCO/lllEll1JATION MID
STA7J!Ill!llT or RllASOOS

PllgO' 1

~1thou9h acknowledging the receipt of the amended site summarie~,

the dofondant& have not withdrawn any portion of their motion.

The parties hereIn havQ construed their discovery obligations
narrwly, plaintiff restdctinq d1coovery to Its l.egal divloion
rUes and cortaln dsk Illanagement fUel3, defendants prOducing the.ir'
claims filea as to Pfitet. Each party seek~ information beyond'
these lidf iMpo.oad confinal3 and e:ano of thAt discovery ~hould prove
uSle.cul provided the burden of producing it in cverccme, The
stnndard of relevance for discovery extends to o!lny ·infotnllltlon
re ..onably cAlculated to Lead to the dbcovary of admi..1hla
evluence, B. 4110-2 tal UQverthelcss it Illust be confined to
Infotlll4tion having sene bearInljJ on the clalms &dVanced.~ !torostvnaki
v. State Dlviaion of Gaming 266 N.J. super. 549, SSS (APP~ oLv.
1993).

SUbject to the specific 1i.itatioRS imposed in tho statement
to follow. I nsCctlHDfD that: the followinl1 docUl%lflnt requeata at the
plaintiff be I1rantedr '4, 6, 7. B. 11, IJ, 16, 17. la, 2J, 2(, 25.
26, n. H, 37. H, H. Furthl!lr, the follawing requeata are
stricken: '9. 19, 38. 39,.40. Production of theDe documentR aro to
be made by Hay 15. 1995.

All to defendtmt'n ·joint motion to compel. I reoalmlend that
reapOnael be givon to Interrooatoriag NoK. 10, 15. 16, ]3, J(, 3S,
39. 95 and Docwent Requelilt Ho. H. UOI4oyer, BOOIf] of these
te~ponsed are llBltad in ;copa. Interrogatory Has. 16, 34 and 35
Ira lladted to JlI1J1ufl1ctured producta or chwcslB diSpOsed or by
the plaintiff at the Ident1tled sitels. Ho, 95 appliea aolelY to the
palloiu In luue. All dtlfendlUlU who have joined in tho joint
motion are entitled to the name information na to their PQllcl~••
This recamm-ndation takes care of the intarrogatorlem and document
produotion Iddre.lad to oorporate knowledgo aDd use of oham1calu.
Again, thela ra.~n3a. are to hG made by Kay 15, 1995.

nto dte specff Lc lntOtl'Ulltion iu still Dought but detan.a
ccunaek neve not had a chance to divo.t the anendad site lWIm4.tle.
provided by plllntlff. Therefore, 1 shall dofer any rectxtll')eodlltion
with respeot to etreee itarn.lJ. Pla1ntltr: haa nee Objected to th. form
or to the .ubatanca of thbab diacavery rcqueata, but alarm. that
all of the Infomation hAS been provided. I cXFtt.ct that l.Dy
inadoquacy can be remodled by tho partiea inform411Y.

finally, the dcfcndantu complaIn that Pfltor has provided.
massive amount of doc~ntn ~lthout an index. Plaintiff re,ponds
that it has seljJregated thi5 information by site and In any eVant~

n .(t17-4 (dl scverns nnceune ., .vthe burden of doriving or
ascertaining tho answer it: :IublStanti4lly the same for the party
uQr\Tlng tbe lnterrogatory as lor the pArty served ••• », I disagree
that R 4117-" (dl permits a re.sponding party to make il mna of
docwnentlil available and expect the interrogating party to determIne
whlch document; respond& to uhlch interrogatory. See- ccrmence to n.

~
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.r 17--i lUI. ucvevee , again. I det~r to the parties. who havQ
arranged "meet .and confer" sass.lone to bridge this deficiency.
Should these conciliation efforts fall. than det:endanta may apply
for COlief citing the speoific deficiencies wblch remain.

Statement of ReaRORS

Plalntlff'G Hotlon to Compel

~ Drafting HIGtory - Requaat» I 4. a. 11

1'laintlff seeks dl'll!t:lng bllltory for a' host at phusea and
paragraphs sat forth 1n its definition of "key polley provi.lona".
Defendants arque that plaintiff ha. failed to delineate the polley
languAge in dl.pute, that the C~rcl.1 Unlon lCUb71 and Wau.au
(HM I poUoiea have: no pollution uolu-ioQ provhlon and that:.
drafting hlatory l!I irrelevant becau." extdnala Ilvidence: cannot be
u~gd to dotermine Dna party·. undiaoloaed intent. Sch~rinq Cofir v~
Evanston Insursnce Co. No. L-91311-88 {N.J. Super. Ct., Law ~v ••
unIon County, August 8, 1989). -

Courto have not admitted extrinsio evidence vnen a policy
provision admit. of only one ulnonahle interpretation. wolt v.
Home Insurance Co. 100 U.J. supu'. 27, ...... (lIpp. Dlv. 1968), lSi)/;: Xi
~rlcan surety Co. of H.Y. Ba N.J. Supar. 43. 53 I~pp. Div. 96
hDerIcan Hom" Product. Corp. v, Libat'ifrHutUal Inlunnce Co. 748 r.
2nd 160. 165 l;Zd cir. 1984J. Moreover IOOVClry ot \halting hhtoty
has been blrrod where the court found tba bhtory too tangential to
tho issuo before it or too remota fraD the undar.tandln9 of the
partiero .ee ju.tify the burden of pr04uctlon. Air l'rooucu aDd
Chemioals v. l1artford Accident an~ Ind~~ Ho. L-i11ji-eg (H.J.
Super. Ct., Law Dlv•• HIddleaex County, Oct~r 5, 1990), BcbDrlgi
Corp. Vi Evanlton Ho. t-91311-ae IH.J. Super. Ct., Law Div., UDIon
County, August 6, 1989).

But wher" stAndArd polley prov1.iona hAV~ not been ruled upon
and are Gubnitted for Intcrpret""tion~ tho ....c1ght of AUthOrity
aupportro gOaH:S lll'lited productlolJ of drafting hhtory. The P'llnt:k.ota
Co. v. Liberty Mutual InJuxancc Co. Ho. L-)811S-BB (N.J. super.
Ct •• Law mv,.; Dcrc;J"n County .. OCtob.r 18 .. 1994), PritDerlclS fiolding.
Inc. v. Employers Inuurance at WaUlau Ho. L-12342-90 (N.J. Super.
cc., [,aw mv. f tlldt11eaDX county, NOVember 9. 1993J,Heltl" rood.
corp. v, ~otnB Cas. and Sur. Co. 135 ran 101 ID.N.J. 19901, LekiI
v. Federa! Insurance Co. 129 fRO 99 (D.N.J. 1989), Insurancec~
Hortf 1I.mt'lrlca v , UHL IndulOtrleft Ina. Ho. 92 CIU 4236 J.TD
IS.D.H.Y. December 6. 1994)) lIartford Accident and Indemnl Co. v.
Employers rneueenee of Waunu No. a4. (COl. f. super , Ct ••
pecember 11. 1992), lIoectu:t C"looeae Cor • v , Hat10nal Un10n ire.
Insurance Co. 623 A 2nd 1099 De. Super~ Ct. 1991 , Bor9 - Harner
Corp. v. Liberty MutUAl InourAnce Co. Ho. 6B-539 (H.Y. Super. Ct.,
June 11, 1990), Fourth national alJlk of Tulsa v , Fedenl Insurance
:~ ~o. 90-c·ll1C (H.D. okl~. 5~ptembar 25, 1989)1 United Statel

page ~

FIdelity and Guarantee Co. v. Colorado lllJ.tional Band of Denver no ,
B&-Z-lDJJ ID. Colo. hugust 25, 1989)1 The above casus limIted the
draftinq history to tho specific insurance provinions in ls~ue.

Otner cases have imposed time restrictlons. E.I. Du Font dl
Nemours and Co. v. Admiral Insurance Co. uo, B9C-AU-99 toel. super.
Ct., Harch 4. 199J), or ilmited responseu to primary carricrm only
ChAmpion International corp. v. Liberty Hutu~l Inaurance Co. 129
FRO 63 (S.D.H.Y•• 19891.

In Prlrnedca Holding Inc. v. veuseu . No. L-12J<I.2-911 (M.J.
Super. Ct •• Law Dlv., Middlesex County, November 9. 1993), Judgo
Jlardin; ordered the defondants to produce drafting hiat0tY of Any
pollution excluslon olauGe not urllL%inq the sudden And aocidental
termlnoloqy which Wall defined in Horton v. Oenerlll Accident
Insurance Co, lH U.J. 1 119931

Plaintiff contends that the only polIcy lau9u4ge at IG~ue in
Pr1merlo5 is the pollution e~clusion clauB~. (Ph1) In the lnstant
oa5s, otber policy pro~ialons arc invoked by defendants to deny
coverage. Plaintiff refer. me to the s8vnral sets ot Anewers filed
by dofendlnta. Thus, plaintiff secKs draftin~ biutory for soveral
phrzses and clauses! including the standard form pollution
exolusion language.

1 agree that addltional. pollcy lanqua90 haa been invoked by
tlio dehn:Janta and that sane drafting hb,tory 1s indicAtod. But tho
scope of that inquiry 1a not without bcunda, Therefore, 1n
ecccrdence with the weiqht of authority, I eeceeeend that any
draftin~ hi~tory be confined to those standard form policy
provision. p ~ defined 1n HortoD but inVoked by the defendant. to
deny caveraQc. Under these quidelines, tbe standard form pollution
exclusion and the mean..1ng of "damagea" would not qualifY for
drafting' h1story because thOle tartu have been subject to court
lnterpretuion in Morton but the "owned property excl\ls1on 11 ....ould
qualify. The ~rton Court expressly declined to rule an the effeot
of that e~olu on on tho cov~rAge faGUs beCAuse it wasn't raiued,
briefed Dr arqued. Horton aupra ! 27-2B. Therefore. "key polley
to~~ should be confIned to any terB contained in a standard ISO
provlolon which the. reJlpondlng defendllDtll rely upon to deny
coveraqe or upon whIch the defendant baaea any of its Afllrmetiva
defenaelf. The rel:oorncndationa' which follO\l apply to thia
definition.

The only cl'!1lIalnln9" issue In the duty imposed on eJl;CeSB
carders. The excess policy may incorporate by reference the
tU£minology employed by ton primary carrier. If tbo excea. oarrler
1& relylnq on such 4 clAuse to defeat coverage. it way rely on tho
drafting history proVided by the primary carrier or 5upply its ovn ,

D. Statements to Insurance Regulatory Bodie~ 
-- Reque$~c .6. 7. )), )~. ~l
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As further c Ie r LfIcatIcn of disputed polley provisions, pfher
seeks statements that defendants made to insurance rcyuiatary
bodles. In opposition defendant carriers contend the issue Is moot
because the standard pollution exclusion clause has bean
Intarprctea in ~.

pf.lxcr offers to withdraw its request as to tho pollution
exclusion clause if dofendants accept; the Horton holding with
respect to all of the Gites In 1II:&UO, (P~fber further
maintains that there is polIcy language other than the pollution
exclusion clause 1n laDUe.

~ourt6 haVe permitted discovery of atatement3 by inaurers to
regUlatory bodies as an aid to interpret.tion of disputed polley
langUAge. Just v. Land RecllllMtlon. Ltd ••56 n.w. 570~ 575 (Wb:.
1990), Hestle Foods corn' v. "'etna Cas. and Sur. Co. No. 89-1701
ID.1I.3 .. August H. 1990 1 aUld: U5 FRD 101 (i§90\. But the 1I00pe
of that dhcovery han been ccnfIned, Condatent with the
limitations for drafting history, I r.commend that ;uch diucovery
be limited to defendants' ~tatements retarrin9 to d15puted policy
language, not deflnud by~ and rolled on by tho defendanu to
deny coverage.

C. Statements tu Institution.l InMurance company Coverage
- Groups

Request 19

PlaIntiff next seeks all correspondence and other
c~unications between defendant innutetG and repreaentative. of
ISO and other trade association; concerning coverage for
environmental actions or delayed ~nifelltatlon claims. Defendants
oppose production of thena document) a8 irrelevant and burdenaome.
I a9ro~.

Plalnt.lft's reliance on~ supra, on Lex-si supra end on
u.s. GypSWD v. M.rIlr41 Insurance Co. No. 53 L-S3J28 (ctr , Ct. ~ Cook
County. Ill.! Janu~ry i. 19911 Ia misplaced. Hono of the.e ca.e.
addrc,s the precise Lasue here. Horton Day" that the Insurence
industry 1& bound by the represontatIon. of tho lnsuranca RatInq
Board. its dOQlgnated aqcnt. Horton supra, 15-76. Lek8i h,ld that
an insurance cOOlpany'Q participation or lJembeuh1P"Tn a trade
association is discoverable. Le~sl 129 fRO 99. 10•• In U.S. G;rnum
a study generated by such inG~e coveraqe qroups was adml8~ble
as evidence, Id @6705-6106. There is no reference to dlscovory of
communIcations between carriers and their trade aBBociatlong.

ue re plaIntiff seeks statements made by each carrier to its
tlade Assoclatlons slnce 1945. Any proposaLs the carriers may have
••J4 ior IpeclflC pelley 1&nqu~9c ~y or ~y not have found their
__ , _nl0 In••1.nd&ld cl~Q'.I .•ublect to lnt8fprctatlon here. The
, I __ 1,.11 ......."t.t :. flat ....eluJ lor pol!cy cone t rue t t cn ,

paqe 6

Therofore.I recommend that Request 19 be stricken.

~ Advertising, Promocional and other Marketing Haterlala.
Requcst 113

Plaintiff expac t.s that these roaterlaln roilY aid in construction
of polley lllnguagc •. Defendants agree to subuit Golcly tha&:o
materialM dlntr!buted ee . plll1ntiff, in eccccdence with Judge
imrding l• limitation in PrLmcricA aupra.

But plaintiff aequoll that tho purpose of the diacovery iD to
ascertain the intent of tho insurers. not merelY th~ reliance that
Plber pkaced on enese materials. Thua broader dincovory 11
nOCCl:8Dary. In sUpport. of thIs puroult. plaIntiff notes; that
dofondant llano I G Ulotlon for nU1tlMry judql!lOOnt rtIfllovln9 the count
tor rnlarapresontatlon! wan granted without prejudice. Therefore.
plaintlfl arguer;, it can reaEiGl!lrt ita claln after obtainIng
dl.covary of such miireprcscntation.

Even plaintlfflg "inchoate" claim of lD.1.iceproaontation doesn't
appear to involve con~truction of the polioy language or iatent aD
to·that cODstructioD.' The burden of producin~ and oxamining A Wide
range of promotlon81 literaturo ia not jU8tlfied for this purpoec.
Therefore. I recomnand that Request 113 be llmlted to adverti8Ing
materl.la dlatributed to plalntlff.

E. Hanuala. Guidelinea , Internal Operatlng Procedurea
-- Requesta IIJ. 16

Defendant. contend that thane marJte'tl[l~ materials are
Irrelonnt afnce the pf1:or pal.lcifllJ vere ne90tillted by Insurance
brokers. ptl.or dis&9reca, contending that tho polley language 1n
disputo ia atan~ard fo~ policy language. Plaintiff is willinq to
acoopt the llmltatlon 1.xlpoJed·ln PrlrooricA 1 acoepting tbo material.
futnl.had to Pfixcr or tho lnauranc. broker•• (Pcb9)

There Iu ample support for the production of promotional
matorla1& aa an aid in interproting polley 1angual;Jc. Pt'llner!ca
ChampIon InterpatiOnal cor:n v, Liberty Mutual Inauranca 129 m.o 63
IS.D.N.Y. 1969 , Allied-siQjJAl Inc. v. AbutIe"'PaH Reliisurancel No.
L-2:Z6-8B, N.J. Super. Ct. ~ Law Div., Kotria county. Hovem&lr 3 ~
19891 dIp. op, ! JOM)l; Uoechllt-Calaneu;c Corp. v. Uational Union
rlre Insurance Company No. 69CM SE- 35 tDel. super. Ct., Hew Caltlo
county, OCtober lO! 19911 alip. op. ! 21J Andover "exton
Thool0 leal School Inc. v. Continental C4sunlt C an 9JO F. 2d
fi9,9. Lst; Cr. 1991), Freehold cartage Inc. v. Lwnbermllnia Hutual
ClUlualty Company ucs , L~S5JlJMafi. L~523H-90. L-72SSB-IH, L-s6s12
9 tu.J. Super. Ct. < Law Div•• Monmouth County. Apdl 12. 19931.

since pLa.Lnt.Lf f Ls 1.'1111n2 to accept the Prlmer!ca suprll
Urdtatlcns. JudgCl Uordlng'!1 dec lul.cn is controlling. I reccemend
that produo~1on be limited to those promotIonAL materials and
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crccnuree furnished to plalntH f and those manuals and internal
opnratlnq procedures j asued from the dace of plalntlff'ti first
pollcy to the preGtmt on the subje.cts of "underwritlng fl ; "coverage
procedure", "oxisting claims procedures", to the extent these are
available.

F. Othel:" Polley llo1decs
- nequest 119

Plaintiff in oeeklnQ clalma flle. of other policy holders Who
have made c.141ms for Inaurence coverAge 9rowlng out ot:
environmental actIons. Defendants arque that _uoh fllea are
irrelevant, burdensome to produce and confidential.

Plaintlff re Hua on Hlnneaota "1Rig: and Hanufacturinq v.
COfmlarclal union 110. 60-]25 .tn.N.J... OCto r n. HMi order, P"IlCl
., 1n ~hlch the distrlct court affl~d th. maglatrat. t • order for
production ot the ten earlieBt and ten latest ola1as flID••

Defendants rely an variaUls State Court decidan• .including
Sahering CorporBtion v. Evanston Insurance Company No. L-94311-89
(N.J. Super. Ct., baw DIv., UnIon County, Au~t 4. 19S9) in which
the request was categorically rejected and on primerlca in whloh
Judqc Harding denied tbe request a. "collateral, Idloayncratic and
not likely to lead to tho d15covery of adal••lble evidenoe for tb18
trIa!.'l

Though plaintiff has agreed to Unit ita request, to accept;
aflidavito in lieu of dacumentg, tho objeot ot the exercise r~in8
an effort to deman~trate inconalatenoy in the treatment of cla1m».
DeCendants; \l'Ouitl counter by tqlng to .naw dUbrencea batwaen
plaintiff's sitea and thOSIS at other olaimant., justifying
dluparate treatment, and thereby Ildatraaklng the trialw

JUdge u",rding'll decbion in Prlrncdca 18 controlling.
Plaintitf ha~ shawn no reaGon to deviate trom a denIal of other
chima fUes de collateral. I rccOOtlOnd that Requost 119 be
stricken as to other pollcyholdara.

Plaintiff 1s relying on R~qu~8t 119 to obtain informatioD on
other aov~rage litigation as well. The purpo.e of thIs requcst ia
to determine whether there: lIS: any Inconefetencr In defendantll l

coverago posltions.

PlaintIff [sasona that such an incanRlgtency could, If found.
shaw bad La1th thereby entLtlin9 plaintift to prevail on & theory
of estoppel. I don't have to ~eal with the t",n90ntIal nature of
this rnquaat; or ite burden. The problem here is that Request 119
does not as~ tar litigation flIes and I don't think it appropriate
(or me to reword th",t Request. Therefore, I would reccersend th"'t
Request 119 be stricken 1n its entIrety •

page B

o. Reinsurance
- Raquest I )7

lIext plaintiff seeks all documents: and statun reports dealing
with the purchase. plll.cc.mont or ceding o! any reinsurance thilt
relatns to the pfi:er pollees. Defendants contend th",t reinsuranoe
Intctmatlcn 1s Lrrefevent , In Prlmerica, Jud90 lInrdlng denIed
reinsuranoe Information but ordered the production of re1nourance
pollcies. Plaintiff contends that tho instant case dlffern from
Primcrlca in that polley lanquage other then the pollution
exclusion clause ia 1n i.sue.

Court. have permitted the inaured to discover non-privileged
cornuunica.tion' between an Insurance cOJlIpany and its reinsurers.
Clark v. Interstato l1atlonal cor,• .ta6 F. Supp. US J 146 n.i
IE.D.P.",.), ",tfid. 636 F. :Zd 120 {Jrd ere, 1980)J PlayteJl; v.
colwnbia CalluaUy Canpany tto, BBC-HR-2JJ-l-CU (Del. Super. Ct•• fie'"
Castle County, OCtober 12, 198B) slip. op, @ 2-1. l1echst GUpta,
BUp, cp, ! 21-22. --

Jn Aetna v. Ply-Gem UO. L~505)~90 IN.J. super.. Ct' f Law Div ••
Bergan county, AprI! 22, 19931 JUdge Lan9hi ordered non-privileged
relnllurance infa~at1on to be produced, stating that ouch
information was relevant to "••• policy interpretation, the riaks
that ",re involved, knovled9Q of the risks by the insured and the
relngurer, ambiguitie8. aredibility, axiotence of admlssions
agalnst interest. II (TIS>

Other aeurta neve cal;.egcr!cally rejected the produotlon of
such information. Leskl v, Federal Insurance Company 129 FRO 99
to.N.J. 19891, saherIng corp. v. Evanston Insurance Company .upra.
In pr1merlca, Judge IJndln9 noted tbat. reltlBur&Oce txcl!ItloG are
often ceded In advance of the Iaeuence of pollciea and apply to
groups of policies, r~ther than Lndlvldual OnC3.

Although there arc compelling rcasona to preciudo thi~

discovery, 1 thln~ that plaintiff should have the benefit of any
information vnlcb 1& availAbln to aid in pollcy interpretation..
Defendants' camuunloatlon5 with or status report~ to its re:lnauren:
lMy lIupply Bane halpful conab:uction of disputed cfeusee ,
Production IJhould be limited to nan- privllegol1 comnunicatlons
dealing wIth the Pfizer-policies in iSliU~.

~ Losa Reserve Information
Requocts 138, J9¥ ~o

Plaintiff ar9Ucs that the revelatIon of defendants' 1066
reserve. data i. refevene to shov coverage. Since pLaintiff is
under a court order to provide estimates of Its financial exposuro
an underlying claims, an evenhanded approach would require
defendant5 to reveal the amount. tho incrc~se or dccroase and the
reasons for their lass reserves, But one has nothing to do with the
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page 9

other. Plaintiff's estimates of its financial exposure qces to
damages. The loss reserve information is to be used for plaintiff1a
liability claim and it serVes no purpose there.

In Prlmerica. Judge Uardlng denied the product len of loss
reserve Inforroatlon on the ground that such data doesn't reflect a
trUQ ova1uatlon of the claim by the particUlar carrier. Moreover,
these reserves are set in the aggregato, based on several variables
including economic conslderatlon~ and.business risks.

Therc!orc, I reooemend that Requests US! )9 and 40 be
stricken.

~ Defendants Knovledge of Potantlal Liabilities
Requests 123, 24. 25. 26

Plaintiff seeks loss control informatIon to rebut defendants 'alloged lack of knowledge antl to rebut its defenses of latB notice
and misrepresentati.on. Plaintiff clalros that 10S8 control
lnformatlon was denied 1n PrlmerlcA beCAU;B the questions were too
generallted. In this instanco. they ar~ seeking particular
infomatlon as to site investigation. studies conducted by the
defendants.

Request 123 seeks sIte specific documentg a6 to safety, 10D5
controi. 10=6 prevention or engineering aotivities at the several
sites. Bequeat n-4 seeks documents sa to the WlU, handl1nljJ or
disposal of Induntrial or chemical wastes at the site. Request '25
and '26 seoka variouQ quides and inspeaUon check lists prepared Or
re l Ieu upon by the defendants. Defendants maintain that the
requeatn are ntill too general. Furtber,. they contend that the
thrust of this case: 1a not what the insurers kneW'. but wbat
plaintiff knew or expected or intended.

I disagree that tho defendants knwlodqa of onvironmental.
risks prior to contracting with plalntlff* is wholly irrelevant* In
order to pravail on a late. nee.tee alain, defendant must .haw a
breach of notlee prcvfadon by pldnt1U, that d"fend.nt hi unaware
ot the site and thAt defendant is prejudiced by the breacb. cooPjr
v. Oover~nt Enp10rees Insurance Company 51 N.J. 86, 94 11968 •
PlaIntHf cannot renut thls cl4.1m without SOl'110 dksccvery u to
defendants prior knowledge.

The burden of producing this information can be overcome if
production is restricted to site test8 studies and investigations
conducted prior to the issuance of any Pfl%er pollcy or renewal
thereof and such tests. studies or inveatlqations were performed
by. ordered bV or re lied upon by defend.!nt Insururs , With this
limitatiOn, I recommend that these Reque~tB be granted,

page 10

Defendants JoInt Motion to Compel

~ cotporate Kn~lcdge

Interrogs 110, IS, JJ. J9
Document Rnqucst 114

Plaintiff Challenges those interrogatories sacking infortl'liltlon
as to corporate knowladqe, cont:ondln9 that onlY Pfber's: s:ubjective
intentions and EXpcctAtions regllrding ham caused by its waste
dinpoul activiticn arc relevant. Defendants paint out that tho
subjectlvo acandaru set forth in Vorhees v. Preferreu Mutua!
Insurance c~llny n6 1I.J. 165 11.992J hlUI been replaced by tlu1 case
by case ann yt:is sot forth in Harton supra @ 86. In fiorton, tho
Court found it irwPrActlc41 to adhere to tho general rulCO'f'loold.ng
sol01y at the Insured's sUbJeotivo intent because proof Q!
subjectlvo intent to cause environnmntal ham will rarely be
Available. Therefore the Court held:

0 •• we hald that in environmental coverage litigation
a CAse by c~sa Aoa1Y61a i! required In order to determIne
whether, In the context of all the Available evidence,
"except.lone.I cfrcumseancee (edGtJ that objectivelY
o&t.abllsh the insured' n Intent to injure ,II Vorhees 128
H4 J . ! las. Those clrcllmstanceB include,

1. the dur~tlon of tho dlschar9cs
2. Whether tho dIscharge occurred intentionally,

negligently or innocently
J. tho quality of tbe Insured'a knowledge conoorning

the harmful propen~ltion of the pollutants
•• whother rcqulatory Authorities attempted to

discou~age or prevent the insured's conduct
So the existence of .ubjective knowledljJQ concerning

the pouiblllty or like.lihood of h.ao:P. !!s!:S9!! 134 U.J. , B6.

The qt!c&tlons lIiused of plaintiff fall w1thin these categories.
Therefore, I recommend that Adequate replies be given to 110, lS,
]3. 39 and Document Request 114.

B. UGe of Chemicala
- 116, H, l5

Here , phintlff urces that the Information on P!1tar 1s use of
chemicdll b burdensCl'IXl to produce. Pf1%er ulJas somtl 10,000
Chemical Bubstanoe& at its manufacturin9 facilitiea. Still other
ChemIcal subStancQS arc handled by It:lJ research facilltles. Plher:
hag JS production facilities In the U.S. and najor ~nu!acturrng

racllitieG in 11 {orci90 cauntrles~

E'f1zer maintaIns that it has provided cnemtcar informatIon In
Its sHe aunmarIea insofar AS IncJlvldua! chemicals arc sPi!ciflcally
tclated to cer t a Ln sites. In order to alleviate the burden, I
recommund that W16, J~ and 35 be liRltod to those chemica15 and
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MEALEY'S LITIGATION REPORTS
INSURANCE

TIMROD REr-rrnx

SOPE3IOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
:m ;....~D Z'O<l. TJI:B COUNTY OF SACIUlHEN'l'o

DATE , TI.KI::
JUDGE t
RECORDER

November. S, 19~2

Ron. Ronald n. Robie
c. iias'::dzgtc:l

DEPT. NO:
CLEtU\ I
DA:tLIF1" :

27
Peggy Allan
Rery salvatierra

ATTORNEY FUR DEFENDANT
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENOAlIT
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT

-------------------------
CV52461S TIMROD RENTEX CORP., ET AL VS. GUkRANTEE INS, co., ET AL

MOTION FILED BY: O:iGErt'IH, RICHARD

ATTORNEYS PRESENT:
JOHN P. COLDWt
FILLERUP, JEFFREY L.
ONGERTH, RICHARD H.
GOETZ, RICHAIiD
IWASAKI, BRUCE

N~TunE OF PROCEED~G: ~OT TO COHPEL,ETC;AMD HOT TO caMP

TENTATIVE RtrL:tSG

Motion to compel production as to Guarantoe, INA and st. pau1:

15: Granted, subject to presentation to the court for in camera review.

16: Denied. This is too broad. The court declines to narrow it,

17: Granted"

18: Denied. See rUling on 15.

23: Granted, hovever, this is li~itnd to defansos provided whon law~ulta

have been filed, or when ~e!enses were provided lor administrative
proceedings. Also, the request is limited to documents in Which
detend~nt states it will or will not provide a defense or discusses the
provision of a defense,

24: Granted, however limited to 1), documents showing payments on claims
about Which la..,suH~s have been filed or administrative proceedings have
been initiated, cr, 2) documents showing payment for indemnity not
fa11inq under 1) above wi~h names redacted~

The court notes that as to 12J, 24 and 26 if one document includes the
information requcs~ed, roulitiple documents on the subject need not be
provided~ The obtaining o~ information about other claims pai.d, for
exa~ple, could have been initiated by interrogatory followed by document
production~ However, the objective can be obtained by narrowing the
requests as stated above,

26: Granted, but limited to the minimum number of documents and SUbject
to the limitations stated in #24.

27: Denied~ In view of the fact that the preliminary inquires above have
not been responded to, this is really an interrogatory or the BUbjoct of
deposition testimony in the form of a document request and 1s not
proper. If it appears plaintiff was treated differently than others, an
appropriate inquiry can be made thereafter.

Request as to st. Paul only:

11: Denied. This is overbroad.

e COPYRIGHT 1992MEALEYPUBUCATlONS,INC,WAYNE, PA

F-l



MEALEY.S LITIGATION REPOr<TS
INSURANCE

30PB?~C~ COnR~ OF THB STATE OF CALIFORNIA
111 A.1'1D FOR 'I'm:: COUHTY OF BAClU'I.HE:HTO

DATE .; TIm:::
JUDGE
RECORn:&R

::a07~er 5; 1.992
li~n~ Ronald B~ Robie
C.nll.:9'hingtoXl.

DEPT. liO:
OLERE ~

B1\'ILIFF :

'7
peggy llleu
Rery Salva~iorra

CVS2.46l5 TIMROD REHTEX CORP", E:'I' AL VS~ GUARANTEE INS, CO.;. ET AL

MoTION FILZO nT: C~GERTH, RICHARD

Requests as to INA only:

9: Granted, subject to a protective ordar t~at the ~atorialB may not b
used outside this lawGuit, end limited to documents relating to the
pro~essing of claim of the type which are the Gubject of this
litigation.

10: Granted~ See ruling on 9 ..

10 days to comply_

This matt~ ergued by counsel and submitted.

After hearing oral arguments, thD Court a~fLrmQd his ruling vith tho
following modifications: . •
As to 117: G=anted with limitations to reserve documents that ~ero

prior to the bad faith ligitation which was tully stated into the
record. .

As to #23,24, and #26: Limited for one (1) year~

The 10 days to comply iB deferred unti1 JUdgo Harren ~akoB a ruling 0
the motion to bifurcate Which was fUlly stated into the reco~.

The Court also took. under sUbroiGsion the issue as to INA.

i.

@COPYRIGHT1992MEALEY PlJ8UCAllONS, INO.,WAYNE, PA

E"l' Ali VS. GUARANTEE INS. CO., 1:1' AL

DJ

F-2

DEPT Z751t
Hovember 5, J.9.92
evS2461S
TJ:HROD REN'TEX CORP ~ ,

BOO1\
PAGE
DATE

CASE NO
CASE TITLE

DISTRIS



MEALEY1S LITIGATION REPORTS
INSURANCE

~~'2Z1'W2l 0AJRr CF 'JIm S'1mE CI1' c:M.I::FCRtIA
za 11&) FOB. 'lEE 0Xll'l't CP~

DATE , 'l"IME:: November 5, 1992
oJtlllO!: , RONAUl B.ROBIE
RE:fORI'E:R : Nat

27
p. iIl.l.El1
R. SALVATIERRA

RULING ON SUBMITIED MATrER

November 5, ,992

~/;~ .
Ronald B, Roble, JUdge or the Superior Court.

Riclun:d H. Onj;erth

John P. Coleman / Jeffrey L. Fillerup
BnJce Iwasaki I Richn.td Goet::

The court, having taken plaintlH's motion to compel further responses to
production of documents by defendant INA, under submlsslon, now rules ai
follows; ,

The Issue taken under submission was whether the mollon should be denled as
not timely filed. There Is no writing In the record as required by the statute. .
Counsel for defendant argues that a one week extension given one day before
the deadline (Seplember 15). extends the,deadline one week from that date
ratherthan one week from the deadllne, Although this interpretation makes no
sense and the extension should be to September 22, the moUon to compel was
not filed until September 23..Counsel for plaintiff argues various equilable
theories by whlch the failure to have a wrJling does not bar this motion.The
Legislature reculred an apreernent In wriUng for the very reasons exempfllled by
this dispute. There is no agreement in wrlUng and the motion was not tlmely
filed" See Well & Brown, California Practice GUide, Civil Pror;;edure Belore Trial.
§8:1491 et, seq,

Denied"

GlttJWnn: !NSUARANCE CD. J et 81, J

!lHROD REN'I:'E::l< CORP ~ et; 81. I

VS' CV524615

,

I
j

I
i

!
i
],
,

1
I,

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify thai. I em not a party to this cause and that a true copy of this document
was mailed, first class, postage prepaid, in a sealed envelope addressed as
shown below and that the said document was mailed and this certificate was
issued at Sacramento, CafilomJa on: Nove:nber 6, 1992

OOIlIINUED ON PAGE 2 FOR HA!UNG lIS!

CCla"lSO (f!ev..B-n-90)

B:Ol(, 27,,~
P!\GE:, I
DI\TE, 11/5 92

C1lSE NO., 0024615
O\5E TITU:: TIHROD RENIEX/GUAMNIEE INS.

DIS'l1l.IB:
it
I
I,:/1;-COPYRIGHT 1992 MEAlEY PUBUCATlONS,INC, WAYNE, PA

F-3
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5t:ll~O Fnrm and [,lncoln

Linco~nla Egtiou to eom-

~n tho following four

nandling Documenta,

-,-

LIncoln's =otion uough~ to compal further production of

app.arad by aod through thair rg~pect:iv. counoel of rooord.

oerYea by Lincoln on J~nu.ry 1'. 19~2.

Attar full condidormtlon of tbo ovid.ace and polntd mad

autborities submitted by both parti.a and oral argument of ooun

eat, tba Di.oovary Ret.r•• ardara ae follaw.,

1. Drufting ni'toryl

Aftar making a dill~.Qt 'eareb and reaaonablo inquLry ac

%aqulred by Code at Civil P~ocedur. S 2031. Btcta Faru ehall

Advortlelng aDd Pr~otiODal HAt.clala and HnvLronmcnt41 ClaIms

pel r.que8~cd production of d~nt5

cat.~orle8' Drafting ni'tory~ Cl.l~

relata to tho dtattlng ot a01 lanquQg_ io tho Comprebanslva

Gan_cal Liability {-CGL-} portioD of tbe Stato ParD polIcy

la,ued to LIncoln upon Yblc~ State rarm rell., to deny cr

d15put. coverage, including tbat polley languag. reIerred to In

ito Second. rourth~ ~d Seventh Af£lr=atlve Defanecc bareLn God

itl redorTAtlon ot right lettare pertaining to Liacoln'n claIm

(hareln.fter~ -the Di,putad CGt ~o11oy LanquQgc·l.

a , ClailG Handling Qoc:~nt.' After =a.klav • dU19o.nt

learch and rea.on.blg inquiry a8 raquired by Codo ot Ot?1l

Proe.duro 5 2031. Stat, rar= ahall produce all docaa.nt. In ltg

document~ Ln ro.ponne to ita rLest: Sot of Docucont Reque.t.~

9 ..P.1t.s ..

1
lIal.c:ovny eeeeeee , on Hov&Clbar 2, 1992.

2

3

4

6

6

7

a

16..
produco all dOQU~DtQ in Lt, po••e••lon~ cu.tody or control ~bat

10
.11

12

13

14

15

17

'18

19

2Q

21

22

23

24

2lI

26

27

26

LINCOLN PROPERTms

NO. i3UH

ORDER GRl\.R'lIHG ti[HCOLR
PROP~I!S,.LTD.'a

KOTrOH TO COKPZU:.
PRODUCTION' or DOCOHZHTS
PROK STATR PARK ~IRZ AHa
~aUALTt COHPASY

-.-

o.r.ndantl.

PlaintUf,

. CR09S"'J\cnOH.

The mo~lon at plaintiff and ero"-d_tandant Lineoln

Propertio8, Ltd. (-Llacoln-l av~ia8t d.tandant and cro.....

dof.ndaat Gt.to Pmra Fire and CA8UaLty C~any (-State farm-l

for an order compellIng furtber produc~lon at doeumontD, Idon

tified b.lov~ ~aa hoar4.by Jehu H. n.ac., B.q.~ eittlav a8

a
7

a
gil SUPERIOR COURT or CALIrORlfIA, consrr OF 6AH JO,l\Ql1XU

1 IUIBCB AND M'PEtr
2 ~ Profs'lionaL taw Corporation

1146 Grand Canal Blvd., 011
3 StocktOD~ CA 95207-9111

Telepbon., {209J 417-8107
-4 dj

6 DISCOV~Y REPRRB£

10llLlilCOLR PROPBnT.ISEJ, LTD. ~ a
C~lllo~nla L1alt~ P.r~nerDblp,

~

~

~
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'l;he.e

Whllo

OV4llg.-Brockvay

-.-

{The ~oou. of the dlapute ••~d to

~b. redactvd portlons eball bq

State FarQ .hall redact trom tho.o filac all

TVa eXo~pt:.ignQ .o~ to apply, QubdivloioD (gJ ~nd (hl.

eonaeat 13 not required it the produotion 1. In reepODoe

Th. ref.r.e uuderatoad. that Stat. ~arm agr.eft that Coloaial

be pLaJatIt! attorasya' rlgbt oe~ to othor thlrd P4~ty

ellLlmant:.a:_1

CIIOQ.

Prlor

ID!or:a~ion Which ideatifiot'l tho lnauredt'l by name. addreet'l or

t.lephone o~r and .h.ll alao cedact information ro!lc~tin9

th. ioourado' per.anAl tiaaoo.G, in ordot to protoct the

SUppacts LIncoln's position that tbe I1m1ted productlon rlque.t

InaurRds' privacy riqhtt'l.

d••lqDAted •• ,uoh on tne oopl•• produoed to ~incola.

fbi. retoree doca not believe that i 1~1.lJ requiro. eODeent

at tbe third pt'lrty Lnaureda in th. contaxt of the faata at thls

Procedure S 2031. Stat_ P.r~ ahaLl prQduco ita toa oarlloG~ ~n~

tan aget rocont onvlron=oatal clatea fileo, oad ito olaim. fila

for Horqe Cleaner. pert.inlnq to the Lincoln Center

Pglaaini Life lnvolvad a court order that requirea a lett.r be

redacted third party claiZ4 lliac chall be oeed only tor pur

po••• of tbi. litigation aad .h.ll Qth.~1•• b. h.ld in eoo

fia.aot by Liacoln_

Coat:.aminaticn.

(tla .ar11e.t and ten mo.t~'Qeat) 1. ta••ooable.

..at to the third party ol.i~nt. rlque.tlnq conaeat to rol~aoe

r.cord~. It It nat clear thLt the applIcability af Xotar.nee

·Cod. S 791.13 WDS in i.aua.

1

2

3

•
5

5

1

8

o
10

11

12

13

H
II · Li h r~ulru produot:.ioa at: tbird porty til.lf.

15 -

10

17

18

10
·20

21

2:l

2ll

:u
25

26

27

za
-J-

Wbl10 tho abovo order fcr produc-policy langun9Q in ~l.pDte.

Dod advortlcRCaot at COL polioie5 similar to the policy ia.u.d

to Borge Clean.r. and Lincolo and that relate to oovora9c lor

~l.lma art.lng fraD .nvLcoaaaatal contamination.

Lim!tatiaa at production to dooum4ata tro~ StAt~ Fa~'. home

btfice dooe not app.ar to be a r•••onabl. or Dace••cry 11alta

~1a.D.

cll11~ handllng p~.ct.lccc oc·proc.auraa, inatructlonal guideo

tioD DAy b~ v~y broad. there hQa been &n insufficient ehowinq

ot burden upon stat. 'arm to varrant & limitatlon on produatloo_

3. Advartl.inq and.p;omotlonal"H;t8rla11 After =aklng a

diligoQt ftearch and rea.ooable inquiry n8 r~uired by Codc ot

Civil Prooedure 5 1031. State lara .ball produce all dooum.nt.

claiM. bandllnq procedurao, mamaraada concornlng Qnvlronment.al

and application of ~btJ Dl~put.d CQL Polley tl1ngul1ge~ l1a that.

and other training mat.rial. tor .nvlronaantal clalma p.raoDnel,

oparation quid~a tor pcrDoao declloq with eDvironmental clal~

and aD~ dr.~t. or rovl~ioae at auch doaum4nt••

rt. appGaro that, ~~r tb. 1&w, plainl:.iff la cntltle4 to

~cnmentD that relate to lnterpretalQn Qnd appllc~tloa of tbe

1l1n9uago ~4~ bQcn appll~a to envl~onmoDtal cla!=- bet.voen 1710

throuqh 1992. SUch dooument. _ball include, ~ltbout limitatlon,

claIms ~nua18, Indicea of doc~nt.··r.lated to envlronm.ntal

11I,,0•••••1r:,", cuat:ody or: oont.rol that. ro!ata to the lnt.ol:'prot.I1l:.1on
2

8

4

5

6

7

6

1n i~a pose.oelen. cu.tody or control that c.l.t. to promotian
~II

4_ third Party rt-imt'l PU... Mt.or I14Jc.!ng a diligent
2711 - """""'" -a••rab aad Coaconabl. inquiry ae requIred by Code of Civilzs
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tlo~ vould .oem ~ fall within that 82ooptlon. SUbdlvlalon 191,

uxqed as pertinent by plaintiff, ezempts production of recorda

sa ·othervi~e permitted or r.qui~ed ~y lav.- tbat alao apPQurQ

to bava applicability.

~be 5 791.13 non-dlscloeurQ rule 1. subject to a br.ad array

of BXpr••• atatutory .xcQp~loQ.1 eighteen la numbor. ,Many of

tho Bxoaptlona appear to C.rve purpoeeo DO more important than

the purpos•• of d1eolo.ur. 1n ~ig laysult. And. Vhcn dJ.clo

~U:e i. ~lovod under the atatutory e.aaptloDe. DO -radactloc

Ie requirtd--only aD o9re~nt not to 41a010;. the content. of

thv racords. By oomparieon, tbis ordar for produotion raqulr••

~edactlOQ o~ ideatifring LDfo~tlon and personsl finance ialor

~tionr and r~ulr.a QODeldeqtl~llty.

Limitation to production of tilss oonoerning Iacldontn in

No~tbera California Qr California ·doug not acam to be a

raaaancble or P~•• 'lry limitation.

It voald appear that the Rorga fl1~ Ia,pot.ntlallY directlr

relevant to aoma of tbe i ••nea in thle caae. S~to rar= may

ala!» aetornoy/cliQat-and or _ark produot QX&mptloD8r a.

approprlatu. and may redaot aabltaotlvc information o!.auch

nature. from copie. of legal billa4

S. ~!2t Further Production; Due to ~he date of thi3

Ordor Stat. rarm eball produce the documen~ to Lincoln ••

ordered b.rain on oc befora JanuArY 15, 1993.

G. Sanetion8J 94Dc~iona will not be ord_r_d in thl.

instance. Good vaith cc*t aad aoa~oe appoare to baTt baan

lacking on both sidod. ·Offeceeiag panoltles- vill not be

ordecud. Tbo roforno will devote elolor .crutiny to tbo oubjece

at .aaction. 10 regard to future ia.uee.
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MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

This cause 1s beto~e the Court on Plaintitt'o Motion

MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY,

~
m»
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Each d.fsndant i. dir.otod to produce documontsc.

this action. Bach defcndanttg obligation sna11 be limited to

-2-

the production oe all responsive documents in the pOBseoaion r

custody or control cr the responding defendant 'Which vere

created during tho period frou the later of 1950 or three years

prior to th. incoption date of tho rOllponding defendant' u t'irst

policy .at issue In this action through the inception date or tho

responding defendant's 1allt policy at issue in this action.

B. Each defendant is direoted to producQ organizational

charts relating to the rcz&ponding defendant'. clai'lls department,

division, or unit responsible tor handling the coverage claims

at issuo in thiu action. Eacn d.tendantts obligation shall be

Halted to th. producti<m or all responsive documents in tho

pceeessdcn, custOdy or control at: the responding detendant 'Which.

vera oreated during tho period trou tho later of 1950 or the

date that tho responding defondant received Plainti!f'g firnt

notIce ot the undorlying claims at ioeuo in this action until

the co=menoaaont of this action.

sutfioient to deeczdbe the responding detondantts corporate

structuro. :each datendant's obligstlon undor this seeeren I (C)

ot this Order rshzs.ll DO liJI1.tod to the production ot documents

in tho poan:Boion, cu.tody or control" of the rosponding

dot.ndant which yere created during the poriod from the latsr

ot 1950 or thrOft years prior to the inception date or tho

responding dot'cndant1a first policy at Lseue in this aotion

through the inception date ot the responding defendant's last

pOlicy at issue in this action.

I! ":'\.r• ••
:a::;':IT ':~tl1l{

I EO?:' i9,15

CASE NO. 93 L 712

Each defendant 10 directed to produce all

QRGNfI3ltTIQI@L ClIMtTB rum conrowll WILXA'1'roK8

A.

v ••

Defendants.

aunna

Plaintiff,

CERTAIN' UND£lUiRITERS AT LLOYD' B ~

LONDON. at 81. t

to compel Anewero to Intorrogatoriea and Production or DOCUlll.ents

filed on ~uly 11, 1994 {"Plaintiff'" Hotion"). A hearing on

Plaintiff's Hotion wag hold on September 19, 1994. A conterrmco

on Plalntitr's Hatton, with Plaintiff's ceunset ene Dofendzmto'

x.

Liaino" counsel in attendance, vas held on January 18, 1995.

Upon consideration of Plaintittt8 Kotion, the

Dotondanto' opposition thereto and thQ .ntire record herain! it

is hereby ORDERED that l'laintitf's Hotion is qranted in part and

denied in part. l:XClIlIpt as othQ!:YiG. dir.etad in this Order,

eacn detendant ehell provfde discovery to Plaint!!! aa directed

below within thirty (30) daye at tb. entry ot this order, or

March J~r ~995~ vhlchever 1s later.

IN THE CIRCUIT COUR'l" FOR THE TW£N'rlmt JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
ST. CLAIR COUNTY, ILLINOIS

organizational charta relating to thQ r.opondinq defendant's

underwriting departtllent, diviBlon~ or unit responGible for

underwriting the responding defendant's policies at issue in~

~
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IX. AP1IBH&TIYU DEPGHBBB

Each defendant is directed to provide Plaintiff with

the. t'cctual basia for ito artiblative detonGQS_ Defendants

ohall provide Plaintiff with this information by Harcb 31 r 1995

or thirty' {JO} daya froa tho gntry of thlg order, whlchavar 1a

later.

III. naarIATXOJl ABO PRBPAIU\'1'IOlf 0., JlISBOtJRz: PAonIC A!iD 0'111
PQrap:nro; pBA.r:unG IIXB'I'OBY un DrrJmpBBfIVII DOgUImJfTD

n. Negotiation Dnd preparation ot Hla'ourl pa01f10 AG4
~IiBI:fQ1ioi ••_

(11 EBell det"c;mdant i_ to identity each porson who WAe

involved in the issuance at each of the rel!lipondlnq det:andant'.

liability poliaies at ililsUQ in thlg action! inoluding each

peraon involved in any diGcuBGion. or cOllll.unica.tiono 'lith

Plaintiff, ~ny other insuror. or lSny insurance brok_r.

(2) Each dufondant iu dlructad to identity each

per-sen who 'Wall involved vith the evaluation or 1UlllosgtUmt: ot thQ.

rinks being assumed by 'the responding detgndant under each of

tho responding dofendant'a liability Lneueence poliele. at iS8ue

in thlo action.

(3} Each dofandant ia directed to produce all

documents used or reterrecl 1:0 by defendant in the negotiation,

drafting, derivatlon. prepara1:ion, underwriting, acoeptano.,

Lasuanee, or .interpretation ot the tarmg,. conditions and

eXClusions of the responding defendant's policies at issue in

this action and in the assosoment ot rloka in connoetion with

the issuanco o~ such policies.

-3-

-

C<iJ Each detandant's obligo.tion under Section III" CA)

of th!a Ordor Jilhall be. l1mited to the production ot all

reBponsivo documanto in tho posGosslon~ custody or control at

the responding defendant which Were croated during thu period

trom tho lat.r of 1950 or throe yoars prior ta the incoption

data at tho rosponding dofandant' G first pOlicy at issue 1n this

action through the termination dato of tho responding

defendant'g last policy at issue in this action.

D. pnrt:lnq bhtory 'DO 1:nt.rpr,tb, nopumontp

ell Each derenaant 1s directed to produce all

documento in the ponnoGolon, cuotady or control of the

rosponding daf.ndlSnt~ no natter whero looated~ regarding tho

creation, dra!tlng, dflr.1vation, preparation, undervrlting,

acceptance, Iaeuence, intetpratation or application at thn

pollution axcluslan, det'inition ot accident or occurrence,

definition at property daJ:Iage! notice ot olo.ia condition,

tollowing foOl provision, dBt:inition of porsona1 injury or

insuring agreotlont relating to coverage [or property damage or

personal injury cont8ined 1n,. attached to, or incorporated by

rot'eronce in any ot' the responding det'endant's liabllity

policies at issuo in this action.

(2' Each defendant lSI directed to identity each past.

or pzeeent; employee ot the responding defendant who "Was involved

with tho drafting dorivation, proparation, undorwriting,

ecceptiance or Lsauanca of any printed, standard, or form

insurance polley or insurance policy provisiona reterenced in

seeeacn III B{:ll of thio Ordor and whicb aro contained in,

-4-
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attached to, or Incorporabiild by rGi"aranco in any at tho

responding defendant's liability poliolos at luaue In this

action.

(J) Each dotcmdant Is dirQctud to identify each

person who vas involved \lith the drafting, oreation or

modification at any "Legal and Adjuotment Expan~e" provieion

contained or incorporatod in any of the responding dgtgndant'.

liability policies at issue in this action.

(4' Each detandant is directQd to preduc. all

documents rolating to tho responding datQndant'g deoluion to

include or not include a lIpollution exclusion" in any of tho

reoponc!ing dotondant'o liability inaurllnce polto1ee At issue .in

thin action.

(Sl Bach defendant 18 dir.cted' to produco all

Qocumento relating to the responding Q.tendant'. duciulon to

includo 4 "Lagal lind Ad1uabumt EXPQt1se" provision in lIny ot the:

reaponding dolendant's liability insurance policiee: at 109u. in

this action.

(61 Each defendant's obligation under Section III (9)

of this Order aball be lafted to thQ production ot all

responsivo documonts in the Poggoosion, cuotody or control ot

tho r08pondinq dofondant Which wore created during the period

from tho later o~ 1950 or thra. yaaru prior to th_ inogption

date of tho responding det'endant's lfrat poUcy at Iasue in this

action through the termination date ot the responding

detendant'g last policy at IDoUa in thiu aotion.

-5-

IV. IHlORHATIOJf R.BLATIilG TO CLJUH.8 JIABDLlJiO, D(CLUDIHa~
QF COVlm&gB. PATr: or LOSS ann LOBO RBBrrRyr;9

A. 91.i8$ Handling - Each defendant 10 directed to:

(1.) Identify each. person who was involved in any

manner tor or on behalf ot tile responding detendant with

reviewing, administoring, processing, hand1.1ng, analy:ing,

evaluating and adjusting Plaintiff'g insurance claim relating

to the sitos at issue in this action.

(Z} Produce all olaill'D Ilanuals and simill:lr materialS

used by responding da!endant for the handling ot the insurance

claims at issue in this action. Each defendant's obligation&

ehall be linitcd to tha production of all reaponolve documents

in the possession! custody or control ot tho reapondlng

defendant Which vere cre:at~d durin9 tho period from the later

ot 1950 or the date the rosponding detendant reoeived

Plaintiff's first notice of the underlying claims at IsSUQ In

thin action until the commencement of this action.

B. Date of LonR - Each defendant is directed to:

(1) state whether responding defendant bos assigned

a date ot logg to Plaintiff's ingurance olaims at issue in this

action. It a date of 10s9 has bQon assignod~ identify tho date

at loss assigned, the criteria used in assigning sucn date ot

loss. and all parsons involved In assigning such date at 1080.

I! no date of 108s has been assigned, identity the criteria used

1n deciding not to o.s01gn a date er loss ..' lind all persons

involved in any canner in the deciaion not to assign a date of

loss.
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(2) Produce all documents; relating to the rE:lsponding

defendant's assignment or a date ot loss! or decision not to

aaolgn a dAte of 1000, to Plaintitfro olaim for Ineueenee

coverage relating to tho sites at issue in this action~

c, Lasa n•••rvep - '1'0 the extient; Plalntit!' s motion seeks

the production at documents or int'ormlltion concerning the

establishment, adjustment or maintennnce of rQuervoo or lODe

reserves or relating to each dotondantrs decision not to

ostablish, adjust or mllintain a reserve or loss reserve ror

Plaintittrs oillim tor insuranco coverage relating to the atioG

at issue in this action~ Plaintiff's Motion is denied.

D. DODial of coyqrqq;

(1.) Each dofendant io diractQd to provldB whethor it

has denied coverage tor Plaintit"frs insurancQ cleill relating to

the sites nt iosue 1n th1a action.

(2) It the reoponljing defendant ha. daniad coveragu!

·the responding defendant ahall providQ the date on which cuch

denial was communicated to Plaintiff, the method at: such

cOIlUQunication, and the identity at the persons involved in the

docision to dony covaragQ.

(3) It the responding dut"ondant has not deniod

coverage, the responding defendant ahall providB ita coverage

poeition, tho date on which such pOQitlon vas co~unicated to

Plaintiff, the method of such communication, and th. identity

of the persona involved in detenaining or establishing the

responding defendantrg coverage position.

-7-

V. HARU/rIlHJ AND PROHOTIOHAL QTDIALS; rILIlloa nTH BTAT.!f .QB
rEDImAILAGmcI.E.IL

~~ Harketing and promotiog.l HaterIal,

(1) Each defendant 10 dirQcted to produce all

marketing, promotional or advertloingmateriala relating to the

types of policies issued to plaintirt by the responding

defendant which mention or rofer to inaurancQ covorage or lack

of Insuranco coverage for liability rolating to pollution or

environmental damaqew

(2) Each dafendant'o obLigation under Section V (Al

of this order shall be limited to tho production ot all

responsive documents in the possession, cU5tody or control ot

the responding defendant which wera created during tho poriod

trom th8 later at 1950 or threo yoars prior to the inception

date of tho responding de!endtmt'Q first policy at issue in this

action through the termination data ot tho responding

defondantra last polioy at issue in this action.

B. lilinqp with st.t. or r9derQl AqODgi.p

{11 Each defendant is directed to produce all

documento filed \lith any fedoral or state agoncy relating to any

"'pollution excfuedcn" upon which thg rosponding defendant relies

1n this action. In tho event the responding defendant does not

havo such docllmanta or capios thorcot in its possosulon, tho

responding dofendant shall produce such documents it has in ito

pceseesdcn that:. 6u!t'1ciently identify such responsive documents

filed vith any state or federal agency and provide releasos to

the extent necesaaey for Plaintiff to obtain copies of any such

responsive docUQenta form the Gt~te or federal agencies.

-8-
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VI. ornER IlIBtmBDB r BITB BPIlC.IPIC CLAIM IIflQBHl\TIOH

action.

proprietary and confidential infot"llation, inoluding but not
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A. Elich detendant shall produce or Identlly all

cOJlJJ1unicationg to or froll ib'l roinsuroro relating to tho

environmental rink ccveeeqe under plaintiff's policies, tIO well

as plaintiff's environmental claims at isoun in thia caso, made

before the tendnation data of' tho most recent policy Iauued by

that defendant.

B. Each dsfendant shall be permitted to redact tho

directly undar the control ot the lead counsel stating that tho

doclarant haa reviewedporsonally the redacted information and

that the rgdact10ns conform to the specifically onumerated

categories of proprietary and confidential intormation. In the.

event that other intormation la redacted as proprietary and

VIX~ BWINBURaKCB IHlQRKa1IOH

confidential, each such category of information shall be

specifically identified in tho declaration, sUbjoct to further

consideration by this court, it nooessary.

identity of ita .re.tneucara , prelllU11 calculations and information

relating to rating, .pricing and r-eservee ,

c. Each defendant shall provide to Plaintiff a

dQclllration by tha.t de!endant'" lead counsol or a peraon

directly untlar the! control at thQ load counsel stating that the

Each defendant ghall provida to Plaint!!! aD.

c. Each defendant ahall be pormitted to redact

A. Each defendant ohall identify each person othQr

than Plaintiff vho has made a claim against that responding

defendant for insurance coverage for the altos at issus in this

(2) Each defQndant's obligation under Section V (B,

at this Ordor shall be limited to the production ot responoive

documents filed with a fedoral or otata agoncy during the period

from thg latQr of 2950 or thg incQption data of tho rgQponding

defendant's tirst policy at issue in this action through the

tornination date of the roaponding dofondnnt'a last policy at

issue in this action.

6. EaCh dofendant shall produce all documents

consisting of ~ contained In or rull:lting to the rQsponding

det'endant'u alaia files for any in~urance claia by any per.on

other than Plaintiff concerning tho siteG at !sOUQ in this

action.

aeclaration by that defendant's lead counselor a person

limited to the identity of its other insureds, policy li.itG,

premium calculation, attachment points, reeervee, rating,

pricing, reinsurance and settlement negotiation information

containett in the doouments required to be produced pursuant to

sectien VI of this Order.
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declar8nt haa rgvieved personftlly the redacted information end

that the redactiQns ~omplyvitb the requirements ot this Order.

ENTERED:

Dated:
Honora

ua1lIUI.O«D'
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OPINION AND ORDER OF COURT

(M, Elizabeth Williams)

Equity Action-Contract Action-Regulatory Estoppel Doctrine-Environmental Pollution

491PITISBURGH LEGAL JOURNAL

Sunbeam Corporation, et al, v.
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, et al,

491(1996)]

1This Opinion considers the allegations in plaintiffs' Proposed Amended Complaint in
Equity which is attached as Exhibit A to Plaintiffs' Brief in Opposition to Defendants'
Amended Preliminary Objections

2. Disputes as to a defendant's rights and obligations under a contract must be raised
in a breach of contract action or through declaratory relief, they may not be raised in an
equity action

4, WhiJe an equity action may be available under some circumstances of fraud, it (an
equity action) is never available where an action of law will provide a full, complete and
adequate remedy and when an equity action will not do so

3, A regulatory estoppel doctrine claim may be raised in a contract action.

Andrew M Roman for the Plaintiffs.
Steven G Adams and Walter M Einhorn, Jr. for First State Insurance CD,
LarryA. Silverman, Michael J, Cohen and Kenneth Iwinski for Penna, ManufaeturersAssoc
Raymond Conlon and Frances T. Norek for Lexington Insurance Co.
Joseph G, Manta and Thomas B O'Brien for Liberty Mutual Insurance Co.
No. GD 95-13947< In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, Civil Division"

1. An equity action will not be allowed to proceed if plaintiff has a full, complete and
adequate remedy at law.

Wettick, J., July 17, 199B-This is an equity action which involves insurance coverage
for environmental pollution. Defendants' preliminary objections seeking dismissal of plain
tiffs' claims for equitable relief are the subject of this Opinion and Order of Court.. I will
describe the factual background of the controversy before I address the issues raised by
defendants' preliminary objections,

Plaintiffs are successors in interest, through bankruptcy reorganization, to the assets
and discharged liabilities of Allegheny International, Inc" and certain of its subsidiaries.
Defendants are insurance companies who issued comprehensive general liability insur
ance policies ("CGL Policies") to Allegheny International or its predecessors in Pennaylva
nia in the 1970s and 1980s,

Plaintiffs' Proposed Amended Complaint in Equity ("complaint")l identifies ten sites
where one or more of plaintiffs may be liable for cleanup and remediation expenses result
ing from actual or threatened environmental contamination or pollution, The complaint
alleges that plaintiffs or their predecessors have already spent in excess of $29 million as a
result of claims involving the ten sites and anticipate that they will spend substantial
additional sums in the future"

Plaintiffs have requested defendants to provide coverage for claims involving environ
mental contamination and pollution at the ten sites under dozens of primary and excess
CGL Policies issued by defendants. Defendants have denied coverage"

The insurance policies which defendants issued to plaintiffs are standard policies
developed and utilized by the insurance industry. The standard CGL policy provides cover-

. I age for damages arising out of an "occurrence" which is defined as



an accident, including injurious exposure to conditions, which results,
during the policy period. in bodily injury Dr property damage that was
neither expected nor intended from the standpoint of the insured.

This standard CGL policy contains a pollution exclusion clause which states that the
insurance does not apply

to bodily injury or property damage arising out of the discharge, dis
persal, release or escape of smoke, vapors, soot, fumes, acids, alkalis,
toxic chemicals, liquids or gasea, waste materials or other irritants, con
taminanta or pollutants into or upon land, the atmosphere or any water
course or body of water; but this exclusion does not apply if sum dis
charge, dispersal, release or escape is sudden and accidental, (Empha
sis added.)

The environmental liabilities for which plaintiffs seek coverage occurred from repeated
exposure to the discharge of waste materials which, while not expected to cause damage,
did so over time, Defendants contend that the pollution exclusion precludes coverage for all
pollution damage unless the discharge of waste materials resulted from an abrupt and
abbreviated accident,

Pennsylvania case law supports defendants, The Pennsylvania Superior Court has
consistently ruled that this standard pollution exclusion bars coverage for "any uninten
tiona! release or dispersal of pollution that occurs gradually over time"; there is coverage
only where a discharge is "both sudden, meaning abrupt and lasting only a short time, and
accidental, meaning unexpected." O'Brien Energy Systems, Inc. u.. American Employers'
Insurance Compans, 629 A.2d 957,962 (Pa.Super. 1993), quoting, Lower Paxton 7bwnship
u. United States Fidelity and Guaranty Co.., 557 A.2d 393, 398 (Pa.Super 1989), appeal
denied, 523 Pa.. 649, 567 A2d 653 (1989); Techalloy Co u Reliance Insurance Co" 487 A..2d
820 (Pa.Supen 1984), allocatur denied (Fa 1985)

The opinion of Honorable Phyllis W, Beck in Lower Paxton 7bwnship v. United States
Fidelity and Guaranty Co, supra, is the most comprehensive, The insurance policy in that
case contained the standard pollution exclusion and the insured sought insurance coverage
for damages caused by the gradual, repeated release of pollutants.. Judge Beck applied the
general principle of insurance law that ifa policy term is susceptible to two interpretations
or subject to reasonable question, it should be construed in favor of the insured. Thus, the
controlling issue was whether the pollution exclusion clause is ambiguous

The insured argued that this exclusion may be reasonably construed to exclude cover
age only in cases of intentional pollution-c-ie. where the pollution is either expected or
intended by the insured. The insurance company, on the other hand, argued that there was
no ambiguity-the plain meaning of "sudden and accidental" imposes a double require
ment: the discharge must be both non-gradual and unexpected. The insured contended
that this language on which the insurance company relied was not as clear as the insurance
company suggested. The term "sudden" is not defined in the policy and the word itself has
no clear plain meaning.. Furthermore, since the policy provides coverage for an occurrence
which includes continuous and repeated exposure to conditions which result in bodily
injury or property damage, the coverage provision is misleading unless the pollution exclu
sion is construed in a narrower fashion..

The Superior Court rejected these arguments of the insured" Judge Beck stated that
the juxtaposition of the occurrence provision and the pollution exclusion does not create
any confusion.. The policy provides coverage for continuous or repeated exposure to condi
tions causing damages in all cases, except those involving pollution where coverage for
damages caused by a pollutant is limited to a discharge that is sudden and accidental, The
Court also concluded that the everyday meaning of "sudden" contains a temporal element
The Court's opinion stated that:

Sunbeam Corporation, et at v,Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, et al.
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AB a result of the Lower Paxton 7bwnship line of cases, plaintiffs have what would
appear to be an insurmountable problem with obtaining insurance coverage for their losses
in this court" The defendant-insurance companies' only obligations to plaintiffs arise out of
their insurance contracts; plaintiffs have no legal claims that they may pursue against
these companies other than the contractual obligations in these insurance policies, Under
the polices, the insurance companies are obligated to provide coverage for an occurrence
which is defined as an accident, including continuous or repeated exposure to conditions
that result in bodily injury or property damage neither expected nor intended from the
standpoint of the insured. However, the same policies contain the pollution exclusion which,
according to settled Pennsylvania appellate court case law, bars the pollution-related dam
ages for which plaintiffs seek coverage.. Thus, unless in subsequent opinions the Pennsyl
vania appellate courts reject the Lower Paxton 7bwnship line of cases, plaintiffs will not
prevail in any lawsuit filed in the Pennsylvania courts based on defendants' insurance
policies so long as the insurance companies raise the argument that the pollution exclusion
does not cover releases or dispersals of pollution that occur gradually..

In this equity action, plaintiffs request this court to enjoin defendants from esserting
that the standard pollution exclusion clause excludes any unintentional release or dispersal
of pollution in response to any claims submitted by plaintiffs under any of defendants'
insurance policies covering the ten locations deacribed in plaintiffs' complaint" In other
words, whether the pollution discharge was gradual or non-gradual would be irrelevant,
The court order which plaintiffs seek would allow the insurance companies to utilize the
pollution exclusion only in cases-of intentional pollution; in any lawsuit filed in any juris
diction involving these sites defendants would not be permitted to claim that their policies
excluded the damages for which plaintiffs seek coverage unless the insurance companies
can establish that these damages were expected or intended.

Ifplaintiffs are successful in this lawsuit, they can prevail in contract actions based on
defendants' policies without challenging the case law in Pennsylvania and other jurisdic
tions which holds that the pollution exclusion should be construed to exclude coverage for
damages resulting from gradual and repeated exposure to pollutants" While plaintiffs rec
ognize that the relief which they seek is extraordinary, plaintiffs contend that this request
arises out of an extraordinary situation, namely the factual background described in plain
tiffs' complaint that led to the inclusion of the pollution exclusion in the standard CGL
insurance policy.

According to plaintiffs' complaint, prior to 1966 the standard CGL policy covered
liability "caused by accident," The term "accident" was undefined, leading some courts
to interpret it as being limited to temporally sudden, unexpected. and identified events
and other courts to interpret it as applying also to unintended and unexpected injuries or
damages that resulted from gradual processes, The insurance industry responded to the
uncertainty by establishing a task force to draft what eventually became the 1966 CGL
policy language, The 1966 CGL policies substituted an "occurrence" approach for the "accl
dent" approach; this new approach afforded coverage based on an occurrence which the
CGL policy defined ae an accident, including injurious exposure to conditions, which
results, during the policy period, in bodily injury or property damage that was neither
expected nor intended from the standpoint of the insured.. (See this Opinion at 2, supra.)
The purpose of the 1966 language was to cover gradual damage or injury arising out of
environmental hazards

Sunbeam Corporation, et 81.v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, et al.
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This additional element is the temporal meaning ofsudden, i.e. abrupt
ness or brevity. 'Ib define sudden as meaning only unexpected or unin
tended, and therefore as a mere restatement of accidental, would ren
der the suddenness requirement mere surplusage" Lower Paxton 1bwn
ship v, United States Fidelity and Guaranty Co" 557 A2d at 402 (cite
ticn omitted and footnote omitted).
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2 The description in plaintiffs' complaint of the history of the standard pollution exclu
sion clause is almost identical to the New Jersey Supreme Court's description in Morton
International; Inc, v, General Accident Insurance Co, ofAmerica, 629 A2d 831, 847-855
(N,J., 1993); also see Joy Technologies, Inc. u Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, 421 S.E.
2d 493 (W. Va. 1992).

Coverage for pollution or contamination is not provided in most cases
under present policies because the damages can be said to be expected
or intended and thus are excluded by the definition of occurrence, The
[proposed] exclusion clarifies this situation so as to avoid any question
of intent, Coverage is continued for pollution or contamination caused
injuries when the pollution or contamination results from an accident
Complaint at ~3B

Approximately four years later, foreseeing pending increases in claims for environ
mentally related losses, the insurance industry drafted the qualified pollution exclusion
that is the subject of this litigation, namely the pollution exclusion that excludes any bodily
injury or property damage caused by pollution other than a discharge, dispersal, release, or
escape that is "sudden and accidental."

Plaintiffs' complaint alleges that the insurance industry intended for this exclusion to
be a mandatory addition to the standard CGL policy. In order to accomplish this result, the
insurance industry was required to obtain the approval of the insurance regulatory
authorities of the various states for the addition of this exclusion to the standard CGL
policy.. This required the insurance industry to explain the purpose and intended effect of
the exclusion" The insurance industry submitted the same explanatory memorandum to
each of the regulatory authorities. This memorandum included the following statement:
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Plaintiffs aver that the insurance industry described the purpose of the exclusion in
this fashion in order to persuade state regulatory insurance agencies to approve the addi
tion of the exclusion to the standard CGL policy with no reduction in premium and no
change in the wording of the proposed excluaion.P

In May 1970, the insurance industry sought approval by the Pennsylvania Insurance
Department of the qualified pollution exclusion pursuant to regulations of the Pennsylva
nia Insurance Department which require that any changes in policy forms or endorsements
be approved by the Insurance Department. In connection with the submission of the pro
posed exclusion, the insurance industry submitted to the Insurance Department the expla
nation of the purpose and effect of the proposed exclusion that is quoted above. Plaintiffs
allege that the industry represented that the proposed exclusion was merely a clarification
of existing coverage. that no cutback in coverage was intended, and that coverage would
continue for pollution claims caused by an "accident" which in Pennsylvania included long
term effects of gradual pollution so long as the damage was not expected or intended.

Plaintiffs' complaint also contains the following allegations: The Pennsylvania Insur
ance Department relied on these representations and understood that the proposed exclu
sion was only a clarification of existing coverage which would not result in a substantial
reduction in coverage" Had the Insurance Department, prior to its approval of the exclu
sion, been told or understood that the proposed exclusion involved a major change or limi
tation of coverage, the Actuarial Division of the Pennsylvania Insurance Department would
have reviewed the exclusion to evaluate the necessity of a premium change and determine
whether a rate reduction would be warranted. Relying on the information and explanations
provided by the insurance industry, the Pennsylvania Insurance Department approved the
use of the standard pollution exclusion in Pennsylvania effective November 11, 1970

Plaintiffs state that the position that defendant-insurance companies now assert that
the pollution exclusion approved in 1970 effected a substantial change in coverage by ex-



I.

, In determining whether plaintiffs have an adequate remedy at law, the issue is not
whether plaintiffs will prevail in a contract action but, rather, whether a contract action
based on the insurance policy is a vehicle for raising this claim. The merits of this claim will
be considered in a breach of contract claim See Lower Paxton 1bwnship [J" U,S, Fidelity and
Guaranty Co, 557 A2d at 402-03 n.S.

n,
Plaintiffs may be claiming that the actions of the insurance industry during 1966 to

1970 described in plaintiffs' complaint caused plaintiffs' predecessors to believe that there
was coverage for any damages attributable to pollution that was neither expected nor
intended by the insured, The claim is that the insurance industry indirectly advised CGL
policy holders that there was coverage except in cases of intentional pollution by the state
ments that it made to the insurance departments, These statements would have become
part of the body of information that was known by persons who obtained insurance cover
age for commercial businesses,
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In their complaint, plaintiffs may be claiming that defendants' insurance policies can
not be properly construed without considering the entire factual background of the devel
opment and approval of the pollution exclusion. If a court construes the postw1970 CGL
policy simply by looking at the language of the pollution exclusion, the court may conclude
that the exclusion clearly and unambiguously excludes unintentional releases or dispers
als of pollution that occurred gradually over time" But, if a court also considers the regula
tory history set forth in plaintiffs' complaint, a court should conclude that there is embigu
ity concerning the scope of the exclusion in which case the policy will be construed in favor
of plaintiffs

However, this is an argument that may be raised in a breach of contract claim against
defendant insurance companies,' In a contract action in appropriate situations, extrinsic
evidence can be introduced to show a latent ambiguity. Samuel Rappaport Family Partner
ship u, Meridian Bank, 657 A2d 17,22 (Pa.Super. 1995); Z&LLumber Co.. ofAtlasburg v..
Nordquist, 502 A2d 697,700 (Pa.Super; 1985); Kahn v, Kahn, 364 A2d 350, 354 (Pa.Super.
1976), Ifplaintiffs are contending that defendants should be barred from claiming that the
insurance agreements clearly and unambiguously bar coverage for releases or dispersals of
pollution that occurred gradually over time because the 1966~1970regulatory history sup
ports plaintiffs' interpretation of the insurance agreement, plaintiffs are simply asking this
court to rule as a matter of contract law that the insurance agreements are ambiguous and,
consequently, must be construed in plaintiffs' favor, Disputes as to a defendant's rights and
obligations under a contract must be raised in a breach of contract action or through
declaratory relief; they may not be raised in an equity action

Sunbeam Corporation, et 81. v: Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, et al,

eluding pollution damage unless the discharge was "sudden" (meaning abrupt and lasting
for a limited duration) is directly contrary to the meaning and effect which defendants,
through their authorized agents, Bet forth in their official communications with the various
state insurance regulatory agencies.. Defendants, through their agents, perpetrated a fraud
on the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and its citizens. Plaintiffs contend that this court,
as a matter of equity and of public policy, should not permit defendants to benefit from their
fraudulent conduct..

In their preliminary objections, defendants contend that (I) plaintiffs have a full, corn
plete, and adequate remedy at law, namely breach of contract suits based on the insurance
policies which defendants issued (Pa..RC.P No.. 1509(c» and (2) plaintiffs' complaint should
be dismissed for failure to state claims upon which relief can be granted (Pa"RC.,P, No
1028(0)(4)),



ID.

This is also a claim that may be raised in an action at law through a breach of contract
claim baaed on the insurance company's obligations under its insurance policies. In a breach
of contract action where the terms me known or understood in a peculiar sense, evidence is
admissible to show both parties' understanding of the meaning of the terms of an agree
ment. Restatement (Second) ofContracts §201; Resolution 7}ust Corp, v, Urban Redevelop
mentAuthority ofPittsburgh, 638 A2d 972, 975-76 (Pa. 1994), Furthermore, in a breach of
contract action, a party will be barred from relying on the provisions in a contract that are
inconsistent with statements that this party made to the other party to the contract regard
ing the terms of the contract where there was reasonable reliance on these statements
7bnkouic v.. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company, 521 A,2d 920 (Fa" 1987).

For these reasons, plaintiffs have an adequate remedy at law for the claims described
in this Part ITof the Opinion.

I next consider what appears to be plaintiffs' primary claim" Plaintiffs argue that they
are entitled to the coverage that the Insurance Department believed that Pennsylvania's
policy holders were obtaining on the basis of the representations of the insurance industry
to the Insurance Department, The thrust of plaintiffs' argument is that the courts should
not decide the coverage issue solely by considering the language of a standard insurance
agreement, Standard insurance contracts are contracts of adhesion. The insured does not
have any bargaining power and must adhere to the terms of a form contract which are not
negotiable" Ferguson u.Lakeland Mutual Insurance Company, 596A,2d 883, 885 (Pa.Supen
1991)"In recognition of this fact, legislation has created a regulatory process through which
an insurance department protects the interests of policy holders. The purpose of the regu
latory scheme is to create a balance between policy holders and insurance companies that
would not be achieved if the insurance industry was not regulated" This balance would be
undermined ifpolicy holders did not receive the protections which the insurance companies
advised the regulatory agency that they were providing. Thus, policy holders are entitled to
the protections which the Insurance Department believed that it was providing to policy
holders when it approved the use of the standard pollution exclusion"

This argument differs from the argument described in Part I of this Opinion" Plaintiffs
are not saying that the language in the policy provides protection for property damage
caused by the gradual release of pollutants, They are saying that when they purchased a
standard CGL policy, they knew that they would receive whatever protection the insurance
company was required to provide. In fact, they may very likely say that they did not bother
reading the policy because they could not do anything about the scope of the protection

This argument also differs from the argument raised in Part ITof this Opinion because
plaintiffs are not stating that they had any expectation that there would be coverage for
property damage from the gradual release of pollutants, They are simply stating that they
received whatever protection the insurance companies should have provided

Plaintiffs' argument is that the protections to which they are entitled arise out of the
regulatory scheme rather than language in the insurance policy or representations made
by the insurance industry and known to plaintiffs regarding the scope of the coverage ..
Plaintiffs' claim is much like a claim based on a minimum wage law"They are entitled to
receive the minimum protections provided for through the regulatory scheme where con
tract law provides less protection

The New Jersey Supreme Court's ruling in Morton International Inc, v" General Acci
dent Insurance Co.. ofAmerica, supra, supports plaintiffs' position, The Court concluded
that the requirement that the discharge be "sudden" possesses a temporal element gener
ally connoting an event that begins abruptly and without prior notice or warning Thus, if
the coverage issue is governed by the language in the policy, coverage would not include
property damage from continuous or repeatedexposure to conditions.. However, the Court
held that notwithstanding its literal terms, the standard pollution exclusion clause should
be construed in a manner consistent with the reasonable expectations of the New Jersey
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'Ib describe a reduction in coverage of that magnitude as e "clarifica
tion" not only is misleading, but becomes perilously close to deception"
Moreover, had the industry acknowledged the true scope of the pro
posed reduction in coverage, regulators would have been obligated to
consider imposing a correlative reduction in rates" Ld. at 853

Sunbeam Corporation, et al. v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, et al

insurance regulatory authority. Consequently, the Court interpreted the clause to preclude
coverage only in cases in which the insured intentionally discharged a known pollutant.

In reaching this result, the New Jersey Supreme Court relied on the statement in the
explanatory memorandum to the state regulatory bodies Bet forth in this Opinion at 8,
supra, The Court said that the first sentence of the explanation ("Coverage for pollution or
contamination is Dot provided in most cases under present policies because the damages
can be said to be expected or intended and thus are excluded by the definition of occur
rence") was untrue because the 1966 version of the CGL policy covered property damage
from gradual pollution. The Court found the second sentence ("The above exclusion clari
fies this situation so as to avoid any question of intent") to be "even more misleading than
the first" 629 A_2dat 852_The Court said that'

Furthermore, the Court found that the explanatory memorandum's "lack of clarity was
deliberate," Id:

Assuming that I accept the argument that under a doctrine of regulatory estoppel, the
pollution exclusion clause must be construed in a manner consistent with the statements
that the insurance industry" made to the Pennsylvania Department of Insurance as
described in plaintiffs' complaint, plaintiffs must still establish that an equity action is the
only cause of action through which the Pennsylvania courts may adequately consider this
regulatory estoppel claim"

Possibly, this regulatory estoppel claim could not be raised in a lawsuit based on an
insurance policy if there were no provisions in the policy that provide coverage" However, in
the pollution coverage cases, the regulatory estoppel claim arises in the context of the scope of
an exclusion.. The policy provides coverage for an occurrence which includes damages result
ing from continuous or repeated exposure to a pollutant, The issue is whether the insurance
company should be able to defeat its obligation to provide coverage for property damage
liability arising out of an occurrence because of the pollution exclusion within the policy.

Plaintiffs' regulatory estoppel claim is based on public policy; the enforcement of the
pollution exclusion in a manner that differs from the insurance industry's representations
to the Insurance Department would undermine Pennsylvania's regulatory scheme, Under
established principles ofcontract law, a court shall refuse to enforce a term of an agreement
if the interest in its enforcement is clearly outweighed in the circumstances by a public
policy against the enforcement of such terms.. Restatement (Second) ofContracts §178; Cen
tral Dauphin School District u.. American Casualty Company, 426 A.2d 94 (Pa, 1981)i Con
sequently, plaintiffs may raise the argument that enforcement of the pollution exclusion is
against public policy in a contract action to recover damages arising out of an occurrence,

Also, the rationale utilized by the New Jersey Supreme Court inMorton International,
Inc., supra, permits the regulatory estoppel claim to be raised in a contract action based on
an insurance agreement. This opinion cited case law which allows an insured to raise the
issue of estoppel to defeat limitations in a standard form policy where the insurance
company's agent had represented that the coverage was broader than that contained in the
policy. The Court stated that an insurance doctrine closely related to estoppel holds that an
insurance contract should be enforced in accord with the objectively-reasonable expecta
tions of the insured. The Court concluded that since the interests of the policy holders are
protected through the insurance regulatory authorities rather than through any bargain
ing between the insurance company and the policy holder over the terms of the policy, the
reasonable expectations of the insurance regulatory authorities should be imputed to the
policy holders to whom the CGL policies with standard pollution exclusion clauses were
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4 I believe that in this case the regulatory estoppel doctrine is a defense to the pollution
exclusion; thus, the doctrine would bar defendants from defeating claims based on the
provisions ofthe insurance agreement covering damages arising out of an occurrence, How
ever, if the doctrine is instead characterized as expanding defendants' promise to provide
coverage, plaintiffs may seek recovery through' a misrepresentation claim, See Schneider u
Lindenmuth-Cline Agency, 620 A,2d 505, 512 n,,2(Pa.Supen 1993) (concurring and dissent..
ing opinion), There is still an action at law that will provide complete relief to plaintiffs

Plaintiffs' final argument is that equity is always available to provide relief for causes
of action based on fraudulent conduct

The first problem with plaintiffs' argument is that it appears to conflict with Pennayl
vania case law which holds that a promise to do something in the future is enforceable only
through a contract action, Plaintiffs' fraud claims are based on the insurance companies'
interpreting the pollution exclusion clause in a broader manner than the construction that
the companies gave to the exclusion when they sought regulatory approval for use of the
exclusion, However, what the pollution exclusion means is not a "fact .." Plaintiffs are accua
ing defendants of representing that they would construe the pollution exclusion in dealings
with policy holders in a manner consistent with the interpretation that they used when
they sought regulatory approval. Consequently, this was a promise to do something in the
future, and there is Pennsylvania case law holding that a promise to do something in the
future which is not kept is not fraud. Bash v. Bell Telephone Co ofPennsylvania, 601 A,2d
825,832 (Pa.Super. 1992); Krause u' Great Lakes Holdings, Inc., 563 A2d 1182, 1187-90
CPa..8uper.1989).

However. even assuming that plaintiffs' equity action is based on fraudulent conduct,
the cases which plaintiffs cite for the principle that they may pursue an equity action wher
ever they seek to rectify the consequences of a fraud all involve claims for which equity can
provide complete relief. Plaintiffs do not cite a single case which allows a party to bring an
equity action that will not provide complete reliefas a prelude to the institution of an action
at law that will provide full and complete relief
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issued after the clause had been approved on the basis of the explanatory memorandum
For this reason, the Court held that the standard pollution exclusion clause "will be con
strued to provide coverage identical with that provided under the prior occurrence-based
policy." 629 A2d at 875 (emphasis added)

Pennsylvania, like New Jersey, permits recovery in a contract action on an insurance
policy on the basis of the reasonable expectations of the policy holder where an agent for
the Insurance company misrepresents the scope of coverage, Tbnkovic u. State Farm
Mutual Automobile lnsuraru:e Co.., 521 A2d at 923~25; Rempel u, Nationwide Life lneur
once Company, Inc., 370 A.2d 366 (Pa. 1977); Pekular u. Eich, 513 A2d 427, 431 (Pa.Super.
1986)c Since the regulatory estoppel doctrine recognized in Morton International, Inc, is
derived from this line of cases, the claims based on the regulatory estoppel doctrine are
contract claims,'

In summary, the New Jersey Supreme Court in Monon Intemational based its result
on its conclusion that "[aja a matter of equity and fairness, the Insurance industry should
be bound by the representations of the IRB, its designated agent, in presenting the pollu
tion exclusion clause to state regulators," 629 A2d at 874, Ifthe Pennsylvania courts agree
with the New Jersey Supreme Court that as a matter of equity and fairness insurance
companies should be barred from construing the pollution exclusion clause in a broader
manner than that represented in the explanatory memorandum submitted to the Pennsyl
vania regulators, the well-recognized doctrines of contract law that I have described are
appropriate vehicles for reaching this result in a lawsuit by plaintiffs against defendants
based on the CGL policies which defendants issued"



Appellant urges the present case is properly within the purview of
a bill in equity because of the allegation of fraud. Although fraud, of
which forgery is a glaring example, is one of the principal justifications
for an equity proceeding, appellarita here are not seeking cancellation
of a written instrument, but damages only An action at law is the proper
remedy.

The Setlock u Sutila opinion cited Korona u, 1bwnship of Bensalem, 122 A.2d 688, 689
(Pa. 1956), an equity action brought by purchasers oflots against sellers and the township

Plaintiffs cite the following cases in support of their assertion that equity always
assumes jurisdiction over fraud, miarepreaentatdon and civil conspiracy: Benjamin u.Foidl,
109 A,2d 300, 301 (Pa. 1954) (plaintiffs were not required to resort to the National Labor
Relations Board; state court jurisdiction upheld even though injunction sought involved
two labor unions); Zoni u. Importers & Exporters Jnsurcnce Co ofNew York, 12 A2d 575,
577 (Pa 1940) (where plaintiff Bought to set aside an appraisement of fire lOBS, the Court
stated that 1i]tia a well-established principle that where an umpire has been appointed" "an
award reached by the umpire and one of the appraisers, without conference with the other
appraiser, or notice to him or the insured, is invalid"); Rupel u, Bluestein, 421 A.2d 406, 410
(Pa. Sup ere 1980) (citations omitted) (emphasis added) (plaintiff sought to compel father's
attorney to disclose whereabouts of plaintiff's children; the opinion said that where plain
tiffhas alleged the commission of a crime and violation of court orders, equity has juriadic
tion; opinion also said "Courts in equity are also competent to exercise jurisdiction over
cases of fraud"); Safeguard Mutual Insurance Co. u Huggins, 361 A,2d 711, 712 (Pa ..Super.
1976) (plaintiff insurance company instituted suit in equity to cancel and rescind contract
of life insurance allegedly induced by fraudulent misrepresentation of the insured); The
Maccabees v.. Cappas, 64 A.2d 513 (Pa.Super. 1949) (bill in equity praying for can'cellation
of policy of life insurance based on alleged false answers by insured in application); Fishel
u McDonald, 60 A2d 820, 822 (Pa.Super. 1948) (emphasis added) (grantor sought rein
statement oflien of mortgage which had allegedly been divested through fraud; the Court
said "an allegation of fraud coupled with a prayer for an appropriate and characteristic
equitable remedy always calls forth the powers of the chancery court"); Ouermiller u 1bwn
and Village Insurance Service, 21 A,2d 411, 412 (Pa.Super 1941) (plaintiff sought cancella
tion and surrender of release due to fraud),

While there is language in some of the courts' opinions that is consistent with plain
tiffs' claim that a party may always bring an equity action to vitiate the gains from fraudu
lent conduct, the courts' rulings do not support plaintiffs' claims, In the cases of Safeguard
Mutual Insurance Co. u. Huggins, supra, The Maccabees u Cappas, supra, and Ouermiller
u. 7bwn and Village Insurance Service, supra, the plaintiffs sought to cancel written instru
ments and the courts relied on the rule that the concurrent jurisdiction of equity should be
exercised when the instrument sought to be cancelled has been fraudulently obtained Simi
lady, in Zoni u. Importers & Exporters Insurance Co.. of New York, 12 A.2d at 576, which
contains the often-quoted statement "chancery always assumeajurisdiction in reliefof fraud
and this is so whether or not the remedy in equity is more efficacious or adequate than an
action at law," the plaintiffwas seeking the cancellation of a fire loss appraisal obtained by
fraud. In Fishel v. McDonaldt supra, the equity action provided full and complete relief.. In
Benjamin [J, Foidl, supra, the court never discussed equity versus law, Rupel u Bluestein,
supra, hBB no precedental value because one of the members of the three-judge panel only
concurred in the result and the other panel member dissented; furthermore, equity would
provide more appropriate relief.

In contrast, there is language in other appellate COUIt opinions stating that an equity
action is not automatically available in cases of fraud. In Setlock u. Sutila, 282 A,2d 380,
381 (Pa 1971) (citations omitted), a statement in assumpsit and a confession of judgment
were filed attacking an allegedly fraudulent mortgage bond. The Pennsylvania Supreme
Court stated:

Sunbeam Corporation, et al. v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, et at
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A.

for fraudulent representation as to the true legal status of the streets, roads, and drainage
facilities, The Supreme Court in Korona noted that the court below

It is well established that a court of equity will not grant relief to one
who has a complete and adequate remedy at law This is: BO, as a gen
eral rule, even though fraud be the basis of the action..

[144 P.L.J.PITrSBURGH LEGAL JOURNAL

Sunbeam Corporation, et al. v.. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, et al.

The contractor failed to pay the subcontractor the final $91,000 of the contract price
because the job was not completed until July 1, 1996 and the contract contained a Iiqui
dated damage provision 0[$1,000 per day for each day that the job was not completed after
Aprill, 1996.. The subcontractor intends to bring a civil action to recover the $91,000, Prior
to bringing this action, the subcontractor would be permitted to bring an equity action to
enjoin the contractor from raising the "delay" defense to defeat the claims that the subcoa
tractor will make under the contract between the contractor and subcontractor where the
subcontractor alleges that the contractor fraudulently induced the subcontractor to delay
starting the job until the contractor had completed the roofing work

Plaintiffs' position that it may bring an equity action to eliminate defenses that the
opposing party will raise in a breach of contract action is at odds with the well-accepted
legal prohibition against piecemeal litigation. If I accept plaintiffs' position, the following
are illustrations of what are now garden-variety actions at law that would, if a plaintiff
desired, be resolved through an equity action followed by an action at law.

B.
The plaintiff left her job to accept employment with the defendant, The plaintiff was

hired to supervise a construction project that would last approximately two years, The
plaintiff signed a contract which provided that either party could terminate the employ
ment agreement upon sixty-days' notice. The defendant sent a sixty-day notice terminating
the agreement within one month after the plaintiff began her employment. The plaintifl
contends that the defendant induced her to leave her prior job by promising that her
employment would continue until the completion of the construction project except for cause
shown, and that the defendant fraudulently represented that the employment agreement

''The general rule seems to be that where an instrument has been
fraudulently obtained the concurrent jurisdiction of equity should be
exercised unless the remedy at law is sufficiently complete and speedy,
as compared with the equitable remedy, to make it equally adequate
and efficacious,"

ruled in a lengthy opinion which ended with the conclusion that the
plaintiffs had a full, adequate and complete remedy at law, wherefore
the court certified the case to the law aide of the court In so doing, the
court below acted properly..

Also, in one of the cases which plaintiffs cited-Duermiller v, 7bwn and Village Insur
ance Service, 21A2d at 413, quoting Prudential Insurance Company of America u.. Ptohides,
186 A 386, 390 (Pa.Super, 1935)-the Superior Court said:

See also, Sixsmith [I, Mansol!. 196A.2d 662, 663 (Pa. 1964) (citations omitted) where, in an
action in equity to reform a contract allegedly secured by fraud and to restrain collection of
a note given as part nfthe purchase price, the Supreme Court said:

500



ORDER OF COURT

v.

BY THE COURT
IslWettick, J

501PITTSBURGH LEGAL JOURNAL491(1996»)

On this 17th day of July, 1996, upon consideration of defendants' preliminary cbjec
tiona, it is hereby ORDERED that defendants' preliminary objections raising the existence
of a full, complete, and adequate nonstatutory remedy at law are sustained,

C.

The plaintiff purchased an office building from the defendant" Within three months
after the purchase, the plaintiff experienced severe water problems. The plaintiff repaired
the roof at a cost of$100.000. The plaintiff intends to bring an action at law to recover the
money spent to repair the roof

Before bringing the action at law, the plaintiff would be permitted to bring the follow
ing equity action" The seller falsely stated that the roof had been replaced five years ago
when, in fact, it was last replaced twenty years ago and the seller falsely stated that the
water damage which the plaintiff observed prior to signing the agreement of sale involved
a minor problem that had been corrected. Before suing to recover the coat of repairing the
roof, the plaintiff would be permitted to bring a separate equity action to obtain an injune
tion barring the seller from relying on a clause in the sales agreement stating that the
seller makes no representations concerning the condition of the building, that the buyer is
responsible for its own inspection and that the buyer takes the property "as is"

In summary, ordinarily equity will provide a remedy only where there isn't available
to the plaintiff a full, complete, and adequate remedy at law" There may be instances in
which a party may utilize equity to rectify the consequences of a fraud even though there is
an adequate remedy at lew" (although I believe that the courts, in fact, allow a party who
has been the victim of a fraud to pursue an equity action only when the equity action
provides a remedy that is superior to any remedy at law)" However, equity is never avail
able where an action at law will provide a full, complete, and adequate remedy and where
an equity action will not do so

Sunbeam Corporation, et 8L v:Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, et at

which the plaintiff signed was a standard form and the sixty-day termination clause did
Dot cover the situation in which an employee WeB brought in to work on a specific project.
Before bringing a civil action based on the breach of the employment agreement, the plain
tiffwould be permitted to bring an equity action to enjoin the defendant from asserting that
the terms of the employment agreement differ from the defendant's representations to the
plaintiff..

Because I find that plaintiffs may not pursue this equity action for the reasons set
forth in Parts I~lV of this Opinion, I need not consider whether the principles that govern
Vale Chemical Co, u., Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company, 516 A,2d 684 (Pa. 1986),
and its progeny bar this equity action.

For these reasons, I enter the following order of court:

6 "Equity will assume jurisdiction in cases of fraud to grant complete relief to the
injured party, notwithstanding the existence of a concurrent remedy at law by an action of
assumpsit." 14 Std. Pa.Prac 2d §79:25 at 113-14(1983) (emphasis added).
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CASE SUMMARY
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concerned interpretation of a takeover agreement provision. The surety contended the
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A review of the agreement and the extrinsic evidence led the court to conclude that
"liability" was ambiguous. The phrase "Surety's liability" was not qualified by language that
could aid the court in interpreting its meaning. Examining the context of the agreement, it
was unclear whether the paragraph was a specific contractual provision that trumped the
general requirement for the surety to complete all work under the terms of the original
contract. Evidence of trade usage did not clear up the ambiguity. It was for the trier of fact
to determine which interpretation was correct.

OUTCOME: The authority's motion for summary judgment was granted as to negligence,



and granted in part as to negligent misrepresentation, fraud, and civil conspiracy. The
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OPINION

MEMORANDUM ORDER

CONTI, District Judge

In this memorandum order, the court considers the final two cross-motions for summary
judgment filed by the principal parties involved in this suit that arose out of a costly sewer
project in East Bethlehem Township, Pennsylvania. 1 Specifically, the court considers the
cross-motions for summary judgment filed by defendant East Bethlehem Township Municipal
Authority ("defendant" or "EBTMA") and plaintiffJV1JcJ:St"l;gS\JLetyj:;:p.IpoLi'ltJO!L.T("plaintiff" or
"1"155"). EBTMA filed a motion for summary judgment With respect to the claims contained in
counts I, IV, V, VII, IX, X, XI and XII of plaintiff's complaint and the amendment to plaintiff's
complaint. 2 Plaintiff in its response to the motion agreed that count V (negligence) should be
dismissed and disputes the remainder of defendant's arguments. In addition, plaintiff filed a
motion for partial summary judgment with [*3] respect to counts I (breach of contract) and
IX (declaratory judgment) of its complaint and the counterclaim asserted in defendant's
answer (Doc. No. 21, PP43-48). After reviewing the submissions of the parties and the
voluminous record, plaintiff's motion for partial summary judgment shall be denied in its
entirety. Defendant's motion for summary judgment shall be granted as to count V
(negligence) In its entirety, and granted in part as to counts VII (negligent



misrepresentation), X, (fraud) and XI (civil conspiracy) of plaintiff's complaint regarding
defendant's alleged misrepresentations as to wildcat sewer lines and alleged failure to comply
with the Pennsylvania One Call Act, E'8"SIAL_Attl\Ltit,_L~,§§lZ9, et'seq. In all other
respects defendant's motion shall be denied, and the case shall be set for trial.

FOOTNOTES

1 The court previously granted the motion for summary judgment filed by third-party
defendant Inland Waters Pollution Controls, Inc. See March 31, 2005 Mem. Op. (Doc No.
171). The court also previously granted in part and denied in part the motion for
summary judgment filed by defendant Gannett Fleming, See June 30, 2005 Mem, Op.
(Doc, No, 189). [*4]

2 Plaintiff's claims against EBTMA include: breach of contract (count I); unjust enrichment
(count IV); negligence (count V); negligent misrepresentation (count VII); and
declaratory judgment (count IX), Plaintiff also filed an amendment to the original
complaint, which added claims against defendant for fraud (count X), civil conspiracy
(count XI), and equitable rescission (count XII), Defendant's motion for summary
judgment challenges all of plaintiff's claims.

Background

3

FOOTNOTES

3 The statement of facts filed by the parties focuses exclusively upon the dispute over the
proper interpretation of the Takeover Agreement between MSS and EBTMA. The parties'
respective briefs, however, reference the arguments made by MSS and Gannett Fleming
("GF") in GF's motion for summary judgment, including the statement of facts filed in
accordance with that motion. Accordingly, the court will briefly recite the facts set forth in
its memorandum opinion issued on June 30, 2005 (Doc. No. 189), supplementing those
facts with the additional evidence submitted by the parties with respect to the Takeover
Agreement. For a more extensive factual background relating to the negligence
misrepresentation and fraud claims (counts VII and X of the complaint), the parties are
directed to review the June 3D, 2005 memorandum opinion.

[*5] I. The bid process for Contract # 1

In 1991, a feasibility study was prepared with respect to the design of a new sanitary sewer
system in East Bethlehem Township, Pennsylvania. EBTMA, the owner of the project, retained
Gannett Fleming ("GF") to provide engineering services on the project pursuant to an
engineering services agreement and various amendments to that agreement. The project
was funded in part by Rural Utility Services ("RUS"), an agency of the United States
Department of Agriculture. For planning, bidding, and construction purposes, the work on the
project was broken down into five different contracts:

· Contract # 1 -- Construction of Sanitary Sewers; 4

· Contract # Z -- Sewage Pump Stations;

· Contract # 3 -- Sewage Treatment Plant;



,
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o Contract # 4 -- Plumbing and Heating for Plant; and

, Contract # 5 -- Electrical Work for Plant.

FOOTNOTES

4 Contract # 1 was divided into four subparts: A, B, C and D,

In the original feasibility study in 1991, GF estimated the cost of Contract # 1 at $ [*6]
3,586,000. The drawings that resulted from the 1991 feasibility study did not include any
notations showing rock overhangs made by a previous engineer who prepared design plans
for a sewer project in 19730 Over the next several years, communications took place between
GF engineers and RUS engineer Korah Abraham regarding the proper cost per linear foot of
the project. GF estimated that a cost of approximately $ 80 - $ 100 per linear foot was
appropriate, while RUS asserted that a the correct price per linear foot was around $ 38 - $
460 GF became concerned that RUS was "not taking into consideration that there is rock in
the project area which wili make the cost per linear foot higher." Monroe Dep. at 108-09;
pJ.'s App. (Doc. No. 154) Ex. P, Dep. Ex. 45. Specifically, GF was concerned that bids might
be higher than estimated project costs, and that the project would no longer be feasible. 5

FOOTNOTES

5 In addition, GF would not have been compensated for several years of time and
expenses in the design phase (valued at $ 250,000) unless the bids were low enough to
make the project economically feasible.

[*7] RUS, GF, and EBTMA eventually arrived at an "agreed upon" cost estimate of $ 7.1
million for the entire cost of the project. That amount included all project costs, construction
costs, engineering costs, and legal costs. Of that amount, GF understood that $ 5,4 million
was allocated for construction costs for the entire project. Despite this understanding,
however, GF's project engineer prepared an estimate for Contract # 1 in the amount of $
6.576 million in March 1996. The project engineer was subsequently instructed that GF did
not "have the budget to argue" with RUS, and was directed to use "the figure in [the]
Feasibility Report and concentrate on getting the job done." Monroe Dep. Ex, 77. Followinq
some design changes, the next cost estimate GF prepared for Contract # 1 -- utilizing the
same unit prices used in the March 1996 estimate -- was $ 5.45 million. 6 In 1999, GF
prepared a final cost estimate. The project manager who prepared the estimate, Jack Rae,
determined that a unit cost of $ 50 per lineal foot was appropriate. This estimate, however,
was too high for the amount of funding available for Contract # 1, which Rae determined to
be $ 3.156 million, In order [*8] to adjust the estimate to the amount of funding available,
Rae made a mathematical calculation and reduced the unit cost to $ 42.09 per lineal foot.
That calculation was not based upon any reduction in the scope of the project or in response
to any requested design changes; rather, the reduction was based solely upon the
construction budget. Rae Dep. at 52-53.

FOOTNOTES

6 The date at which this cost estimate was prepared is unclear from the record.

As explained more fully in the court's June 30, 2005 memorandum opinion regarding GF's



motion for summary judgment, there is some evidence in the record that GF was aware of
mismarked utility lines, unmarked "wildcat" sewer lines, and the existence of rock in the
project area. Regarding the problem with mismarked utility lines, RUS requested GF to place
a caution note on the design plans so that bidders could adjust appropriately their bids. A GF
internal memorandum dated February 17, 1997, stated that GF was going to: "Place a
notation on each plan sheet in a 'caution' format, [*9] that the owners of the various
utilities may not know exactly where the utility is." GF App. I (Doc No. 136) Ex. 11. GF did
place a notation on the design drawings. That notation, however, was standard language GF
placed on all of its design drawings and did not refer specifically to the fact that utility lines
on the drawings may be unmarked or mismarked.

Contract # 1 was advertised for bid in two trade publications, Pittsburgh Construction News
and The Dodge Report, respectively on July 20 and 23, 1999. Pittsburgh Construction News
listed the estimated price at $ 3.156 million for Contract # 1, while The Dodge Report listed
the estimated price for all five contracts at $ 5A million. Paliotta General Contractors, Inc.
paid the requisite price of $ 200.00 and received a set of contract documents from GF. At the
time Paliotta received the contract documents, its bonding capacity as set forth by its surety,
MSS, was $ 4 million. Paliotta obtained a bid bond in the amount of 5% of the bid total from
MSS prior to submitting its bid, and Paliotta's eventual bid in the amount of $ 3,847,347.55
was the low bid for Contract # L After Paliotta was determined to be the low [*10] bidder,
MSS requested Paliotta to reevaluate its bid numbers because there was a spread between
Paliotta's bid of approximately $ 3.8 million and GF's estimate of approxlmately $ 3.2 million.
Paliotta reevaluated its bid, specifically comparing its estimate to defendant's estimate, and
subsequently informed MSS that it was confident in its bid. Paliotta claims that this
confidence arose, in part, on the basis of a comment made by GF's project manager that
Paliotta's bid was "good" and "right in there."

Paliotta received a notice of intent to award the project contract from EBTMA on November 2,
1999. On December 3D, 1999, Paliotta entered into a contract with EBTMA to complete the
construction of sanitary sewers in East Bethlehem Township (Contract # 1). Id. P7; PI.'s App,
Ex. C. MSS thereafter issued performance and payment bonds to Paliotta for Contract # 1.
Def.'s S.F. P8. 7 Paliotta began work on the project and encountered large quantities of rock
and over 600 utility interferences. PI.'s App. Ex. H. These interferences -- which plaintiff
claims were known to EBTMA and GF and omitted from the design plans because of fraud and
negligence -- impacted Paliotta's ability to meet [*11) it contractual obligations to EBTMA. 8

FOOTNOTES

7 A payment bond guarantees the payment of subcontractors, suppliers, and laborers. A
performance bond "guarantees that [the] contractor will fully perform contract and
guarantees against breach of contract." BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 1138 (6th ed. 1990).

8 As discussed more fully in the court's June 3D, 2005 memorandum opinion, the parties
dispute the extent to which Paliotta (and likewise plaintiff) should have expected rock and
utility interferences on the project. The parties further dispute the degree to which
plaintiff and Paliotta should have relied solely upon the design drawinqs and
representations of GF in the face of contractual provisions that sought to limit EBTMA and
GF's liability for underground interferences.

II. The Takeover Agreement

A. The negotiations over the Takeover Agreement

By early June 2000, it was apparent to all parties involved that Paliotta would be unable to



meet its obligations under its contract with EBTMA, and [*12] that Paliotta would have to
enter into voluntary default. 9 In connection with this impending reality, MSS began
negotiating the terms of a Takeover Agreement with EBTMA that would be correspondingly
executed along with a letter establishing Paliotta's voluntary default, '0 On June 23, 2000, B,
Michael Bowen, claims manager for MSS faxed Stephen Regish of EBTMA a form copy of a
proposed Takeover Agreement under which MSS would perform or procure the remaining
work under the contract documents. 11 DeL's App. (Doc. No. 130) Ex. A at Dep. Ex. 3.
Paragraph 11 of that proposed document contained the followinq pertinent language:

11. Obligee agrees that under no circumstances shall Surety's liability exceed the
penal sum of its Bond and that all payments made by Surety to any person or
entity on account of the work covered by the Contract shall be deemed to be
payment under Surety's Bond and shall reduce the penal sum of the Bond in an
equal amount. Surety shall not indebt Obligee to any third party for work in
excess of the penal sum of the Bond.

Id.

FOOTNOTES

9 It appears that, by early June, Paliotta was unable to meet its obligations under the
payment bond, and that MSS was required to step in under its payment bond obligations.
See Def.'s App. Ex. A., Dep. Ex. 21; see also Bowen Dep. at 45-46. [*13]

10 Pallotta's voluntary default would trigger MSS's obligations under the performance
bond, thus necessitating the need for a Takeover Agreement.

11 The fax cover sheet was dated June 22, 2000. The "stamp" at the top of the fax,
however, indicates it was sent at 2:56 p.m. on June 23, 2000. Id,

There is no further correspondence in the record between the parties regarding the June 23,
2000 fax. On July 10, 2000, Bowen faxed another form takeover agreement to Regish for his
consideration. PI.'s App. Ex. F. That form agreement contained the identical proposed
provision (paragraph 11) referenced above. Id. Regish immediately faxed the form
agreement to GF and RUS. Def.'s App. A, Dep. Ex. 5. The next day, RUS sent an email to GF
and a fax to EBTMA indicating its "SERIOUS concerns" regarding the proposed agreement Id.
Ex. A, Dep. Ex. 6 (capitalization in original). RUS explicitly stated that the language of
proposed paragraph 11 was "UNACCEPTABLE." Id. (capitalization in original); PI.'s App. Ex.
G. 12 In a letter dated July 21,2000, Josh Carroll, Esq., EBTMA's attorney, responded [*14]
to plaintiff's proposed takeover agreement. In the letter, Carroll stated that EBTMA and RUS
had several concerns over provisions in the proposed takeover agreement, and that, because
RUS was the funding agency for the project, RUS was required to concur in any takeover
agreement entered into by EBTMA. PI.'s App. Ex. G. Carroll attached to the letter the "list of
concerns" raised by RUS. In order to avoid problems with the proposed agreement, Carroll
suggested that Paliotta's contract with EBTMA be assigned to Inland Waters Pollution
Controls, Inc, plaintiff's proposed completion contractor. Id.

FOOTNOTES

12 Specifically, RUS stated:

-- Clause 11: THIS PROVISION IS UNACCEPTABLE. This eliminates the
automatic escalation of the bonding capacity as expressly provided in the



performance and payment bonds, and may also serve to limit obligations
during the required one-year period following contract completion.

Id. (capitalization in original).

On July 26, 2000, Bowen sent Carroll a copy of a takeover [*15] agreement that MSS had
entered into with respect to another project Paragraph 21 of that agreement, which
contained language regarding the surety's liability under the takeover agreement, stated as
follows:

21. Obligee agrees that the Surety's liability will not exceed the penal sum of the
Performance Bond and that all payments made in excess of those amounts paid
by Obligee to the Surety ... shall be deemed to be payment under the Surety's
Performance Bond and shall reduce the penal sum of the Performance Bond in an
equal amount Surety shall not contract with the Completion Contractor for any
extra work without prior written consent of the Obligee.

PI.'s App. Ex. H. Peter Thomson, counsel for Paliotta, faxed Carroll a letter on August 4, 2000,
which stated that a takeover agreement had to be finalized or Paliotta would seek delay
damages under the contract. Rev.'d Jt. Stip. Facts (Doc, No. 18B) ("R.J.5.F.") P11; Def.'s
App. Ex. A, Dep. Ex. 11. That same day, Carroll drafted a proposed takeover agreement
using the previous drafts proposed by MSS and the comments to those drafts provided by
RUS, GF, and EBTMA. The next day, August 5, 2000, Carroll faxed the proposed [*16]
takeover agreement to Thomson and Barbara McMillen at RUS. R.J.S.F. P12. Carroll's
proposed agreement did not contain any limitation of MSS's liability as to the penal sum as
previously set forth in the three MSS proposed takeover agreements. Id.

Thomson responded to Carroll's draft on Monday, August 7, 2000. In a letter to Carroll,
Thomson stated that MSS required the language set forth in paragraph 11 of MSS's proposals
on June 23, 2000 and July 10, 2000, In order to reach an agreement. rd. P14; PI.'s App. Ex.
I. 13 The next day, Thomson sent Carroll another letter, in which he indicated he received a
fax from McMillen objecting to the language set forth in the August 7, 2000 letter. Thomson's
letter stated that he "worked out a solution" with RUS, and requested that the following
language be added to EBTMA's proposed takeover agreement:

Obligee agrees that under no circumstances shall Surety's liability exceed the
penal sum of its Performance Bond. The balance of the contract price must be
exhausted before the penal sum is reduced. Surety shall not indebt Obligee to
any party to pay for work in excess of the penal sum of the Performance Bond.

Def.'s [*17] App. Ex. 1, Dep. Ex. 15 (emphasis added). This proposed language constituted
a "third option" -- i.e., it provided that based upon the contract balance (at that time,
approximately $ 2.5 million) and the penal sum of the performance bond (approximately $
3.5 million), EBTMA had enough coverage to complete the project. Def.'s App. Ex. A at 69-70.
Under this option, the penal sum would be reduced once MSS made payments for work which
were not reimbursed under the original contract. R.S.J.F. P17.

FOOTNOTES

13 As stated, supra, paragraph 11 stated as follows:

Obligee agrees that under no circumstances shall Surety's liability exceed the
penal sum of its Bond and that all payments made by Surety to any person or



entity on account of the work covered by the Contract shall be deemed to be
payment under Surety's Bond and shall reduce the penal sum of the Bond in
an equal amount. Surety shall not indebt Obligee to any third party for work
in excess of the penal sum of the Bond.

Def. 's App. Ex, A, Dep, Ex, 3.

Carroll [*18] spoke with Regish, McMillen, and a representative about whether the "third
option" would provide EBTMA was sufficient funds to complete the project. Id. Ex, 1 at 69, 1.

GF told Carroll that they believed the third option was feasible based upon the amount and
type of work remaining on Contract # 1. Id. On August 15, 2000, Carroll faxed an EBTMA
proposed takeover agreement to MSS's Bowen. Paragraph 22, as set forth below, contained a
slight modification of the so-called "third option":

22, The Owner agrees that under no circumstances shall the Surety's liability
exceed the penal sum of its Performance Bond, The balance of the contract price
must be exhausted before the penal sum begins to reduce. The Surety shall not
indebt the Owner to any party to pay for work in excess of the penal sum of the
Performance Bond,

Def.'s App. Ex. A, Dep. Ex. 18 (emphasis added). In a letter sent along with the proposed
agreement, Carroll stated that he made "one minor change in the language submitted by Mr.
Thomson for grammatical purposes." Id. Carroll further stated:

That change was made to the second sentence of paragraph number 22, "The
balance of the contract [*19] price must be exhausted before the penal sum
begins to reduce." The sentence submitted by Mr. Thompson read "The balance of
the contract price must be exhausted before the penal sum is reduced,"

Id,

FOOTNOTES

14 Carroll specifically testified in his deposition: "What we had begun to discuss at that
point was whether or not we should insert language that's In this letter in order to make it
more clear the fact that we would be Willing to possibly limit the surety's liability," Def.'s
App, I Ex, A at 69.

EBTMA's board met on the evening of August 15, 2000, and requested additional changes to
the language of the proposed takeover agreement. On August 16, 2000, Carroll sent a
revised copy of the proposed takeover agreement to Bowen. That proposed copy, however,
did not contain any changes to the paragraph regarding reduction of the penal sum of the
bond. R,J.5.F, P21. Due to other changes in the proposed agreement, however, paragraph 22
became paragraph 20. pL's App. Ex, J, Thereafter, MSS and EBTMA negotiated [*20]
specifically over paragraph 20, Bowen claims that he requested Carroll to take out of the
proposed agreement the second sentence of paragraph 20, which stated: "The balance of the
contract price must be exhausted before the penal sum begins to reduce," Def.'s Ex. E,
Bowen Aff. P4. 15 Bowen claims that he made the request "out of concern that this sentence
may be argued to mean that Mid-State would not receive credit against the penal sum for
monies spent in performing the work until the entire contract price had been paid out, which



would mean that Mid-State would not receive credit until all of the work was complete," Id.
PS. Carroll does not specifically recall speaking with Bowen or any other MSS representative.
He, however, did recall that MSS had objections to the second sentence of paragraph 20.
Def.'s App. Ex. A at 82-83.

FOOTNOTES

15 In a faxed copy sent to Regish, Don Morosky of GF crossed out all of the language
contained in paragraph 20 referencing a reduction in the penal sum. See Def,'s App. I Ex.
A, Dep. Ex. 20.

[*21] On August 21, 2000, Carroll sent Bowen a "final" draft of the takeover agreement.
R.J.5.F. P24. In a letter which accompanied the proposed agreement, Carroll wrote: "Please
pay attention to paragraph 20. I believe this addresses your concerns." Paragraph 20 of the
final takeover agreement stated as follows:

20. The Owner agrees that under no circumstances shall the Surety's liability
exceed the penal sum of its Performance Bond. The Surety shall not indebt the
Owner to any party to pay for work in excess of the penal sum of the
Performance Bond.

PI.'s App. Ex. K. This final version of paragraph 20 deleted the second sentence that was
contained in the August 16, 2000 version of paragraph 20 regarding the relationship between
the contract price and the reduction of the penal sum of the performance bond.

MSS sent a signed copy of the Takeover Agreement to EBTMA on August 30, 2000. Jt.
Concise St. of Facts ("J.C.S.F.") (Doc. No. 187) P2S. In a letter sent to Regish along with the
signed copy, Bowen wrote that: "Mid-State Surety, in the Takeover Agreement, has agreed
to be liable to the full extent of the bond penalty above the contract balance." PI.'s App. Ex.
C. 16 [*22] The next day, September 1, 2000, Regish sent Bowen a signed copy of the
Takeover Agreement. Id. Ex. D. 17 A letter enclosed with the Takeover Agreement stated: "By
executing this Agreement, the Authority expects Mid-State Surety and Inland Waters to
provide the necessary resources to complete the project in accordance with the terms of the
contract." Id. In a letter to GF vice president Donald Morosky dated October 3, 2000, Bowen
wrote that EBTMA was "protected by the underlying Mid-State performance bond as well as
the Takeover Agreement between Mid-State Surety and the Authority, which provides Mid
State Surety is financiaily liable to the full sum of its performance bond after all contract
balances are exhausted." Id. Ex. E (emphasis added).

FOOTNOTES

16 Bowen wrote that the purpose of the letter was to "clarify any misunderstandings we
may have had in the past." Id.

17 Although the final Takeover Agreement states that it was "executed" August 21, 2000,
that date does not seem to be the date that it was signed by all the parties. Regish's
letter dated September 1, 2000, indicates that EBTMA signed the Takeover Agreement
and returned it to MSS on that date.

[*23] Plaintiff subsequently entered into a "Contract for Completion of Construction
Contract" (the "completion contract") with Inland Waters Pollution Controls, Inc., whereby
Inland Waters agreed to complete certain work not performed by Pallotta, subject to the



terms of the completion contract, Similar to Paliotta's difficulties, Inland Waters encountered
numerous subsurface rock and utility interferences, After plaintiff spent over $ 4,2 million on
the project beyond the contract balance subsequent to the execution of the Takeover
Agreement -- approximately $ 710,000 in excess of the penal sum of the performance bond 
- plaintiff ordered Inland Waters to stop work on the project and brought suit asserting
various claims against GF and EBTMA. R.J.5,F, P35,

C. March 28, 2002 memorandum opinion and additional discovery

On September 26, 2001, plaintiff brought a motion for partial judgment on the pleadings
(Doc. No. 40) with respect to its declaratory judgment claim at count IX. Plaintiff argued that
the language of paragraph 20 of the Takeover Agreement was clear and unambiguous, and
that it entitled Midstate to a declaratory judgment: "(i) that Mid-State's liability under the
Takeover [*24] Agreement is limited to the penal sum of the Performance Bond, $
3,539,559.75 and (ii) that Mid-State is not liable for any costs to complete the project to the
extent that such costs are in excess of the Performance Bond." March 28, 2002 Mem. Op.
(Doc. No. 45) at 2, MSS argued that the specific clause in paragraph 20 that stated "under
no circumstances shall the Surety's liability exceed the penal sum of its Performance Bond"
required MSS to perform work under paragraph 2 of the agreement only until it paid or
incurred costs equal to or in excess of the penal sum of the Performance Bond, Id. at 3, In
contrast, EBTMA argued that paragraph 20 did not modify paragraph 2, and that MSS was
obligated to complete all of the work specified in the original contract, Id. at 4. The court
determined that the term "liability" in paragraph 20 was ambiguous, Id. at 5. According to
the court:

. , . "the Surety's liability" in paragraph 20 could refer either to Mid-State's
potential legal obligation to pay the Authority for damages upon breach of the
Takeover Agreement, or the debt Mid-State would incur during performance
through hiring other subcontractors to undertake the actual [*25] sewage
system construction, Because the ambiguity is contained in the meaning of
liability -- whether liability refers to Mid-State's legal liability to the obligee of the
performance bond (the Authority) upon breach or debt liability to third-party
contractors -- it is not cured by the phrase "under no circumstances" and
interpretation will require an examination of extrinsic evidence such as trade
usage. Thus, although it is possible that paragraph 20 limits the amount of debt
Mid-State is obligated to accrue in the performance of the work, because the
language is subject to more than one reasonable interpretation it is ambiguous
and judgment on the pleadings is inappropriate,

Id. at 5-6 (emphasis added), re

FOOTNOTES

18 In a footnote to the opinion, the court stated: "The context of the agreement may even
lend some support to the Authority's interpretation that liability refers to legal liability for
breach, since the paragraph preceding the one at issue discusses the prevailing party's
entitlement to costs and attorneys fees in the event of litigation to enforce the Takeover
Agreement." Id. at 6 n.4.

[*26] Following the court's ruling, the parties engaged in discovery in order to aid the
court in resolvinq the ambiguity in the Takeover Agreement, The parties also retained
experts to opine on trade usage and custom in the surety industry regarding the language at
issue in the Takeover Agreement. MSS retained Thomas E. Crafton, Esq. as its expert. Mr.
Crafton stated in his expert report that a surety faced with a performance bond claim



essentially has four options: (1) to finance the bonded contractor in the bonded contractor's
completion of the bonded work; (2) to tender to the obligee another contractor along with a
check for the difference between the contract balance and the cost to complete the bonded
work as determined by the completion contract; (3) to do nothing and allow the bond obligee
to complete the bonded work and look to the surety to be reimbursed pursuant to the terms
of the performance bond; and (4) to take over the performance of the bonded work and
enter into a completion contract with a relet contractor for the completion of the bonded
work, DeL's App, G, Dep. Ex. 313 at 3-4. Mr, Crafton further noted that without a clause in
the contract limiting its liability, [*27] MSS would not be protected by the penal sum of its
bond, but rather would become "a completing contractor faced with the obligations of
completing the bonded work without regard to costs." Id.

Mr, Crafton stated that the proposed agreement MSS submitted to EBTMA on July 10, 2000:

contained conditions which every right thinking surety insists upon prior to
entering into a takeover relationship with a performance bond obligee: obligee
commits contract funds towards the costs of completing the bonded work
(Takeover Agreement Paragraph # 3) and the surety's liability under the
Takeover Agreement is limited to the penal sum of the performance bond
(Takeover Agreement Paragraph # 11). This condition (limitation or liability) is a
limitation upon the surety's obligation to perform".. , all work not completed
under the Contract (Takeover Agreement Paragraph # 2).["] These essential and
fundamental takeover agreement conditions are BLACK LETTER LAW for all
attorneys and claim representatives involved in the handling of performance bond
claims. These essential conditions are prescribed by surety claim handling
manuals of all major sureties and these essential conditions are, [*28] without
exception, set forth in each and every FLSC publication and form agreement
relating to surety takeovers. No informed surety would ever enter into a
Takeover Agreement without these essential conditions, nor would such actions
be approved by the surety reinsurers customarily reinsuring performance bonds.

Id. at 4. 19 Mr. Crafton opined that throughout negotiations into the Takeover Agreement
MSS "relentlessly conditioned its agreement to enter into a takeover agreement upon the
condition that the penal sum of its performance bond would be 'capped.''' Id, at 4. Mr.
Crafton concluded that MSS, "in negotiating the terms of the Takeover Agreement followed
precisely the standards and practices in the surety claims industry by insisting on language
which limited its completion obligations to an amount equal to the penal sum of its
performance bond." Id. at 6.

FOOTNOTES

19 The July 10, 2000 proposed agreement examined by Mr. Crafton was not the final
agreement entered into between the parties.

[*29] EBTMA retained Brian E. Downey as its expert. Mr, Downey stated he agreed with
the four options a surety has when faced with a performance bond claim as set forth by Mr.
Crafton; however, Mr. Downey indicated that a surety in such a situation also has a fifth
option: to payout the penal sum and receive a release from the owner. Mr. Downey also
opined that sureties customarily attempt to cap their liability to the penal sum of the
performance bond. Mr. Downey stated, however, that takeover agreements capping the
surety's liability customarily contain additional provisions that "work in tandem with that
penal sum cap" provision. Mr. Downey concluded that the contractual language in the final
Takeover Agreement did not contain the language that is customarily utilized to limit a
surety's liability to the penal sum of the performance bond. '0



FOOTNOTES

20 In a hearing held June 10, 2004, the court granted plaintiff's motion to strike Mr.
Downey's expert report with respect to those portions of the report that contained legal
conclusions as to: (1) whether the Takeover Agreement is ambiguous; and (2) whether
MSS breached a fiduciary duty in connection with underwriting the performance bond for
Paliotta. See Tr. of hearing held June 10, 2004, at 11. The court held that Mr. Downey's
opinion as to the Takeover Agreement would be considered to the extent it examined the
custom in the surety industry. The court, however, stated that it would not consider the
report with respect to interpreting the specific contractual ambiguity at issue, which is an
issue of iaw for the court to determine. Id.

[*30] Standard of Review

HN1':tfederqIRlJle.of(:illiLPfQcedlJre21?(c) provides that summary judgment may be granted
if, drawing all inferences in favor of the non-moving party, "the pleadings, depositions,
answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show
that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to
a judgment as a matter of law." fEQ,R,(:iy,P.21?(C). HN2'+A motion for summary judgment
will not be defeated by the mere existence of some disputed facts, but will be defeated when
there is a genuine issue of material fact. ,i\,ndelsQJlX Liberty Lob.Qy,Jn.c,.,.477.1L.sL Z±b.2.1Z:
Z'HL.':JJL);dL2dZQ2,.I-Q§..s •.(:te.,Z5.05j12J:lQ). In determining whether the dispute is
genuine, the court's function is not to weigh the evidence or to determine the truth of the
matter, but only to determine whether the evidence of record is such that a reasonable jury
could return a verdict for the non-moving party. Id. at 24~. HN3':tThe court may consider any
material or evidence that would be admissible or usable at trial in deciding the merits of a
motion [*31] for summary judgment Horta v. Sullivan, 4 F.3d 2, 8 (1st Cir, 1993) (citing
WRIGHT AND MILLER, FEDERAL PRACTICE § 2721); P.QlJq.<:-Is.-':'~.r.ityof Newark, 147 F.SuQlJ~

J2, .~.~-<.QLfI!....LJ95.1?), aff'd, Z±.tlL2d.24]ndLQL.J~I?),cert. den led, 3.2.5.Jd...sL.--'iI?.4,...Z8...s"
Ct. 554, 2 L. Ed. 2d 539 (1956) ("in considering a motion for summary judgment, the court
is entitled to consider exhibits and other papers that have been identified by affidavit or
otherwise made admissible in evidence. ") (emphasis added).

Analysis

I. Contract Claims -- Counts I and IX of plaintiff's complaint

A. The parties' interpretation of paragraph 20

The crux of the cross-motions for summary judgment concern the parties' competing
interpretations of paragraph 20 of the Takeover Agreement. Plaintiff contends that the
extrinsic evidence confirms that the term "liability" in paragraph 20 refers to plaintiff's out-of
pocket obligation to expend money on the project up to the penal sum of its performance
bond ($ 3,539,559.75), and does not refer to some ensuing obligation to EBTMA in the event
the project stopped short of completion. PI.'s Br. in Support of [*32] Summary Judq. (Doc
No, 128) at 3, 5. Under plaintiff's interpretation of paragraph 20, plaintiff was to receive
credit against the penal sum for monies it expended in performing work during the course of
the project. In contrast, defendant argues that the term "liability" in paragraph 20 refers to
plaintiff's liability upon defauit of the original contract, as opposed to a cap on plaintiff's
overall liability with respect to the project Def. 's Br. in Support of Summary Judg. (Doc- No.
182) at 5. According to EBTMA, once MSS decided to enter into the Takeover Agreement and
perform work under the original contract, MSS was obligated to complete the work. 21 EBTMA
contends that paragraph 20 meant that, if MSS did not complete work under the contract,



MSS was "liable to the full extent of its payment bond, but no more." Id. at 6. 22

FOOTNOTES

21 The court does not find merit in plaintiff's argument that defendant proffered a
different interpretation of the contract earlier in the litigation, and that, accordingly,
defendant is barred by the doctrine of equitable estoppel from asserting its "current"
interpretation of the agreement. Defendant's Brief in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for
Partial Summary Judgment on the Pleadings (Doc. No. 42) submitted to the court on
October 16, 2000, consistently asserted the position that MSS was obligated to complete
the work under the original contract, and that MSS would not receive any credit against
the penal sum until the contract balance was exhausted. On page 8 of its brief, defendant
stated:

Plaintiff now seeks a ruling that Paragraph 20 of the Takeover Agreement
"caps" its liability. The language of the provision does nothing more than
maintain the limit on Mid-States's liability for payment of a penal sum. Mid
States [sic] proposed construction of the paragraph would vitiate Paragraph
2, which requires that the project be completed. Thus, the only reasonable
reading of the contract as a whole would apply the cap to a situation where
Mid-State defaults under the completion contract and becomes liable once
again for payment of the penal sum. Thus, even if Mid-State performs
negligently or defaults, Mid-State's original liability will not increase. This
reasonable interpretation would not permit Mid-State to count invoices and
stop work on completion of the project, and also would not result in the
unreasonable reading out of the contract the requirement that the contract be
completed by Mid-State.

Def.'s Br. at 8 (emphasis added). On page 10 of its brief, defendant further stated:

[A] reasonable construction of this provision is that, if Mid-State defaults in
completion, then Mid-State will not be called upon to pay any more than the
penal sum. Hence, its "liability" under the performance bond would not have
changed, even though it may have expended some monies in attempting
completion.

Id. (emphasis added). Finally, page 11 of defendant's brief states:

Plaintiff seeks a ruling that it is entitled to add up the monies expended in
attempting to complete performance, and to simply stop when that amount
reaches the penal limit on the bond. This is not a reasonable interpretation of
the language at issue. Instead, the only reasonable interpretation of the
provision, one that gives effect to Paragraph 2 of the agreement, would apply
paragraph 20 in the event of a default by Mid-State.

Id. (emphasis added). [*33]

22 The parties' competing interpretations can also be viewed as turning on the issue of
timing. Both parties agree that there is some form of a "cap" on plaintiff's "liability." The
parties disagree, however, on the point at which plaintiff's liability is triggered under the
Takeover Agreement. Under defendant's interpretation, plaintiff's "liability" is triggered
upon default of its contractual obligations under the Takeover Agreement. Thus,
regardless of the amount of money plaintiff spends in an attempt to complete the project,
once a breach occurs MSS is liable for the penal sum of its performance bond. Under



plaintiff's interpretation, however, its "liability" began at the point in which it expended
costs in excess of the remaining contract balance. Once the threshold of the remaining
balance was passed, plaintiff asserts that it could be liable up to the amount of the penal
sum, but no more.

B. Pennsylvania Contract Law

In order to decide whether summary judgment is appropriate with respect to either of the
parties' competing interpretations, the court will first proceed with an [*34] analysis of
pertinent Pennsylvania law regarding contract interpretation, 23 HN4+rhe goal of contract
interpretation is "to discover the parties' objective mutual intent, "PlJqtjl:'!sol:'!.1jghtCo,y.
WI:'!stinghQWsl:'! .J;II:'!ctri.c.CQJP,,§§F,~d§Q4,§J1(~d Cicl995). HN5'+In undertaking the
interpretation of a contract under Pennsylvania law, the court must begin with the language
of the contra ct itse If. Kri;?;ovl:'!D;;kl'Jf.~KIj;?;o~veD,';,kYJ,,425"..E'il.•...~!W~L" ..:W4." ..§24.8.,2tl.?8" 642
C.E'il.Swner,Q, 1982) (stating that it is "fairly settled" that "the intent of the parties to a
written contract is contained in the writing itself. "), HN6'+Pennsylvania law follows the
presumption that "the parties' mutual intent can be ascertained by examining the writing."
pwqlje;;[)eJ.ighLC.o.,§§E1d?lL§1~,Thus, "where the intention of the parties is clear, there
is no need to resort to extrinsic aids or evidence," SJI:'!!J,?lIt..Y.,Mc.CheSI],eY,.49ILP?l.,45,..4.44
8.2dJi.59,_§§J.,,(Pa. 1982.}; see also !"1J'lJlon B.ank N.A. v. Aetna BusLness Crl:'!dit. 619 F.2d
.lQQL"l.Q'o.2J.Jd.J:;lL198m ("The strongest external sign of agreement between contracting
parties is the words they use in their written contract."). [*35]

FOOTNOTES

23 Paragraph 22 of the Takeover Agreement states that Pennsylvania law governs the
contract. PI.'s App, Ex, L

There is an exception to this general principle: if the court determines that a contract is
ambiguous, the parties are permitted to introduce extrinsic evidence in order to resolve the
ambiguity, f':JellonJ2.?lOk,§19E.?",L?l.UQJLOd,..CLr•.19.8Q}, The threshold question of whether
the contract is ambiguous is an issue of law for the court to decide, Id. If the court finds the
contract is ambiguous, the arnblqulty must be resolved by the trier of fact. Id; see Ilgg_CQIP,
y."PQWCorni[)gCQJPJ822f,2.d.~5!'LOd. .clI.19,,8Z) (district court erred in granting motion for
summary judgment because contract was ambiguous and extrinsic evidence should have
been admitted to trier of fact to resolve ambiguity).

HN7:+Secause the threshold determination of whether a contract is ambiguous is a province of
the court, courts have deveioped points of reference to aid in making the
determination [*36] whether a contractual term is ambiguous. For example, the United
States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, interpreting Pennsylvania law, stated that a
contractual term is ambiguous:

if, and only if, it is reasonabiy or fairly susceptible of different constructions and is
capable of being understood in more senses than one and is obscure in meaning
through indefiniteness of expression or has a double meaning,

PW.q!Jesne,l,ight..C.o.•t..§,§E,~d.illJ2l4,HN8+rhe court must consider "the words of the contract,
the alternative meaning suggested by counsel, and the nature of the objective evidence to be
offered in support of that meaning" in determining whether a term is ambiguous. !'il:'!JLQ!]
]:)ilDk,,,§'12..E~2d,,.;;LtlO1:l. Additionally, HN9'+the court must interpret "trade terms, legal terms
of art, numbers, common words of accepted usage and terms of a similar nature, , . in



accord with their specialized or accepted usage unless such an interpretation would produce
irrationai results or the contract documents are internally inconsistent." !Q,i';lt 1013.

HN1°::t:'The party asserting that a contractual provision is ambiguous may resort to extrinsic
evidence [*37] to support its claim that a specific term or phrase is a latent ambiguity.
BohleI-U_d_d-".holm .America.Jj}". v. Ellwood GrouQ,.247 F.3d 79 ..21.L-lc!.Qec..20011.. 24 The
extrinsic evidence, however, cannot be utilized "to show that the parties intended something
different that was not incorporated into the contract." Id. In other words, the ambiguity
inquiry must be about the parties' objective "linguistic reference." LcL.Q1.93.. When
determining whether a latent ambiguity exists, "the parties' expectations, standing alone, are
irrelevant without any contractual hook on which to pin them." Q.uq.ld.esD,".l"ig]ltCQ., ..9.§.f.}.Q
~14:.12_n.9. Instead, "a party offers the right type of extrinsic evidence for establishing
latent ambiguity if the evidence can be used to support 'a reasonable alternative semantic
reference' for specific terms contained in the contract." (:lQ.hLeE,.£47.L;l.Q..eL94.Q.•J. (quoting
Mellon Bank, 619 F.2d at 1012 n.13). Thus, extrinsic evidence presented to establish a latent
ambiguity may be used to support an alternative interpretation of a term that "sharpens" the
term's meaning, but may not [*38] be used to support an interpretation that "completely
changes" the meaning of the term. Bohler,.L4.Z.F.3Q.gt 95 n~'!:. 2S

FOOTNOTES

24 HN11::t:'There are two types of arnbiqultles. A patent ambiguity is one that appears on
the face of the contract and is the result of defective or obscure language. Ban<;:.y..y.•
Eoute. 2001 PA Super 260, 784 A.2d 132. 136 IPa. Super. Ct. 2001). A patent ambiguity
is "apparent just from reading the contract without having to know anything about how it
interacts with the world." RICHARD A LORD, 11 WILLISTON ON CONTRACTS § 33:40 (4th
ed.) In contrast, a latent arnblquity "arises from extraneous or collateral facts which make
the meaning of a written agreement uncertain although the language thereof, on its face,
appears clear and unambiguous." 12U9Qe.sneJJght,"'§'!2..f.3.Q..<tUil.:!. The Pennsylvania
Supreme Court stated that "the usual instance of a latent ambiguity is one in which a
writing refers to a particular person or thing and is thus apparently clear on its face, but
upon application to external objects is found to fit two or more of them equally." ;;;teu.9It.
444 A.2d at 663 (citations omitted, emphasis added). The distinction between patent and
latent ambiguities has been deemphasized: "as the law changed and began to emphasize
content over form .... Coincident with this change in focus has been a significant decline
in the importance of the distinction between latent and patent ambiguities. Many courts
now concur that the distinction is largely 'an unprofitable subtlety." Richard A. Lord, 11
Williston on Contracts § 33:40 (4th ed. 2004). While the court in the memorandum
opinion dated March 28, 2002, did not specifically identify the ambiguity in this case as a
latent ambiguity, it is apparent to the court that the ambigUity was considered
latent. [*39]

25 The court of appeals in Bohler further stated that Pennsylvania law established that:

(1) mere disagreement between the parties over the meaning of a term is
insufficient to establish that term as ambiguous; (2) each party's proffered
interpretation must be reasonable, in that there must be evidence in the
contract to support the interpretation beyond the party's mere claim of
ambiguity; and (3) the proffered interpretation cannot contradict the common
understanding of the disputed term or phrase when there is another term that
the parties could easily have used to convey this contradictory meaning.



Id. at 94-95.

The approach utilized by the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit in Bohler to
determine if a contractual term was ambiguous is instructive. In Bohler, the parties entered
into an agreement to establish a joint venture to manufacture steel ingots. The joint venture
was primarily formed: (a) to allow the defendant to produce its own supply of steel ingots;
and (b) to permit the plaintiff, a Swedish corporation, to avoid steel import quotas. [*40]
Id. at 87. The contract specified that the parties would pay for the joint venture's overhead
costs in accordance with the percentage each partner controlled in the joint venture. One
clause in the agreement specified that the defendant could receive a rebate from the joint
venture if the amount of steel it "purchased" from the joint venture exceeded the defendant's
allotted overhead percentage. IQ"--"UlZ. 26 After the plant commenced operation, a dispute
arose between the parties over the proper interpretation of the term "purchases" in the joint
venture agreement. The defendant argued that buying ingots from the joint venture and
reselling them to third parties constituted a "purchase" under the agreement. !!:L.."UtE!. In
contrast, the plaintiff asserted that the joint venture sold the ingots directly to third parties at
the defendant's direction, and that the defendant was not entitled to a rebate on such
"purchases." Id.

FOOTNOTES

26 The Agreement specifically provided as follows:

§ 2.3 Price Adjustment or Rebate for Contribution. Within 90 days after the
end of each calendar year of Seller [EUS], the prices with respect to the
purchase of Products during the preceding calendar year by Buyer [Ellwood]
shall be adjusted by way of rebate (after giving effect to quarterly estimated
allowances) if Buyer's Purchases (net of returns and allowances) in any year
constitute more than 80% of the aggregate amount received by Seller in such
year in excess of aggregate above defined "base costs" for such year
(hereinafter for this Section 2.3 referred to as "Contribution").

!Q.cflt'il.? (emphasis added).

[*41] The district court determined that the agreement was ambiguous with respect to the
plaintiffs right under the contract to receive rebates on the basis of sales to third parties, and
the jury determined that the plaintiff breached the agreement by including third party ingot
sales in its rebate calculations. 19-,-"h 90. Upon review of the district court's determination
that the contract was ambiguous, the court of appeals affirmed. The court of appeals first
examined the plaintiff's proffered "contractual hook," which was that the term "purchases" in
the agreement was ambiguous. The court of appeals noted that the plaintiff pointed to
several provisions in the joint venture agreement and the business plan that could become
meaningless if the defendant's interpretation was accepted. Id. at 9?::9_E!.. The court of appeals
also examined language that the defendant proposed during negotiations but was rejected by
the plaintiff and did not become part of the final business plan and agreement. Id. at 98 n.5.
27 Because the court of appeals determined that the plaintiff's "proffered interpretation of
these sections does not contradict the common meaning of the terms contained



therein [*42] but merely narrows those meanings," the court next examined extrinsic
evidence offered by the plaintiff to support its alternative interpretation of the contract. Id_.gJ
Sia. The extrinsic evidence reviewed by the court of appeals consisted of: (1) testimony of the
plaintiff's general counsel regarding the negotiation of the agreement; (2) a proposed
business plan the defendant sent to the plaintiff which stated that the primary purpose of the
joint venture was to supply ingots to its owners, not to third parties; (3) evidence that all
references to "third party purchasers" were deleted in the final version of the agreement; and
(4) an affidavit submitted by the plaintiff's president regarding his understanding as to when
the defendant was permitted to sell ingots to third parties under the agreement. Ic;/_,._QLSia::Si9..
The court of appeals concluded that the extrinsic evidence the defendant offered in support
of its interpretation "supports its reasonable alternative interpretation of the agreement" Ii:!,
gLSi97JJlQ. Thus, the court of appeals held that the district court was correct in determining
that the agreement was ambiguous and submitting the issue of the proper
interpretation [*43] of the contract to the jury to decide. Id,.gJ.1Q.\).

FOOTNOTES

27 See also lV1eI/QDl3gDk,i51Si.F.2dgtlO14 (court stated that where clause the plaintiff
demanded to be excluded during negotiations was contained in final agreement, and
where the plaintiff signed agreement notWithstanding inclusion of the clause, the plaintiff
"became bound by the usual meaning" of the clause).

In summary, in determining whether the term "liability" is ambiguous in this case, the court
must decide whether the party's proffered "contractual hook" contradicts the common
meaning of the term or narrows its meaning. If the interpretation narrows the term's
meaning, the court may then consider extrinsic evidence offered by the party to establish a
latent ambiguity. If such evidence supports a reasonable alternative interpretation of the
agreement, the court may find the contract to be ambiguous. If the contract is ambiguous,
the court cannot grant summary judgment as a matter of law, and the finder of fact will
ultimately have [*44] to weigh at trial the evidence offered by the parties in support of
their respective interpretations and determine the proper interpretation of the contract.

C. The term "liability" in the Takeover Agreement is ambiguous and the trier of fact
will have to resolve the ambiguity

Applying the above principles of Pennsylvania contract law to the present dispute, the court
must first determine whether the term "liability" in the Takeover Agreement is ambiguous.
The court begins its analysis at the appropriate starting point: by examining the language of
the agreement itself. In this respect, the Takeover Agreement contains the following
pertinent provisions:

WHEREAS, the Owner desires to effect the completion of said Contract in order to
preserve the work in place and to expedite completion and to avoid delays and
inconvenience; and

WHEREAS, the Surety is Willing to exercise its election to complete the Contract
as a measure of cooperation With the Owner providing Surety can be assured
that in doing so, it will receive the Contract payments as hereinafter set forth.

* * * *
2. The Surety agrees to perform or procure the performance of all work to be
[*45] completed or corrected in accordance with the terms and conditions of

the Original Contract and approved change orders thereto and its Performance



and Payment Bonds, the terms and conditions of which are incorporated herein
by reference,

3. The Owner acknowledges that the Surety shall receive ali contract proceeds
upon completion of the work covered by the Contract in the manner specified by
the Contract. Accordingly, the Owner acknowledges that the remaining Contract
balance, as of the date of the signing of the Agreement, for the completion of the
contract is $ 2,575,270.05.

* * * *
11. The parties to this Agreement accept that this Takeover Agreement should
not be construed to waive, limit, alter or amend any of the parties obligations,
rights, defenses or liabilities under the Bond or the Contract.

* * * *
15, If, for any reason, the terms and conditions of this Takeover Agreement
conflict with the requirements, rights, obligations or responsibilities enumerated
under the Contract, then the terms and conditions of the Contract shall
supersede this Agreement,

16. This Takeover Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the
parties for purposes [*46] of the takeover of this project only. The contract
entered into between the Owner and the principal remains in fuli force and effect.

* * * *
19. In the event of litigation to enforce the terms of this Takeover Agreement,
the substantially prevailing party shall be entitled to its costs, including
reasonable attorney fees to the extent permitted by law.

20. The Owner agrees that under no circumstances shali the Surety's liability
exceed the penal sum of its Performance Bond. The Surety shall not indebt the
Owner to any party to pay for work in excess of the penal sum of the
Performance Bond.

PI.'s App. Ex, A (emphasis added).

EBTMA contends that the meaning of the term "liability" is apparent from the term's plain
meaning and the language in the corresponding provisions of the contract. According to
EBTMA, several provisions in the Takeover Agreement clearly mandate MSS to complete
Contract # 1, and that, to accept MSS's interpretation of "liability" would be to nullify those
express provisions of the Takeover Agreement that require MSS to complete Contract # 1.
See Second Fedgri'il SavlDg~;;tQ!:L,Loar] Ass'n v •.BrenDi'in,30'Z.p.i'i~~er..5..1l1,..53JLl\.2d 397.,
lQQQ{f'iLSl1!LeL,CL1'Z,'ZU [*47] (stating that one part of a contract cannot be read to
annul another part of the contract, and that a contract must be construed, if possible, to
effect ali of its terms). In addition, EBTMA asserts that the inclusion of paragraph 20
immediately foliowing paragraph 19 (which addresses litigation between the parties over the
Takeover Agreement) indicates that, if MSS fails to complete the contract, MSS's liability to
EBTMA upon default of its contractual obligations is capped at the penal amount of its
performance bond. EBTMA argues that this is a reasonable interpretation of the Takeover
Agreement, especially because MSS would be responsible to complete the project regardless
of cost once it entered into the Takeover Agreement in the absence of a limitation of liability
ciause. See flr§Um!em.,gLAm. IDS~.C.Q.d', •.f':1odIJ@r,Stn,lct.L!Ies(lrue.f':1.odIJli'iLStrlJctures)L,n,
L~9]2,]4,!J.1J;ld_Clr~.1';l'Z,!}. Finaliy, EBTMA asserts that the parties' conduct during the



course of performance of the contract -- specifically the letters sent by Bowen to Regish on
August 30, 2000, and to Morosky on October 2, 2000 -- compels its proffered interpretation
of the contract term. See Pennsylvi'loii'l l;nginS:"'Iing Corp· 'L. M_"Gri'lW' E.d IsoD, CO,,200Pi'l,
Ei02.. t. 4..2'3 A.2.d :329,332 (Pi'l. 19S3) [*48] (stating that the parties' post agreement conduct
is relevant to aid in contract interpretation irrespective of whether the contract is
ambiguous).

MSS contends that the term "liability" is not clear and unambiguous under the plain meaning
and context of the agreement. In support of its argument, MSS asserts that paragraph 20 is
a specific contractual provision that qualifies the general requirements in the "whereas"
clause and paragraph 2 to complete the work under the contract. See PB.s__Co,i'lJ,Jn",\!"
tli"LrdbitLMining ,_In.>:,,....42.'3. Pi'l·SidPS:L2f-2, ..Eil.2./j.2d.'2Q3.,...<:JWi (P.i'l r: SidPS:I•..Ct".J.9.'3.3.). Th is
interpretation is MSS's so-called "contractual hook" in support of its argument that its
proffered interpretation "does not contradict the common meaning of the terms contained
therein but merely narrows those meanings. "Bohler,24Z'£'ZQ.i'l.L'3JI. MSS argues that
extrinsic evidence clearly establishes its proffered interpretation of the term. jd~i'l.t.'3Z

(stating that, when faced with the threshold question of whether the contract is ambiguous,
"Pennsylvania law both requires that the court interpret the language without using extrinsic
evidence, and allows the court to bring in extrinsic [*49] evidence to prove latent
ambiguity").

Proceeding to the specific term in dispute, the term "liability" is defined by Black's Law
Dictionary as follows:

liability, n. 1. The quality or state of being legally obligated or accountable; legal
responsibility to another or to society, enforceable by civil remedy or criminal
punishment.... 2. (often pl.) A financial or pecuniary obligation.

BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 932 (8th ed. 2004). Under this definition, the term "liability"
could reasonably refer to either of the competing interpretations offered by the parties:
plaintiff's total financial obligation to defendant after default, no matter what amount of
money plaintiff spent in an unsuccessful attempt to complete the contract (defendant's
interpretation); or plaintiff's total out-of-pocket obligation to spend up to the penal sum of its
performance bond, rather than some ensuing obligation to defendant in the event the project
stopped short of completion (plaintiffs interpretation). The major defect of paragraph 20 is
that the phrase "Surety's liability" is not qualified by any language that could aid the court in
interpreting its meaning. Furthermore, [*50] examining the context of the agreement, it is
unclear whether paragraph 20 is a specific contractual provision that trumps the general
requirement for plaintiff to compiete all work under the terms of the original contract. In this
respect, the court agrees with the earlier assessment made in connection with the motion to
dismiss that the plain meaning of the term "liability" is ambiguous under the reasonable
competing interpretations of both parties. See D.u.Q!!.esDS:..,L[gj]J;"..96.£,,:3_di'l.L614: (stating that
HN1.2':;:a contractual term is ambiguous if it is "reasonably or fairly susceptible of different
constructions and is capable of being understood in more senses than one and is obscure in
meaning through indefiniteness of expression or has a double meaning").

Furthermore, evidence of trade usage advanced by the parties does not clear up the
ambiguity. See SidDQe13illCQIP" ..Y.e, LiQ.eltYMlJt· )ns,CQ"266 Eg,4<:J4, Z8Lfl.2dl1S.9,.;U2:2.
(Pi'l.2.0.0JJ HN13':;:("custom in the industry or usage in the trade is always relevant and
admissible in construing commercial contracts and does not depend on any obvious
ambiguity in the words of the contract"). Neither party disputes that HN14':;:when a contractor
defaults [*51] under the terms of its contract, its surety generally chooses one of two
options: (1) pay the penal sum of the performance bond; or (2) enter into a takeover
agreement and perform the work of its principal. See also March 28, 2002 Mem. Op. at 4
(citing, DEUTSCH, KERRIGAN & STILES, CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY INSURANCE HANDBOOK



§ 166.4 (1991)). If the surety elects to perform the work of its principal in order to reduce its
potential costs -- i.e., attempts to complete the project for less than it would cost to simply
remit to the project owner the penal sum of the performance bond -- the surety is liable
without regard to the penal sum unless it is able to obtain a clause in the takeover
agreement "limiting the surety's liability in the course of performance to the original bond
penaltv." IOt,e,m,Cl.tJ0 OCl 1" FideJitYJns."y"C;o!JntY_QLEQ~kLClDd, 9l:\f,;:;,\JJ!R,2,d40Q,A2~ CS_,D,J'j,y"
2000). That kind of clause, if it appears in a takeover agreement, is known as an "absolute
limitation on liability to the penal sum of the bond." I'LCl.L430.

In support of their respective positions, both parties retained experts with respect to trade
usage. Both experts acknowledged [*52] the risk-reward position of a surety electing to
enter into a takeover agreement to complete the work of its defaulting principal. Both
experts further stated that sureties attempt to include clauses in the takeover agreement
that cap the surety's absolute liability to the penal sum of the performance bond. Neither
expert, however, expressed a clear opinion as to whether an established trade usage exists
with respect to the word "liability," Thus, although both parties' experts agree that sureties
often attempt to limit their total costs under takeover agreements to the penal sum of the
performance bond, it remains uncertain whether plaintiff was able to accomplish that goal
within the confines of the specific agreement at issue in this case. Therefore, the court finds
that the term "liability" is ambiguous.

This determination that the term is ambiguous is further supported by extrinsic evidence
revealed through discovery. !2QJJJeI,,24LL2djiL9Z. The parties engaged in extensive
discovery into the bargaining history and subsequent conduct of the parties pursuant to the
Takeover Agreement in an attempt to determine the meaning of the term "liability" in
paragraph 20. [*53] The extrinsic evidence set forth in part II.A., supra, reveals that MSS,
throughout the bargaining process in the form of contract proposals and letters to EBTMA and
GF, insisted that its liability had to be capped at the penal sum of its performance bond. MSS
initially proposed language which clearly stated that MSS would receive credit for payments
made in excess of the remaining balance under the contract. RUS, however, determined that
this language was "unacceptable." Throughout the negotiating process, RUS -- which had to
give its approval to the agreement as EBTMA's governmental source of funding -- was
steadfast that the Takeover Agreement could not contain any language creating an absolute
cap on MSS's liability that could threaten the completion of the project. Thus, EBTMA's first
proposed takeover agreement did not contain any limitation of MSS's liability as to the penal
sum amount. MSS responded by stating the limitation of liability clause was required to reach
an agreement.

In an attempt to undue the stalemate, the parties explored the so-called "third option."
Under this option, EBTMA examined whether there was enough coverage under the contract
balance (approximately [*54] $ 2.5 million) and the penal sum of the performance bond ($
3.5 million) to complete the project. MSS proposed the following language be inserted into
the Takeover Agreement under the "third option:"

Obligee agrees that under no circumstances shall Surety's liability exceed the
penal sum of its Performance Bond. The balance of the contract price must be
exhausted before the penal sum is reduced. Surety shall not indebt Obligee to
any party to pay for work in excess of the penal sum of the Performance Bond.

Def.'s App. Ex. A, Dep. Ex. 15 (emphasis added). Under this option, MSS would receive credit
and the penal sum would be reduced with respect to payments made by MSS for work that
was not reimbursed under the original contract. EBTMA's attorney proposed the following
paragraph, which contained a minor grammatical change that significantly altered MSS's
proposed language:



The Owner agrees that under no circumstances shall the Surety's liability exceed
the penal sum of its Performance Bond, The balance of the contract price must be
exhausted before the penal sum begins to reduce, The Surety shall not indebt the
Owner to any party to pay for work in excess [*55] of the penal sum of the
Performance Bond,

Def.ts App, Ex. A, Dep, Ex, 18 (emphasis added), The "slight modification" in effect suggests
that MSS would not receive any credit With respect to its penal sum until the balance of the
contract price was exhausted. See DeL's Ex, E, Bowen AfL P5. 2. Thereafter, MSS and EBTMA
negotiated over the second sentence to paragraph 20,

FOOTNOTES

28 Despite whether plaintiff would receive any credit against its penal sum under this
proposal, the proposal did appear to cap plaintiff's absolute liability to the penal sum of
the performance bond.

Ultimately, that sentence was left out of the final agreement in its entirety. Paragraph 20 of
the Takeover Agreement stated:

20. The Owner agrees that under no circumstances shall the Surety's liability
exceed the penal sum of its Performance Bond, The surety shall not indebt the
Owner to any party to pay for work in excess of the penal sum of the
Performance Bond,

PI:s App, Ex, A (emphasis added). The flurry [*56] of letters sent between the parties after
this final proposal reveals a textbook case for concluding that the term "liability" is
ambiguous. EBTMA sent MSS a letter along with the final proposed language which stated:
"Please pay attention to paragraph 20. I believe this addresses your concerns:' This letter
creates an objective inference that the term "liability" is ambiguous based upon the prior
bargaining history of the parties, and it cuts against EBTMA's argument that the term clearly
and unambiguously: (1) required MSS to complete the contract prior to receiving credit
against the penal sum; and (2) required MSS to spend out-of-pocket costs in excess of the
penal sum, The extrinsic evidence also supports an inference that EBTMA's interpretation of
the agreement is "unreasonable" because, under its interpretation of the agreement, MSS
would never earn any credit under its penal sum, See PI:s Br. in Opp, (Doc. No. 149) at 9,

The extrinsic evidence, however, also undercuts piaintiff's interpretation of the agreement,
For example, although EBTMA sent MSS a proposal containing the "third option" which at the
very least capped MSS's total liability, that language was not [*57] included in the final
agreement, In Bohler, the court of appeals found persuasive the fact that language which
was contained in a draft agreement was left out of the final agreement, Bohler, 247 F.3d at
.99, The omission, according to the court of appeals, supported an inference that such an
interpretation was not supported by the final agreement Id. Likewise, the fact that the "third
option" was left out of the final agreement supports an inference that it did not become part
of the final agreement

In the end, a review of the language of the agreement and the extrinsic evidence set forth by
the parties leads the court to conclude that the term "liability" in paragraph 20 of the
Takeover Agreement is ambiguous, At this stage in the proceedings, the function of the court
is to determine whether there is an ambiguity in the Takeover Agreement, not to offer an
opinion as to which of the competing interpretations is ultimately correct. That is a function
for the trier of fact to determine at trial. fVJellonJ2QD.k.,_619.E,2c!S!LtQJ1. It is sufficient at
this point for the court to determine that each of the competing interpretations of the



agreement [*58] are reasonable, and that the term "liability" is reasonably susceptible of at
least tWD different meanings, Accordlnqly, because the court finds that the term "liability" in
the Takeover Agreement is arnblquous, the court will deny the parties' cross-motions for
summary judgment on counts I and IX,

II. Unjust Enrichment and Equitable Rescission Claims •• Counts IV and XII

Plaintiff brouqht a claim for unjust enrichment at count IV of its complaint, Plaintiff alleged in
count IV that it performed work and provided materials, labor and services for the benefit of
EBTMA, and that EBTMA was unjustly enriched at plaintiff's expense, PI,'s Compl. (DDc, No,
1) 1'1'22-26, Both parties agree that HN15:+plaintiff may not maintain an unjust enrichment
claim where a written contract exists between the parties, See MitchelLlL MDore",) 999 PA
SJJPgLZZ,Z29,8,2d)2QQ,t2Q;L(pg",SIJR~LCt,), Thus, plaintiff cannot maintain an unjust
enrichment claim at count IV in connection with its breach of contract claim,

Plaintiff, however, contends that it may maintain an unjust enrichment claim with respect to
the fraud claim at count X of the amendment to plaintiff's complaint. Count X alleges that
defendants [*59] GF and EBTMA fraudulently induced Pallotta to bid for Contract # 1, for
plaintiff to issue performance and payment bonds on Contract # 1, and for plaintiff to enter
into the Takeover Agreement. Arndt, to PL's Cornpl. (DDc, ND, 96) 1'1'.30-31, Plaintiff argues
that if Contract # 1 is rescinded based upon fraud, plaintiff could recover damages, inter alia,
under a claim or unjust enrichment. SeeShIJJt:llilJLV,,,CQ[ltjlJ.eD.l:gLELgnL,,;ilJ,["S,l!RP,,,.2Z9,__911.2
(I=,.ILPg ...19S.1) (denying motion for summary judgment with respect to unjust enrichment
claim where material issue of fact existed as to whether underlying agreement was
enforceable),

The court agrees with plaintiff's position. Plaintiff is permitted to maintain claims for fraud
and breach of contract at this stage of the proceedings because the claims, the rights
asserted, and the relief requested are not the same, SeeCl!J1Ding!:lf!m\L.JQseph,l:lQIne"CQw
'1:06--"a. 1"J].2,A2dJ?,,4,!1,65,Q.::.5UPa. 19'§)). HNl6+There is a distinction between election of
inconsistent remedies and election of a particular legal theory to pursue a claim, and a
plaintiff "should not be forced to elect a particular legal theory in pursuing a claim" prior to
trial, [*60] Sch.[eJb~LlLReQublicIntermodaU;;:QfP~d?JPa. 614,,375 A.2d 1285J,129UP.9~

1977). Thus, plaintiff is permitted to maintain both its breach of contract claim and fraud
claims. To the extent that plaintiff is successful on both claims at trial, plaintiff will have to
make an election of remedies so as to avoid double recovery. W~d9~~QQd.Dil1er,",3,I5.S,f'.9.,

S_ljP.er.,'1:SQ,,;i.31,A~2d,:?,;rz,23.s,JPQ,.J2IJQ.eL.cL1.9IE)(stating that HNl7+where a plaintiff
alleges it was defrauded in a contract, the plaintiff may either (1) rescind the contract and
recover restitution damages or (2) affirm the contract and recover damages on the basis of
the fraud); see also Jjffy1]JbEUnterngliQDg[,_LnLY~,liffY..ll!I;>,e ofJ'_~nDsyLI!QnJQJ,l1:l~,JH,S

F.Supp. 569, 576-77 ("under [the doctrine of election of remedies], a party alleging fraud in
connection with the formation of a contract has a choice: the party may either disaffirm the
contract and tender back the consideration received, or affirm the voidable contract and
waive the fraud,"), Plaintiff may pursue both claims and is not required to make an election
of remedies prior to or at trial, .c[gjgjeJ!~G.eD~J.9LMQ.l:Qrs..CQrp'J,],'lQE.S,l!PP._35.3".3;:;3_(I=~[:)~,

£.i'l.,199,(lt [*61] Accordingly, because plaintiff is permitted to maintain its fraud claim for
rescission of Contract # 1 and the Takeover Agreement, defendant's motion for summary
judgment With respect to count IV is denied.

Count XII states a claim for equitable rescission of the Takeover Agreement, In accordance
with the rationale set forth above, the court will also deny defendant's motion for summary
judgment with respect to count XII.

III~ Negligence ... Count V



Count V of plaintiff's complaint contains a claim for negligence against EBTMA, In its
response to defendant's motion for summary judgment, plaintiff consented to dismissal of
count V, Accordingly, the court will grant defendant's motion for summary judgment with
respect to count V,

IV. Negligent Misrepresentation, Fraud, and Civil Conspiracy Claims -- Counts VII,
X, and XI

Counts VII, X, and XI of plaintiff's complaint contain claims, respectively, for negligent
misrepresentation, fraud, and civil conspiracy. Plaintiff's fraud and negligent
misrepresentation claims allege that defendant: (1) inaccurately marked utility lines on
plans; (2) failed to comply with the request by RUS to place a "caution note" on the [*62]
plans; (3) failed to disclose the potential for wildcat sewer lines; and (4) failed to update
utility markings pursuant to the One Call Act. With respect to the pending motion for
summary judgment as to counts VII, X, and XII, EBTMA and plaintiff adopted the arguments
set forth by plaintiff and GF regarding GF's motion for summary judgment. In the
memorandum opinion ruling upon GF's motion dated June 30, 2005, the court examined
plaintiff's particular fraud and negligent misrepresentation claims in great detail. The court
granted summary judgment in part in favor of GF with respect to plaintiff's fraud, civil
conspiracy, and negligent misrepresentation claims regarding private wildcat sewer lines and
GF's alleged failure to comply with the One Call Act 90 days prior to the bid date. In all other
respects, GF's motion for summary judgment on the fraud and negligent misrepresentation
claims was denied. For the reasons set forth in the court's June 30, 2005 memorandum
opinion and summarized above, the court will grant this defendant's motion for summary
judgment in part as to plaintiff's fraud, civil conspiracy, and negligence claims regarding the
private wildcat sewer lines and defendant's [*63] alleged failure to comply with the One
Call Act 90 days prior to the bid date. See Travelers Cas. & Sur. Co. v. Castegnaro, 565 Pa.
,2.1Q, 772 A.2d 456, 460 (Pq~200JJ.HN1B+("ln the context of vicarious liability, a principal is
liable to third parties for the frauds, deceits, concealments, misrepresentations, torts,
negligent acts and other malfeasances of his agent, even though the principal did not
authorize, justify, participate in or know of such conduct or even if he forbade the acts or
disapproved of them, as long as they occurred within the agent's scope of employment"), In
all other respects, defendant's motion for summary judgment for the claims set forth in
counts VII, X, and XI will be denied.

Conclusion

AND NOW, this 29th day of July 2005, upon consideration of the cross-motions for summary
judgment filed by plaintiff Mid-State Surety Corp-oration -and defendant East Bethlehem
Township Municipal Authority, THE COURT ORDERS AS FOLLOWS:

· Defendant's motion for summary judgment is DENIED with respect to counts I (breach of
contract) and IX (declaratory judgment).

· Plaintiff's motion for partial summary judgment is DENIED with respect [*64] to counts I
(breach of contract) and IX (declaratory judgment).

· Defendant's motion for summary judgment is DENIED with respect to counts IV (unjust
enrichment) and XII (equitable rescission) which plaintiff represents are based upon
defendant's alleged fraud.

· Defendant's motion for summary judgment is GRANTED with respect to count V
(negligence).

· Defendant's motion is GRANTED IN PART with respect to plaintiff's claims in counts VII
(negligent misrepresentation), X (fraud), and XI (civil conspiracy) regarding defendant's



alleged misrepresentations as to wildcat sewer iines and defendant's alleged faiiure to follow
tile One Call Act and DENIED in all other respects,

29 JUL 05

By the court:

Joy Flowers Conti

United States District Judge
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